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I. INTRODUCTION 

On Saturday morning, April 7, 1962, at about lOS@,an accidental nuclear excur- 
sion occurred in the plutonium waste recovery facility (Recuplex) of the 234-5 
Building, The facility, along with many other plar:ts at Hanford, is operated 
by General Electric as prime contractor for the: Commission. The nuclear excur- 
sion is the first to have occurred in any producd<ion facility at Hanford, This 
excursion did not result in any mechanical damag+ or spread of contamination, 
Three employees of the General Electric Company received overexposures to gamma 
and neutron radiation. None were fatally exposed; in each case the overexposure 
was recognized promptly, and following medical observation and testing the men 
were released to return to work& 

In compliance with AEC Manual Chapter 0703, an AEC-HAPS committee composed of 
two AX employees (one of whom was the Chairman) and five General Electric em- 
ployees was appointed by the Manager, HOO, with the concurrence of the General 
Manager, HAPO, to conduct cn investigation of the incident. The committee's 
purpose was to determine the cause, nature, and extent of the incident, and 
recommend action to be taken, by others to minimize or preclude future incidents 
of this magnitude. A study of operating practices and operating conditions 
that appeared to exist prior to, during, and subsequent to the accident was 
made by the committee. 

The committee believes that this report provides sufficient Lnformaticn to ars- 
wer questions which may arise as a result of the criticality incident except 
those relating to its cause, Evidence obtained strongly indicates the cause, 
but it cannot be stated positively that the incident occurred in a certain 
manner, Ir is believed that this evidence cannot be secured, 
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II. AUTHORIZATION AND SCOPE OF INVESTIGATION 

The scope of the investigation as stated in an April 13, 1962 memorandum (see 
Exhibit 12-B) from the Investigation Committee to the Manager, HOO, is: 

1. 

2, 

3. 

4. 

5. 

Cause of and rtsponsibility for the incident, 

Nature and extent (including costs) of the incident. 

Recommendations for corrective action, if indicated. 

Probability, amounts, and validity of claims against 
extent this is practicable. 

the Government to the 

The effectiveness and appropriateness of actions taken to insure safety to 
personnel and Government property, and to restore the Recuplex Operation. 

On April 9, 1962, the Manager, HOO, by memorandum (see Exhibit 12-A) appointed 
the following Investigation Committee: 

Carl N, Zangar, Director, Health and Safety Division, HO0 - Chairman 
M. C. Leverett, Consulting Engineer, HLO, HAP0 
C. C. Gamertsfelder, Technical Consultant, HLO, HAP0 
P. F. Gast, Manager, Physics and Instrument Research and Development, HLO, HAP0 
0, H. Greager, Manager, Research and Engineering, IPD, HAP0 
W. N. Mobley, Manager, Manufacturing, FPD, HAP0 
M. J. Rasmussen, Nuclear Chemist, Production Division, HO0 

E, G, Pierick, Senior. Engineer, CPD, HAPO, acted as secretary for the Committee 
and rendered valuable admir‘istrative and technical assistance. 
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III. BRIEF OF FINDINGS 

The Investigation Committee, after examining a large body of evidence and after 
interviews with numerous persons finds as follows: 

A. 

B. 

C. 

D. 

E. 

The accidental nuclear excursion in the Recuplex facility on April 7, 1962 
occurred in a general purpose transfer tank, designated K-9, as the result 
of the presence in that tank of approximately 1400-1500 grams of plutonium 
contained in about 45-50 liters of dilute nitric acid containing other 
chemicals. The plutonium concentration of the solution was thus about 30 
grams/liter. - 

The preferred explanation for the presence of this quantity of plutonium in 
K-9 is not completely consistent with all the technical evidence and all 
the testimony of witnesses. The preferred explanation is that about 48 liter: 
of plutonium product solution (45 grams/liter plutonium concentration) over- 
flowed from product receiver tank J-1 to the floor, This overflew sccurred 
through a line, installed about three years ago, which led to the SE hood 
floor directly, rather than through catch tank J-5, as formerly. T5e fact 
that a J-l overflow could not, therefore, be detected by the former cathd 
of observing a rise in the liquid level of J-5 was unknown to the immediately 
associated operating organization, and had not been taken into account in 
the operating procedures, 

The product solution flowed across the floor of the solvent extraction (SE) 
hods and was from there later partly sucked up into K-9 through a temporary 
line used in previous hood clean-up operations, In order for the solution 
to have entered K-9 via this temporary line, a valve (#944) in that line had 
to be opened and subsequently closed by human agency. The valve (#944) was 
found closed upon examination after the accident* 

The strong plutonium solution from the floor mingled in K-9 with a smaller 
volume of dilute aqueous solution of plutonium. This dilute aqueous solu- 
tion originated in Tank L-2 in the normal course of operations aimed at 
clean-up of organic solvent prior to discarding it, 

That a significant overflow of plutonium solution occurred from J-l to the 
floor is well supported by charts taken from recording instruments on the 
equipment. 

The explanation is consistent also with postaccident measurements of the 
concentrations of plutonium in K-9, ~-1, and L-2 (the tank which was the 
swarce of the dilute aqueous plutonium solution),assuming the two solutions 
were mixed in the ratio of approximately 1 part L-2 solution to 1.5 to 2 
parts J-l solution, 

Both sulfate and hydrogen ion concentrations in J-l itself are inconsistent 
(too high) with the mixing ratio calculated from the plutonium balance on 
J-1, K-9, and L-2 solutions, As noted in the text, it is at least partly 
justifiable to disregard this inconsistency. 

Tne explanation also is not supported by the statements of the operators on 
duty just before or during the accident, since both of them state that they 
do not recall having manipulated valve #944 in any way during the period in 
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question, Acceptance of this explanation i:l-plies tnar this testimony is 
false or that recollection of the manip!:lat!on has, indeed, been obliterated, 
perhaps by the shot?< of the event. 

FI The tank in which criticality occurred is provided with essentially no s'nield- 
ing to protect operatcrs of the equ!.pr;ent ;i;rd other occupants of the building 
against escaping neutrons or gamma rays, Qf the 22 pcrsor,s in the building 
at the time, three were hospitalized for observation and treatment after the 
accident. These three were estimated to have received 110, 43, and 19 rem, 
respectively, in the accident, so other person received more than two rem, 
None of the three hospitalized persons have or had symptons definitely re- 
ferable to radiation received in the zccident, although laboratory tests 
show some effects due to radiation, 

The occurrence of the accident on a Saturday :fhen week-day emplcyees were not 
present may have prevented additional sign1 'ficant radiation exposures. 

c 3. There was no mechanical damage resulting from 1:'Ic excursion and no spread of 
alpha contamination, Fission product activit,! was detected in the ntmcsphero 
for a brief period after the accident, having been ejected up the ‘Jcn’.ilatin& 

stack, but quickly and harmlessly dispersed in the atmosphere. 

H. The total number of fissions occurring between the time of initial critical- 
ity and final subcriticality about 37 hours later was about 8 x lOj.7, The 
course of the reaction comprised an initial rapid rise to a peak rate of 
fission, a subsidence, a rise to one or more later peaks, and after a period 
of the order of half an hour, the onset of a long ( pi 36 hours) period of 
declining rate of fission with minor fluctuations from the general trend. 
The peak power was probably limited by radiolytic gas evolution, and the 
final subcriticality was probably caused by loss of water, principally 

. through evaporation. 

I, The emergency plan was executed well, Personnel left the building immed- 
iately. Responsible management, both in HO0 and HAPO, were rapidly notified 
of the event, even though the accident occurred on a weekend day, The 
Emergency Control Center was activated and staffed rapidly with top manage- 
ment, consultants, and specialists, Individuals thought possibly to be 
significantly exposed to radiation were identified immediately and put under . 
medical supervision. Radiation doses received by all persons were quickly 
estimated, Contrcl of entry and exit of personnel to and from the accident 
area was established early, 

J. Public and press releases were effective. Cne press release was made within 
a few hours of the accident, and others as appropriate, 

K. The procedures used in re-entry and in making the facility secure against 
a resumption of the chain reaction were developed and executed with meti- 
culous attention to the prevention of exposure of personnel in the event 
of another excursion, The elaborate precautions taken were justified in 
view of the unknown state of the facility at the time, 

L. The cost of the accident, including loss of production in Recuplex and in 
other areas which were shut dcwn temporarily, is estimated to be at about 
$891,000 c 
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M. In the chain of events leading directly to the accident, the Committee finds 
no significant violation of a formal, written procedure, 
valve 8944 was contrary to oral instruction, 

However, openin,; 
and to instructions implied in 

the surervisor's written communications to the operating crews, 

N. The main events or conditions, not necessary to successful operation of the 
process, and in the causal chain leading to the accident are: 

10 The immediateiy assoc!a:ed Operating organization did not realize that 
a J-1 overflow would bypass J-50 

2. The operators did not observe or did not properly interpret the weight 
factor indication on J-1, 

3. The temporary line from the sump to valve h'944 had been allowed to stay 
in place after its usefulness was past" Secondarily, the prccedure 
calling for the installation of this line did not call for its final 
removal, (However, an order had been issued for removal of the line and 
k'as awaiting routine executiono) 

4, Valve i/O44 k‘as operated, contrary to oral instructions. 

5. Valve #431 was open. This was a result of use by the operatcr on the 
12-3 shift of a method of transfer from L-2 to K-P not contempla?ed in 
the design of the system, but not ex pressly forbidden by instruction. . 

6, K-9 was not geometrically favorable, and although the introduction into 
it of fixed nuclear poison had been considered, no such poison was 
present. 

7, K-9 was not equipped with an alarm-sounding neutron counter which might 
signal the presence of too large quantities of Pu. 

3, The facility had been designed originally as a pilot plant and later was 
converted to production, In some respects the facil.iry is not well suited 
to production operations, This fact was recognized about three years ago, 
and this recognition led to authorization for a new facility a few days 
before the accident, 

P. The equipment in Recuplex shows ample evidence of wear, corrosion, leakage, 
and repair. Although it does not appear that equipment deterioration per se 
played a primary role in causing the accident, it was the basic cause of 
the operations being carried out at the time of the accident, and resulted 
in frequent recourse to nonroutine procedures. 

Q. The facility was a difficult one to cperate, and the operations were hy 
nature of varying and complex character, The organization and manning were 
appropriate to a routine operation, Engineering coverage was normally 
available only during week-day operations, 

R. Although the RecuFlex facility had a "three-faults-to-cause-an-accident" 
philosophy, conditions of operation and design at the time of the accident 
were such that the opening of a single valve caused a nuclear excursion. 
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IV. DESCRIPTION OF PLANT Al;3 PROCESS 

The Recuplex facility is a multipurpose plutonium recovery operation that is 
located :n the 234-5 Building, 200-W Area, Chemical Processing Department, 
Hanford htomic Products Qperation, See Fig, IV-1 for general location of 234-5 
Building tiithin the 230-W Area, The Recuplex waste recovery process is for the 
purpose of recovery and purification of plutonium from waste streams originating 
in the Plutonium Processing ?lant and miscellanecus wastes from other facilities 
both offsite and onsite. 

The Recuplex complex contains dissolvers, feed preparation tanks, solvent extrac- 
tion conta=tor, and miscellaneous auxiliary equipment, See Fig, IV-2 for arrange- 
ment of Xecuplex hoods (Room 221)" A process flow diagram covering the portion 
of the process of immediate interest is shown in Fig, IV-3, The solvent extrac- 
tion process is performed in the ii-l and H-2 columns, The feed solution is con- 
tinuously fed to the intermediate feed point of t?le H-l column, Th a feel 
contains plutonium, which is contaminated primarily by ionic impurities rather 
than by uranium or fission products D and a nitric acid and aluminum nitrate 
salting agents A counter-current flow of aqueous phase rises through rhe 23 per 
cent tributyl phosphate (TBP) in carbcn tetrachloride (CC14) in the column and 
extracts the plutonium essentially quantitatively into the organic~phase, but 
leaves the ionic impurities essentially quantitatively in the aqueous phase. An 
aqueous scrub stream (US) introduced at the bottom of the coiumn further ptlri- 
fies the plutoniilm by washing ionic imp;lrities back from the solvent phase to 
the aqueous phase, An intermediate scrub (CAIS) or product reflux introduced 
three feet above the CAS feed point, further purifies the p%utonium as well as 
concentrates the plutonium in the columns to about 100 grams per liter, 

The organic stream containing the plutonium is pumped to the top of the H-3 col- 
umn, where a counterflow of aqueous strip solution (a small amount of reductant 
in a 0.15 M nitric solution) transfers the plutonium back into an aqueous phase. 
This strip'i;ing column prcduct (CAIS) is used as the intermediate scrub in the 
extraction column (H-l and H-Z), This recycling of product into the system is 
continued until the concentration is about 100 grams per liter, at which pcint 
product is removed from the top of the stripping column (H-3) and received in 
the product receiver tank (J-l), 

The organic solvent, essentially free of plutonium, leaves the bottom of the H-3 d 
column and enters the solvent treatment tanks (K-l and K-2) D Essentially all 
of the plutonium in the effluent organic forms a strongly organic-favoring 
plut0ni.m complex with dibutylphcsphate (DBP), a primary decomposition product 
of tr3:r?vlphosphate, This "unstrippable" plutonium is removed from the organic 
phase ;,i the solvent treatment tanks (K-l or K-2) as The organic phase falls 
through (and is pt?riodically agitated with) an aqueous cap (FS) of ferrous 
ammonium sulfate, sulfamic acid, and nitric acid, After the plutonium concen- 
traticn in this cap reaches about three grams/liter, as determined by sampling 
in the X-1 or K-2 tanks, it is transferred to the organic wash receiver tank 
(G-58) via the transfer tank (K-q), Periodically, the DBP is removed from the 
organic phase with a carbonate wasI;., 

Fig. IV-4 is a photograph of a model cf the SE hood, This illustration more 
clearly shows the physical locations of the equipment in the hood, including 
the K-9 tank in which the nuclear excursion took place and the J-l tank overflow 
point, 



Fig, IV-S is a pictorial flow diagram of the SE process, This figure concerns 
itself mainly with the route by which product solution entered the K-9 tank, . VlZ*, from the J-1 tank via the J-l overflow to the sump, and from the sump via 
the 1" temporary plastic line to the K-9 tank, 
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V, ORGANIZATION 

The places of the Recuplex operation and of related nuclear safety functions in 
the Hanford Atomic Products Operation (HAP01 are shown in Fig. V-l. .The Recuplex 
plant is an operating responsibility of the Plutonium Recovery Operation (PRO). 
A supervisor heads the Plutonium Recovery Operation, The Recuplex plant oper- 
ates continuously, and the actual operations are performed by four shifts (A, B, 
C, and D), each of which is led by a‘specialist, and each of which has seven 
operators, 

Operation of the plant is carried out as specified by the engineers of the 
Finished Products Chemical Technology Operation (FPCTO), The duties of these 
engineers include the evaluation of all operations in Recuplex for nuclear 
safety (as well as for process adequacy, etc,), The Supervisor, Plutonium Re- 
covery Operation is responsible for seeing that the operations are executed as 
specified by the engineers0 Many of the nuclear safety precautions require the 
observance of special procedures on the part of the operators. The specification 
of these procedures is the duty of the engineers of FPCTO, The shift specialist 
has the responsibility of interpreting the engineering specifications to t-he 
operators, and seeing that they are enforced. 

The critical mass control specifications for a new process, new equipment, or 
new method of operation are drafted by FPCTO. They then are reviewed by the 
Senior Engineer (Nuclear Safety) CPD, who reports through the Manager - 
Advanced Process Development to the Manager - Research and Engineering, CPD, 
who then approves the critical mass control specifications. The approved 
specifications are transmitted both,to FPCTO and to the Plutonium Recovery 
Operation (PRO). When PRO desires to make a change in equipnent or method of 
operation, it may do so on its own responsibility provided it believes the 
change to be clearly within the approved critical mass control specification, 
If it believes the change not to be clearly within the approved specification, 
or if it is in doubt, it must refer the change to FPCTO, who may approve the 
change if it believes the change. to be clearly within the approved specifi- 
cation, However, if FPCTO is in doubt or believes the change outside the 
specification, the change must be referred to the Senior Engineer (Nuclear 
Safety) CPD, who will either approve it or require that a new critical mass 
control specification be prepared and put through the approval routine, 

Training of operators is primarily by means of on-the-job instruction. However, 
numerous safety meetings also are held, and the importance of adherence to speci- 
ficat ions is emphasized0 The consequences of a criticality accident were well 
known to the operators, since they had viewed fiims showing the condition of in- 
dividuals who were exposed in criticality accidents elsewhere. 

FPCTO has audit responsibility to see that specifications are being properly in- 
terpretedo The FPCTO engineers make visual observations daily and notify opera- 
ting supervisors immediately if corrections are needed, 

The Hanford Laboratories Operation, through its Physics and Instrument Research 
and Development Operation , provides to the Senior Engineer (Nuclear Safety) CPD 
improvements in the technological bases for nuclear safety and consultation 
services for this and other matters, Such ccnsultation includes the making of 
inspections and audits upon request, 
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VI. DESCRIPTION OF OPERATIONS PRIOR TO INCIDENT 

On February 22, 1962 the process engineer for the Recuplex Operation recommended 
that the operation be shut down to remove material which had accumulated on the 
floor of the solvent extraction hood, Management concurred in this recommen- 
dation and the decision was made to shut off all rich feed to the system until 
the solvent extraction floor could be cleaned up and certain piping and struc- 
tural members could be replaced, The material on the floor had accumulated over 
a period of months due to deterioration of the equipment with resultant leakage 
of liquids to the hood floors, These liquids, composed of both process organic 
and aqueous solutions, had attacked the plastic bags and neoprene gloves which 
had accumulated on the floor, resulting in a mass of sludge resembling black 
tar containing varying concentrations of plutonium over the area involved, 

Detailed procedures were prepared to cover this clean-up program and issued on 
February 26, 1962 and March 8, 1962 (see Exhibit 3-C), 

Operations according to the clean-out procedures proceeded during the month of 
March and the solvent extraction hood flool was reported as clean on !{arch 30, 
1962. 

In summary, the floor clean-up procedures required that successive volumes of 
aluminum nitrate and nitric acid be added to the floors, sampled and analyzed 
and, depending upon analysis, specific volumes transferred by vacuum through 
a temporary 1" plastic line (which had been installed on March 14, 1962 for 
this specific purpose) to the K-9 tank to w!lich cadmium nitrate had previously 
been added as a safety precaution, This material from K-9 was then transferred 
to L-2, a waste tank, into a solution of water, nitric acid, aluminum nitrate, 
sodium nitrate and.mistron. This operation was continued until four batches from 
K-9 had been accumulated in the L-2 tank, at which time 200 liters of contact 
organic containing 8 liters of dibutyl butyl phosphonate was added to the L-2 
tank and agitated for two hours to extract the Pu from the aqueous phase and then 
it was sampled and analyzed. The aqueous phase, when stripped of plutonium, 
was discarded to cribs and the organic phase was washed with an extractant com- 
posed of water, nitric acid, ferrous sulfamate and hydrofluoric acid, This 
extractant wa; then run through the solvent extraction system for. plutonium 
recovery and the organic phase was saved for subsequent contacts, This prnce- 
dure was repeated during the month until such time as the floor was cleaned. * 

Following this clean-up the recovery system was loaded with the undissolved 
tarry material which required that the system be cleaned thoroughly before it 
could be put back-into normal operation, 

This clean-out was initiated on March 31, 1962 and was composed of a series of. 
hydrofluoric acid flushes, followed by aluminum nitrate to complex the fluoride 
ion, starting at the waste tanks and working through the system with basic 
emphasis on recovering the plutonium and discarding the sludge-contaminated 
organic and aqueous solutions, 

During the above operations ccnsiderable difficulty was experienced with plugging 
of lines, flooding of the organic extraction columns and system leakso This 
caused considerable rework of bcth the crganic and aqueous streams, This clean- 
out had proceeded up to the point that the auxiliary systems, ioea, organic 
receiver tanks (K-l, K-2); organic transfer-decant tank (K-9), and waste tanks 
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(L-2, L-3, L-8) were,in the final stages of the flush, and steps were being taken 
to commence clean-out of the extraction columns when the excursion took place, 

Specific operations leading up to the incident were as follows: 

On the 12-8 shift on April 7, 1362, 550 liters of contact organic, used several 
times for contacting aquecus solutions which contained plutonium above the crib- 
bing limits, was moved from its storage tank (G-36) to waste receiver tank (L-2) 
and sampled. The analysis which was reported on the same shift showed 2,ll 
grams Pu/liter (later corrected to 2,19 grams/liter), or that approximately 1200 
total grams of plutonium was in the tank0 The shift specialist decided to wash 
part of this organic to reduce the Pu content, Apprcximately 130 liters were 
moved from L-2 back to G-36 and 209 liters were to be drawn in four batches from 
L-2 via K-9 tank by vacuum and dropped by gravity to the K-2 tank for washing 
with an aqueous phase containing ferrous sulfamate and hydrofluoric acid to 
extract the plutonium from the organic phase,, This aqueous phase, after suffi- 
cient contact time, was to be decanted back into the K-9 tank and then pumped 
to the G-58 tank to be used as feed for the solvent extraction columnso 

On the 12-8 shift, the first transfer of 55 liters was made from the L-2 tank 
to K-9 and dropped by gravity to the K-2 tank. This transfer was made by 
drawing the material back through the 431 valve into the bottom of K-9 because 
it was reported to be a faster means of transfer than through the normal routing 
through the 506 valve into the top of K-9, It was reported by the operator on 
the 12-8 shift that there was essentially no aqueous layer on the organic in 
K-9, althcugh this could have been in error dua to the poor visibility in the 
hood and the difficulty of seeing in the tank from the operating floor level. 

The 8-4 shift continued the transfer of contact organic from L-2 through K-9 
to K-2 by opening valve 506, which is the normal route from L-2 to K-9. The 
.operator who continued these transfers (Employee No, 1) does not remember 
closing the 543 and 431 valves (found open subsequently) which were used on 
the previous shift and were reportedly left open by the 12-6 shift operator, 
which allowed the material to be moved into K-9 from L-2 by two routes simul- 
taneously, This transfer continued intermittently during the morning of April 
7, 1962 until a total of 3 or 4 batches of approximately 50-55 liters each 
had been transferred into K-2 tank,, (Operator recollection is hazy as to 
whether 3 or 4 batches were transferred.) The intermittent operation occur- 
red due to interruptions caused by a flooding condition in the solvent extrac- 
tion columns which required the operator's attention, 

At approximately lo:30 Employee No, 18 relieved the regular operator, Employee 
No.. 1, for personal relief and finished transferring the last 25 liters from 
L-2 to K-9. He dropped a total of 50 liters into K-2 from K-9 and notified 
the regular operator, when he returned, that the transfer had been completed 
and all valves were closed. The regular operator then took over and reported 
subsequent to the incident that there was an aqueous cap of lo-30 liters on 
the top of the organic phase in K-2 with a total of 210 liters of organic 
in K-2, 

The operator proceeded TO decant the cap from K-2 back up to K-9 and was in 
the process of getting ready to add wash chemicals (ferrcus sulfanate and water) 
from K-8 (chemical addition tank) to K-2 when the incident occurred in K-9 tank, 
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In adding these chemica;s to K-2, standard practice had developed whereby 
the vacuum in K-9 was used to break the air lock in the interconnect line 
from the K-8 tank to the K-2 tank by cracking the valve (433) to K-9 momen- 
tarily to start the chemical fiow, Following the incident the chemicals 
were not found in the K-8 tank and the valve from K-8 to the sewer was found 
partially open. The 433 valve to K-9 was found closed. 

Investigation subsequent to the incident has developed the following infor- 
mation: 

1. At the time of the incident the columns were operating on a fabri- 
cation oil wash feed from C-10, CAFB (dilute feed) solvent extraction 
feed tank. The feed from the concentrated feed system was the but- 
ton line supernates or spilled liquid from the reception and blending 
hood floor. 

2. The sump in the floor of the hood contained liquid up to the top 
of the sump (2-4 liters) on 4-26-62, This liquid contained both 
aqueous and organic phase which analyzed l-2 grams Pu/liter in the 
aqueoas phase and 60-130 grams/liter in the organic phase, depending 
upon sample location in the sump, On the day of the incident it was 
estimated that 20-30 liters of solution of unknown concentration was 
on the floor. However, visibility in the SE hood is so poor little 
credence can be placed in such estimates, 

3. An analysis of charts (Fig, VIII-l) showing the H-3 column (stripping 
column) product concentration, the J-l vessel (column reflux inter- 
mediate tank) weight factor,, and strip solution flow rate to H-3 
colurcn , and the J-l flow rate to the H-l column (extraction column), 
revealed the source'of a major plutonium overflow to the floor of the 
hood between 0600 and 0800 on April 17, 1962. 

4. The process vacuum (line vacuum possibly as high as 26" mercury) was 
apparently on the K.-g tank at the time of the incident, 

5. The temporary plastic line from the bottom of K-9 tank was in place 
with one end lying in the bottom of the sump, The temporary ball 
valve installed in this line was found to be in the,closed position * 
and the permanent valve (431) in the line to the bottom of K-9 tank, 
to which this line is attached, was found open. 

‘3, The valve (433) between K-9 and the chemical addition line from 
K-8 to K-2 was found closed. 

7. The material which went critical in K-9 vessel was analyzed sub- 
sequent to the incident and found to have the following analysis; 

K-9 Receiver 

One phase, aqueous solution (Laboratory Sample #1420 R - 4-20-62) 

Pu = 34,8 grams/liter 
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SPG = 1,118 

Fe = 0,052 M 

H+ = 1.23 M 

Na = 0,018 M 

NO3 - = 1.96 M 

so,-- = 0.11 M P 

NH4+ = 0,24 grams/liter (0.013 F) 

Al = 1.4 grams/liter (0.05 tl: 

F = 0,45 grams/liter (0.024 M) 

Cl = 0.14 grams/liter (0,004 M) 

Pu valence = $4 

AllP41 = 2.53 x lo6 d/m/ml 

Volume = 39 liters 

Total Pu = 1357 grams 

Fission products (back talc, to 4-7-62 p 11:OO) 

!do3 = 2.20 x 1016 fissions/liter 

ZrNbg5 = 2,o x 1o16 fissions/liter 

sa14' = 1.6 x 1016 fissions/liter 

hlso found Mog9, Ce143, Te1132, 1131, Nd 147 

Spectrographic analysis, ppm 

Ag 

Al 

As 

a 

ESe 

3i 

c-3 

= < 20 

= >20,000 

= 

Mg = 100 

Mn = 

MO = 

= 40 Na = 4,000 

= Ni = 100 

= P = 

VI-4 



Cd = 20 

Cr = 100 

cu = 2,000 

Fe = 70,000" 

Ge = 

K = 400 

Li = 

Distribution coefficients 

Sb 

Si 

Sn 

T 

V 

Zn 

K-9 solution VS. 25 percent 

K-9 solution vs. 3.5 percent Tbr in Ccl, (equal volume) Ez = 0.22 

DBDP in CC14 (equal volume) Eg = 5.0 

Material from K-9 was transferred into PR cans S-124 and S-134 

100 

< 20 

2,000 

after the incident. 

S-124 (962-S. 963-S, 5-4-62) II, 

Top Pu = 35.6 

Bottom Pu = 36.2 

S-134 (964-S. 965-S. 5-4-62) 

Top Pu = 36.2 

Bottom Pu = 36.2 

(1:) Estimated 

(-1 Not detected 

VI-5 

grams/liter 

grams/liter 

grams/liter 

grams/liter 
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VII. DESCRIPTION OF ACCIDENT AND WSTACCIDENT EVENTS 

The period from just before the accident up t., the time of this report is con- 
veniently divided as follows: 

A. The period of the accident proper - from a few seconds prior to the accident 
up to the first notification of persons other than those present in the 
200-W Area, 

B. The subsequent period prior to the assumption of control by the Emergency 
Control'Center (ECC) in Richland. 

C, The subsequent period prior to the cessation of the chain reaction, 

D* The subsequent period prior to the preparation of this report. 

This section of the report will also contain a summary of reports and annocnce- 
ments made and a brief record of the handling of the four employees directly 
involved, and an account of the resumption of certain operations in 200-W. 

A, The Period of the Accident Proper 

At the time of the accident the 234-S Building and immediate envircns con- 
tained 24 persons, disposed as indicated on the attached diagram (Fig. 
VII-l), Fig. IV-1 shows the 234-5 Building in relation to other parts of 
the 200-W Area, The duties of these 24 employees are briefly indicated in 
the following table. Since the accident occurred on a Saturday, most of 
the people normally assigned to day work in the building were absent, 

TABLE VII-l EgPLOYEE NUMBERS AND DESCRIPTIVE TITLES 

Employee 
NO. -- Job 

Employee 
No. -- Job 

1 Recuplex operator 
2 Patrolman 
3 Engineer 
4 Engineer 
5 Power operator 
6 Accounting clerk 
7 Power operator 
8 Chemical analyst 
9 Technologist 

10 Laboratory Leader 
11 Radiation monitor 
12 Utility operator 

13 Process operator 
14 Chemical process operator 
15 Process operator 
16 Engineer 
17 ASpecialist in Recuplex 
18 Process operator 
19 Patrolman (in 2701-Z) 
20 Patrolman (in 2701-Z) 
21 Pipefitter 
22 Chemical analyst 
23 Utility operator 
24 Process chemist 

* The position of Specialist carries responsibility for technical aspects of 
the work of the Operators, and is hence a semisupervisory position, The 
Specialist, however, is not a professionally trained persoIl. 
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The status of operations and of the processing equiIxnent at the time of the 
accident, as it has been reported to or reconstructed by the Investigation 
Committee is given in Section VI of this report. 

The operatcr (employee #l) stated that, "1 had started to op;?n my K-8 to K-2 
chemical addition valve," when he saw a blue flash and heard a sound like 
that made by the drawing of an electric arc* He was standing directly in 

front of and somewhat below K-9 (his head is estimated to have been three 
feet south and four feet below the center of K-91, He reported that the 
flash was above him, and in K-9 or possibly to the right of K-9 by a foot 
or two, Employee $17, the shift specialist, was standing a few feet to the 
rear and left of enployee til. His view was somewhat obstructed both by 
employee #l and by the lead shields which stand in front of the hood. How- 
ever, he also saw the flash and heard the sound reported by employee #l, and 
generally :::reed with employee #l as to the location of the flash. Employee 
81 describe, the flash as having a "jagged" appearance, "somewhat like light- 
ning." (Employee $1 has an apparent muscular imbalance between his eyes, 
which might make his visual observations somewhat unreliable under sane con- 
ditions. This inbalance is a condition of long standing and antedates the 
accident by some years,) 

Employee #l heard rhe building poppies first, followed by the criticality 
alarm siren in a very short time. He turned one of the emergency switches 
which shuts off paver to certain prccess operations and left the area im- 
mediately. Employee #17 also left instantly by a diff.erent route, Employee 
#23, who was on the mezzanine in :he 221 Area also left promptly, as did a 
pipefitter, employee #21, Yn an area which was essentially a part of but 
somewhat shield& 'from the operating area, All but two of the other em- 
ployees in the building also'evacuated quickly, One of the two was employee 
#7, a power operaror who was at work in the attic of the building at the end 
away from the 221 Area. -This employee tias discovered to be missing when an 
informal accounting of those remembered to be in the building was made by 
other employees ac the 234-5 badge house, Employee #7 was called on 
the telephone fro= the badge house and immediately left Building 234-5. He 
had heard the alar3 but thought it was an alarm attached to some of the 
equipment for which he was responsible, and accordingly was investigating 
this possibility when telephoned, The other employee whose exit was slightly 
delayed was emplcyae #6, an accountability clerk, who paused to lock up her , 
safe. These tuo aployees took about four and two minutes, respectively, to 
reach the gate hosse, All the others were at the gate house in a much 
shorter time. All employees in 234-5 but one left by the most direct route. 
All but one of the employees in the building at the time of the accident 
were wearing their film dosimeters, The exception had his film dosimeter 
on his coat which uas hanging a few feet from him. A few supplementary 
dosimeters (finger rings, neutron badges! were being worn at the time of the 
accident. 

After leaving the building, all employees congregated either in the 2701-Z 
Gate House or in the area northeast of the 2704-Z Building, using it as a 
shield from the 234-5 Suilding, A radiation monitor who had been present 
in the 234-5 auilding left by a back exit, got into a pickup truck, and 
drove around to tke Gat-T House before all the other employees had evacuated 
the building. He -&as able, therefore, to make radiation measurements al- 
most immediately in the Gate souse and warn all personnel to evacuate fur- 
ther since dose rates up to 200 mr/hour were registered. Most of the 234-5 
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B. 

personnel boarded the evacuation bus and were driven to the 200-W Area First 
Aid Building0 Some others had private cars which were used and patrol vehi- 
cles evcl:uated the rest, Approximately five to ten minuttis elapsed between 
the time of the incident and evacuation of the Gate House - 2704-Z Building 
Area. 

The evacuation proceeded smoothly; there was little confusion. Nearly all 
the employees responded to the alarm promptly and properly, There was sczne 
criticism of the fact that the evacuation bus appeared to be on the verge of 
failing to run+ The First Aid area was too small for the number of people 
involved; if the accident had occurred during a regular work day, this might 
well have led to considerable confusion. 

The exact time of the accident was widely quoted by those on the scene or 
notified of it at an early hour to be 1059, This is the time at which an 
electric olock, on the circuit cut off by the emergency switch, was stopped, 
This time is approximately verified by the neutron count rate recorder at 
the 234-S incinerator (about 100 yds from tank K-9) and from a neutron count 
rate recorder located in room 221, This time is also consistent with the 
other times variously noted and recorded, as indicated in the next portion 
of this narrative, 

Notification to the emergency patrol officer in Richland proceeded,as 
follows: 

A patrolman who had been in 234-5 at the t ime cf the alarm went at once to 
the 234-5 badge house where at 1102 he notified the 200 West radio operator 
(by telephone) that the 234-5 alarm had sounded, Immediately following, a 
second patrolman also at the 234-5 badge house telephoned the 200 West radio . 
operator that the alarm appeared genuine. The radio operator contacted the 
patrol lieutenant in the 200 Area and dispatched two patrol cars to the 
234-5 badge house. At 1107 the radio operator notified the Emergency Patrol 
Officer in Richland of the incident although the raaio operator did not yet 
know the nature of the emergency, 

Employee #17, uho was the senior supervisory employee in the building, 
telephoned his Section Manager in Richland with the new-. of the accident at 
about 1103. This was probably the first externai notification of the 
accident, . 

Subsequent Period up to Assumption of Control by Emergency Control Center 

1. Events in the Field 

The transportation of the evacuees from 234-5 to the First Aid Building 
(2719-WA) took place at about the time of notification to tbo tmergency 
Officer (1107). 

Upon arrival at First Aid, all employees were given a "Quick Sort" check, . l,e., a Geiger-Mueller tube was placed on the abdomen, the employee bent 
his body over the tube, and the count rate due to any neutron-induced 
activity in the b&y was measured, Several, but not all, were also 
given immediate contamination surveys, In addition to the Quick Sort 
procedure, bioassay samples were taken and dosimeters were exchanged, 



All personnel who were working in the radiation zone portions of the 
234-5 Building were given complete contamination surveys prior to release 
from the 2717-WA (First Aid) Building. There was unanimous praise of the 
Radiation Specialists in general and the selflessness of.employee #24 
(who performed the initial Quick Sort at First Aid) and employee #17, 
The practice evacuation drills paid off handsomely and the evacuation 
procedures seemed to work very well, No one present in the 234-5 Build- 
ing had any difficulty in hearing the criticality sirens, 

The Quick Sort procedure identified three employees (#l, #17, and fi23) 
as having sufficient induced radioactivity to warrant their being put 
under immediate medical observation. 

The three employees who were to be sent to the hospital were sent to 
Richland in a radio patrol car, leaving the 200-W Area at 1132 and ar- 
riving at the hospital in Richland a few minutes before 12 noone Ujxn 
arrival the three employees were first given an examination for radio- 
active contamination, which required a few minutes. During this exam- 
ination, a Company physician arrived and took charge of the three 
patients. 

In the 200-W Area, meanwhile, the following events were transpiring: 

Employees #lO and #ll (a Laboratory Leader and a Radiation Specialist) 
immediately following the evacuation to the First Aid Building started 
a survey of the 234-5 Building periverer fence and roadways, finding 
no contamination and radiation levels of about 50 mr/hr at the badge 
house. They alerted Redox personnel and obtained spare instruments from 
the UO3 Plant, They also checked the laundry building for contamination 
since all of its beta-gamma detector instruments responded at the time 
of the excursion. 

Employee #24 had arranged for barricade of Z Plant roadway up&n evacuation, 

The Manager, Control Operatjon, Finished Products, who had been notified 
in Sunnyside of the emergency by phone by employee #24, arrived a few 
moments before noon. Employee #6 (Accounting Clerk) was found at the 
area gate and instructed to return to First Aid, 

Arrangements were made at First Aid to obtain bioassay specimens from 
all personnel, including the patrolmen in the area, to send all health 
badges in for processing, and also to perform the Quick Sort procedure 
for the patrolmen and employee #6. Employee #21 was sent to the hospi- 
tal because he had been moderately near the source. Employees #lO and 
#ll returned from their tour about 1220 and reported everything under 
control, They were requested to stay out of all radiation zones, 

The Control Operation Manager arranged for an AEC Security man and an 
AEC Safety Engineer to drive him to the 234-5 Building for the purpose 
of retrieving the three radiation monitoring personnel from that 
building. 

These three radiation monitoring personnel had re-entered the 234-5 
Building at about 1215 fcr about 15 minutes, One man kept time while 
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the other two made surveys with gamma-beta sensitive instruments and re- 
covered a Hurst dosimeter from Room 221 and one near the south door to 
234-S. Dose rates as high as 5 r/hr were measured by this team in Room 
221. Readings outside the building were also made by this team and 
ranged from lo-50 mr/hr from the door on the northeast side of the 
building to the main entrance on the north side of the building, Inside 
the building dose rates up to 350 mr/hr were measured on the top of the 
stairs insiae she main entrance, and in Corridor No, 2, No alpha con- 
tamination could be found0 On emerging from the 234-5 Building, Room 
169 exit, the three monitors were met by the Control Operation Manager, 
AEC Safety Engineer and the Processing Operation Manager who had just 
arrived. They were ordered to leave the area immediately, 

It was decided to be desirable to make neutron measurements. The nearest 
BP3 instrument available outside the 234-S Building was in the 231-Z 
Building, about 100 yards away, The Radiation Analyst from Z Plant who 
had just arrived with other monitors was dispatched with a patrolman to 
get it. It was observed and reported at this'time that the nuclear 
reaction was continuing. At about 1240 the Manager, Production of the 
Chemical Processang Department arrived at the 234-5 Badge House from 
his headquarters at the 200-W Patrol Building, and, subject to the 
direction of the ECC, took firm charge of field operations. All person- 
nel were withdrawn to the Patrol Building, and First Aid and Laun.dry 
operations were shut down. tiy this time a considerable number of radia- 
tion monitoring personnel and some technically trained supervisory per- 
sonnel had arrivk from other areas in the plant and from Richland. 

2. Events in Richland 

In Richland, mobilization of the ECC was proceeding. At about 1110 the 
AEC duty officer in Richland was notified of the accident by the Patrol 
Duty Captain in the ECC. A call was placed to the home of the General 
Manager, HAPO, but no one answered, (His wife had already been notified 
and had left to contact her husband who was a few miles away.) The 
703 Building desk and North Badge House were instructed to start calling 
persons on their notification list, giving them the following message: 
"A criticality problem has occurred in a hood in the Recuplex Line in 
the 234-5 Building and the 234-5 Building is being evacuated," By 1120 * 
the General Electric Security Officer had been notified, as had the 
manager of the Patrol Operation, and several others. About 1125, per- 
sons who had received these telephone communications began to arrive at 
the ECC, among them the Manager - CPD, With his concurrence, the 
Hanford Laboratories Crash Alarm was activated at 1127, Within about 
ten minutes, three members of the HLO emergency team arrived at the ECC, 
closely followed by several additional members, including the Manager - 
Hanford Laboratories Operation, Within the first hour after activation 
of the ECC: 

a, Barricades were requested to control traffic approaching the 200 
West Area. 

b. Environmental survey teams were dispatched to evaluate any resultant. 
ground contamination., 

c, Radiation monitoring assistance was sent to the 200-W Area, 
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d. Kadlec Hospital was notified that three men who were involved in a 
radiation accident were being brought to Kadlec, Radiation Special- 
ists were sent to Kadlec to await arrival of the meno 

e. The 3705 auilding was activated to provide personnel do.simeter 
evaluation0 

f. The 329 Building was activated to provide counting of the criticality 
dosimeters, blood samples, and other activated materials which could 
help in the dosimetry evaluations, 

g, Periodic reports from Meteorology - particularly wind directions and 
speed - were requested,and utilized in directing the environmental 
survey teams0 

. h. Technical assistance was dispatched to the 200-W Area, As ncted above, 
the Manager - Production, <PD, was dispatched from the ECC to be Field 
Operations Manager during this period also, arrivin.g and setting up 
his command post infhe 200-W Patrol Headquarters at about 1234, There 
was constant communication between the ECC, 200-W Area, various patrol 
posts, and cars0 The chain of notification of AEC and GE personnel 
was also at work. The General Manager - HAP0 arrived at the ECC about 
1130, having been reached by telephone and messenger0 The Manager - 
HO0 arrived at the ECC at 1200, 

By 1240, April 7, about one hour and 40 minutes after the accident, 
the ECC had been activated, a Field Operations Manager had been 
established and had gone into action0 The situation thus entered a new 
phase, in which it continued until it was established that the chain 
reaction-had ceased* 

C. SubsequentChain Reaction 

Realization that the chain reaction was actually continuing appears to have 
crystallized about 1235, although the possiblility.had been recognized from 
the first. When this fact became evident, the principal aim of operations 
became the avoidance of any act which would cause an intensification of 
the reaction, and the development of means of safely stopping the reaction. . 
It was quickly decided that no further entry of personnel to the 234-5 
Building would be permitted except for the correction of conditions which 
might otherwise cause further ser'ious damage, Accordingly, only the follow- 
ing additional entries were carried out: 

1. Two men entered to shut cff a,dissolver left running in one of the 
laboratories (about 1350, April 71, 

2. Four men entered to shut off five electric appliances known to have been 
left on. While in the building, they also recovered the remaining dosi- 
meters, and radiation levels inthe building were noted and mapped, 
Both neutron and gamma-beta sensitive badges and instruments were used, 
Dose rates up to 2,5 r/hr and above.250 mrem/hr neutrons were en- 
countered, A labor&tory gas burner was shut off from outside the build- 
ing at the gas bottle manifold, 

Radiation levels at various points in the vicinity of the 234-5 Building 
were taken. Within about eight hours,, it began to appear that after the 
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first two or three hours (before fully systematic observations had started) 
the chain reaction rate had been decreasing. For this reason, although a 
number of proposals for stopping the reaction had been made and seriously 
considered, it was concluded that the best course of action consisted of 
allowing the reaction to die by itself,if it would do so, as seemed likely, 
Fig. VII-2 shows the measured neutron counting rates at a point about 110 
feet from the- K-9 tank, and somewhat shielded from it by concrete walls. 
As shown on the chart, the neutron flux dropped to background about 37 
hours after the accident, Gamma measurements taken during this period are 
in agreement with the cessation of the chain reaction at about midnight, 
April 8. 

During this period a number of additional actions were taken to minimize 
risk of exposure of additional employees, At about 1300, April 7, it was 
decided that the 200-W Area should be evacuated'except for certain neces- 
sary services which could be carried out by employees at some distance from 
the 234-5 Building (e.g OD power plant operation, some 4000 feet distant), 
At 1304 the evacuation signal was sounded and all persons except those 
noted were removed to the main gate of the 200-W Area. VariouS road 
blocks and traffic controls were set up. Affected subcontractors were noti- 
fied that their employees should not report for work on Monday, April 9. 
Additional monitoring points were established, and aerial surveys were made, 

Ac about 1300 on April 7, the Whole Body Counter in Richland was activated, 
Film dosimeters from the involved personnel were received in the 300 Area 
at 1320, April 7, and the preliminary gamma dose estimates were available 
by about 1430, April 7. Blood samples and urine samples were collected 
from each of the three men who were in unshielded positions at the time of 
the accident* , preliminary estimates of neutron dose from blood sodium acti- 
vation were completed prior to 1510, April 7, Between 1800 and 2030 on 
April 7, all four of the hospitalized men were put through the Hanford Whole 
Body Counter. (All the o'c..r:r 18 employees in the building at the time of 
the accident were subsequer,-:y put through the Whole Body Counter,) 

At about 1500, April 7, the General Manager - HAP0 created three distinct 
groups: 

1, A Working Group, to investigate all the approaches that might be taken 
with ultimate objective of safely quenching the reaction. This group 
was to create plans, but could not put them into effect without approval 
of the Advisory Council, The Working Group was made up of employees 
having detailed technical and operational familiarity with the Recuplex 
facility. 

2, An Advisory Council, to review and approve the plans of the Wcrking 
Group. The Advisory Council was made up of senior technical management 
individuals, one of whom was the Manager - CPD. 

3. An Investigation Committee, made up of senior technical staff or manage- 
ment individuals, charged with de'ermining the cause of the accident if 
possible, with evaluating the way in which it was handled, and making 
recommendations to prevent a recurrence, The Investigation Committee 
was forbidden to take an active role in the work of the other two groups, 
in order not to compromise its objectivity, Although the Investigation 
Committee was set up initially to consist of five General Electric 



. 

DI 
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employees and one AEC representative, AEC-Washington later stipulated 
that the chairman of the Investigation Ccmmittee must be an AX employee, 
Accordingly, the final composition of the committee was five GE employees 
and two AEC employees, one of whom was the chairman* An additional GE 
employee having considerable technical background in the field of interest 
served as'secretary of the committee. 

Subsequent Period Prior to This Report 

Termination of the chain reaction meant that the objective of operations 
became primarily to assure that no chain reaction could recur0 and second- 
arily, to acquire information which would enable a valid explanation of how 
the accident had been brought about, 

1. 

It was determined that the first step would be entry by a small remotely- 
controlled robot which had been constructed for use in the event of a 
reactor accident requiring the remote handling of irradiated fuel slugs 
(Fig. VII-31, This device was rigged up to carry a television camera 
and other equipment, The TV camera enabled the remotely-situated oper- 
ator to steer the robot clear of obstructions, and also to perform a 
variety of manipulations, The TV camera also made it possible to obtain 
readings of gages and'dials remotely, without having to send a man into 
the process room itself, The TVRM (Television Robot Monitor) made numer- 
ous entries, controlled by an operator situated in Corridor No. 3 about 
100 feet from the suspect tank K-9 and enjoying some protection from 
intervening walls, It was estimated that in the event of an excursion in 
K-9 of 5 x 1017 fissions, the TVRM operator would receive a dose less 
than one remp (The original excursion plus the subsequent periods of 
fluctuating or sustained chain reaction was then estimated to have in- 
volved about 4 x 1017 fissions,) Thus, operations with the TVRY could 
be conducted in relative safety insofar a's personnel exposure was con- 
cerned. Early entries were for the purpose of reconnoitering the status 
of Room 221, reading dials and gages, p lacing lights in strategic loca- 
tions, moving furniture, equipment, etcop out of obstructive positions, 
and placing instruments where needed. These entries confirmed that there 
was no mechanical damage outside the hood, that all external gages read . 
as they should have at the point in the process where the accident occur- 
red, and that there was no alpha contamination above normal background 
in the room0 The most significant result was obtained when on April 12 
the 'IV.% was equipped with a highly directional gamma probe, and th.2 
hood was surveyed for gamma activity with it. This survey disclosed 
unmistakably that tank K-9 was the only strong source of gamma radiation 
in the room, thus confirming that the excursion had.occurred in K-9 and 
that the resulting fission products were still confined to K-9 and not 
outside it, e.g,, in the sump0 

Attention turned next to the problem of restoration of K-9 to atmospheric 
pressure, At the time of the accident,, the vapor space in K-9 was con- 
nected to a vacuum manifold (it is by this means that liquids are moved 
into K-9 from lower tanks), The pressure in the vacuum manifold was 
possibly as lcw as about 26" Hg subatmospheric, It seemed possible 
that there might be boiling of the liquid in K-9 or air in-leakage 
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through connections to the bottom of K-9, In either case, the average 
density of the liquid layer in K-9 would be reduced by the boiling or 
sparging, and it seemed possible that the condition of subcriticality 
might be being maintained by this leanso In that case, restoration of 
atmospheric pressure might cause an.-ther nuclear excursion0 (For this 
reason, an important concern during this period was to assure the main- 
tenance of the vacuum0 Fortunately, the vacuum pumps were located out- 
side the building proper and so were accessible with little risk,) A 
valve located on top of K-9 controlled its communication with the vacuum 
header; actuation of this valve.would shut off vacuum and vent the tank 
to the hood atmosphere0 The valve is an air-actuated type, and is in 
turn controlled by a control-panel-mounted air valve, Turning the panel- 
mounted valve 90° should actuate the vacuum-vent valve on K-9, 

It %das decided, in view of the risk of criticality, to use the TVRM to 
turn the panel-mounted valve9 However, on the first attempt (April 131, 
due probably to the awkward angle at which the TVRM had to work, the 
valve handle was broken off, leaving only a short stub. It was then 
necessary to make a special tool for the TVRM by which, on April 14, the 
handle was successfully turned, The crucial prameter under observation 
at this time was the neutron flux as recorded by instruments previously 
placed in the vicinity of K-9, No significant change in flux whatever 
was observed, thus indicating no change in multiplication in K-9, How- 
ever, it was impossible to be sure whether this meant that vacuum had 
been removed from K-9 without causing criticality, or whether the K-9 
vacuum-vent valve had simply not been actuated, This possibility had 
been foreseen, and could have been obvrazed by simply shutting off the 
vacuum pump, so that the entire vacuum header would come quickly to 
atmospheric pressure. However, this procedure had been rejected because 
it might result .in SUCk-bdCk of liquid frcm the vacuum header into K-9, 
and a resulting renewal of criticality, The next step, therefore, was 
to close the valve connecting the vacuum trap (J-6) to the vacuum header0 
This trap, located between K-9 and the vacuum header, was indicated to 
be empty by the gage reading as seen with the TVRM camera0 Prior to 
closing the J-6 valve, however, the TVRM was again used to survey the 
SE hood floor and tanks, The survey showed all the fission activity 
still to be in K-9, Had there been a sizable leak below liquid level 
in K-9, some fission activity would have been expected to show up on the 
floor upon shutting off the vacuum, Tine survey* therefore, showed that 
either no such leak existed, or that the vacuum had not been shut off of 
K-9, or both. 

The J-6 valve was shut off on April 16 afte? spending considerable effort 
in evaluating the risks involved if it should develop that, contrary to 
indications, J-6 contained liquid and the K-9 vacuum-vent valve were still 
open to the vacuum system. The closing of the J-6 vacuum valve was 
uneventful. 

During the above described operations, plans had been under intensive 
study for the removal of at least a large part of the contents of K-9 
to a geometrically favorable vessel, The plan adopted involved sucking 
the contents of K-9 out through its sampling tube, which was to be con- 
nected to a long plastic tube terminating in a geometrically favorable 
tank located in a room in the laboratory wing of the building about 
130 feet from K-9. However, before this or any other plan of similar 
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purpose could be adopted, it was judged necessary to send a human ob- 
server into the 221 areac Since this represented a distinct departure 
from previous operations, new procedures had to be devised and evaluated0 
Initially, the observation team (two were always sent: was permitted 
only to observe conditions, and to take instrumental readings. They 
were forbidden to touch any valves or to operate any controlsI ThCY 
were required to stop at stated points and wait--for determination that 
their presence was not affecting the neutron multiplication, although 
indications and calculations were that K-9 was safely subcritical0 
This observation procedure was carried out on April 18, The K-9 drain- 
age procedure above mentioned was adopted and executed successfully on 
April 20. The turning of the valve which allowed the contents of K-9 
to be removed through its sample tube was accomplished by an electri- 
cally driven, remotely-operated actuator, built for the occasion, The 
connection of the plastic tube to the sample line, and the connection 
of the electric drive to the sample valve handle had to be performed 
manually. Of the approximately 39 liters of liquid in K-9 at the start 
of the removal, about 25 were removed to the external tank. The oper- 
ation proceeded smoothly, A sample of the extracted liquid was analyzed 
and found to contain about 34.8 grams/liter of Pu and fission product 
activity equivalent to 2 x 1016 fissions/liter. It is thus implied that 
the solution in K-9 contained about 1360 grams of Fu, and that the fis- 
sions in the incident came to about 8 x 1017, 

Although the most obvious criticality hazard had been removed by the 
actions just described, there was sane uncertainty as to the quantity, 
type (organic or aqueous), Fu concentration, and other chemical com- 
position of the contents of the other tanks in the 221 Area (including 
several in the R&B hood 1, It was clearly necessary that these vessels 
be sampled, but that significant residual criticality risk must be 
assumed still to remain. Although K-9 had been identified as the vessel 
in which the excursion had occurred, the manner in which the Pu concen- 
tration had arrived at K-9 had not been determined. The next step, 
therefore, was to add cadmium nitrate solution to those vessels in 
Recuplex which were not geometrically favorable and :.n which there was 
any significant probability of plutonium in critical qLdnt,ities. In 
planning this step, it was necessary to take a very conservative view 
of what might be contained in any given tank since data available per- 
mitted only rough estimates in some cases, and the fact of the accident 
itself indicated anomalous conditions in the equipment, Cadmium nitrate 
solution addition could conceivably have caused another criticality 
under the right conditions, Addition of the cadmium nitrate solution 
was accomplished on April 24 and 25, A line through which one of the 
additions was to be made was found to be plugged, and a new procedure 
had to be devised for introducing the solution into that tank, K-2, It 
was necessary to agitate the contents of each tank to which cadmium 
nitrate was added to assure that it would be effectively distributed, 
This was done using the regular process agitators, but wired so that 
they could be turned on or off from a remote location, This obviated 
the necessity for a man to be present in the room during agitation, when, 
conceivably, a temporarily critical condition. could have been caused p 
The agitation was completed and a number of samples were taken for 
chemical analysis on April 25, 
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Procedures for systematically taking and analyzing samples from all tanks 
were then carried out over a period of several weeks0 At the time of 
preparation of this report only one vessel in the SE hcod (J-26A) had not 
been sampled. This vessel is geometrically safe, and usually contains 
some plutonium salts in solid form since its function. is to remove sol- 
vent from plutonium solutions by trickling them over a steam ceil, It 
is thought that this vessel (not in use at the time of theaccident) had 
no part in the accident or the events leading up to it. Subsequent 
operations were for the purpose of determining the cause of the accident 

. and are accordingly reported in the immediately following section. 

2. Steps to Determine the Cause of ,the Accident 

The Investigation Committee had held its first formal session on April 9, 
although its members had been almost constantly present in the ECC from 
about 1530, April 7, and were hence aware in great detail of the status 
of the accident and measures taken to deal with it. . 

The Investigation Committee conducted 35 formal interviewing sessions, of 
some 25 different people who had information about the accident, Twenty- 
dwee persons, mostly different from the 25 just mentioned, were asked for 
or volunteered written reports of their actions at the time of the ac- 
cident, or regarding their interpretation of the events of the accident, 
Numerous informal conversations have been held with persons possibly able 
to contribute to an understanding of the accident, 

The Investigation Committee made a number of requests for information 
which involved considerable work on the part of the Chemical Processing 
Department. These requests were met wherever possible within the bounds 
of safety, In fact, several of the safetytng procedures P:e-rY1*V used L *.'u'-, 
were appreciably longer and more expensive than they would have been had 
the only objective been to render the facility safe, regardless of the 
loss or destruction of evidence regarding the cause of the accident0 

Infomaticn requested about the Recuplex facility, its operation near 
the time of the accident by the Investigation Committee, includes the 
following: 

a. A description of the Recuplex system including equipment numbers or 
designations, function, and volume of each component0 

b. Standard and special operating procedures. 

c. The rationale behind any special operating procedures, 

d. Supervisor's log books6 

e. Recuplex shift log book, status and transfer sheets, and sample log, 

f. Analytical sample records* 

g= Analytical Laboratory data of recent samples, 

h. Reanalysis of existing samples still in the laboratory, 



i, 

j, 

k, 

1. 

m, 

n. 

01 

P* 

9* 

r. 

s. 

t. 

U. 

V. 

W* 

X* 

Y* 

z. 

The volume, type, and Pu concentrations in the liquids in every tank, 
column, or vessel in the SE hood and in the L-2, L-3, L-8, G-36, and 
G-58 tanks of the R&B hood, Where both organic and aqueous phases 
were present, the volume and Pu concentration were desired on each 
phase. 

Analyses for acid, fluoride; and ferrous sulfamate on any aqueous 
solution in tanks K-9, K-2, L-2, L-3, L-8, G-36, G-58, and the SE 
hood sump. 

Plutonium distribution data after equal volume contacts of the follow- 
ing solutions: SE sump and K-2 organic; L-3 aqueous and L-2 organic 
(or K-2 organic), 

The positions (open, partially open, or closed) of all valves in the 
SE hood and those between the SE hood and L-2, L-3, and L-8. 

The position of the plastic line from the bottom of K-9 to the SE 
sump, the position of a reported l/2" plastic line from the top of 
K-9 to the sump, and the positions of the ends of these two lines 
relative to the sump and the J-30 line. 

Tine chemical analysis of anything resembling precipitated solids in 
vessels L-2, L-3,' and L-8 in the SE hood, 

The amount, type, and Pu content of any materials in vent or vacuum 
traps and in stack filter, 

The identity of the vessel in which criticality occurred, 

A radiochemical estimate of the number of fissions which took place8 

Photographs at each stage of the entry and reconnaissance operations, 

An up to date organization chart which includes all positions having 
responsibilities associated with incidents of this type. 

Recuplex experience records of all process operators, utility oper- ' 
ators, and shift specialists who were assigned to the Recuplex 
Operation as of April 7, 1962; and in addition, the ages and senior- 
ity dates of the men, if nonexempt, or their years of service in CPD 
operations if exempt, 

Standards, guides, and criteria, 

Records of safety reviews, 

Records of safety training and drills. 

Records of external (safety) audits, 

The HO0 files relating to Project CAC-880. 

Applicable information regarding Washington State's labor compensation 
laws relative to nuclear incidents, conditions, if any, under which 
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an individual may initiate a claim, and individuals or organizations, 
if any, thai may be sued by claimants, 

aa, Ar1 estimate of the cost of the incident including shut-down time and 
equipment damage if pertinent, 

bb. Special tests on valve 944. 

cc* Special tests on the valve and piping between H-3 and J-2, 

dd. Disassembly of K-9 and inspection of its interior for accumulation of 
solids, 

The large amount of written material requested was delivered at an ac- 
ceptable rate. Some of the most desired records were inside the Room 221, 
and, hence * could not be recovered without risk of exposure at first 0 
Records of this type were, hence, understandably delayed in being de- 
livered to the Investigation Committee, In addition, the safetying 
operations required reference to some of these records as soon as they 
were available; the Investigation Committee willingly relinquished prior 
claims to these records at such times, 

E. Reports and Announcements 

The foregoing narrative contains some statements of the times at which various 
officials were notified of the accident, The following table summarizes such 
key notifications and announcements: 

Time of accident 

First notification to affected GE 
supervision away from 200-W 

April 7 - 1059 

April 7 9 1103 

First notification to Emergency 
Control Center in Richland 

April 7 - 1107 

First notification to an AEC official 

First notification of HAP0 General 
Manager 

April 7 - 1110 

April 7 - 1120 

Signalling of HLO Crash Alarm April 7 - 1127 

First notification of HO0 Manager April 7 - 1130 

First notification of AK-Washington April 7 - 1445 

First release to news media April 7 - 1500 

First release to employees April 9, morning 

F. Handling of Potentially Injured Employees 

The technical and medical aspects of the treatment of the four employees who 
were hospitalized for precautionary observation are partly reported in other 
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sections of this report a?;.: partly reserved to a later report0 At this point 
in the report will be given an outline of the way in which the potentially 
injured employees were handled. 

As previously noted, four employees in all were hospitalized, All were in or 
closely adjacent to the room housing the SE hood in which the accident oc- 
curred. All uere put through the Quick Sort procedure- at the First Aid 
Building (2719-WA), and three employees, #l, #.l.7, and #23, were quickly 
identified as being sufficiently radioactive to warrant observation in the 
hospital. They were accordingly sent to Richland in a patrol car at 1132@ 
Employee 121 was sent in to the hospital somewhat later, abcut 1315, April 7, 
since he also had been moderately close to the source0 

Radiation Specialists were awaiting the three employees at the hospital on 
arrival, and before they had finished examining the employees for external 
radioactive contamination, a GE physician arrived to take charge of ,the cases0 
Employee #l, who had been closest to the source at the time of the accident 
and who was found to have received the largest dose of radiation was seriously 
apprehensive and appeared to be sure that his exposure would prove fatal0 
The others r;ere calm; all were highly cooperative throughout, By 1510, both 
gamma and neutron doses had been estimated and were immediately communicated 
to the four hospitalized employees. All appeared much relieved, particularly 
#l, Families of the four men were notified of the accident at about 1315 and 
told that they could see the men at once. All the patients were asked if 
they wished to be seen by their own personal physicians; only employee #l 
requested this, and uas seen by his physician within about ten minutes 
after his request, The men were placed in the hospital in private rooms 
as bed patients, 

During the late afternoon and early evening of April 7, three of the men 
were interviewed separately by their supervision in an effort to get any in- 
formation about the accident which would be useful in making the facility 
safe or explaining what had happened, It was considered that employee #21, 
because of his location at the time of the accident and the nature of his 
duties, wald be unable to shed light or the cause of the Locident. The 
interviews with the other three were recorded on tape. One of the men asked 
to be interviewed again on the morning of April 8, and this interview was 
also recorded, but due to faulty recording much of the interview was lost, * 
(This employee has since been reinterviewed several times so the information 
which he imparted is available,) 

Employee #21 uas the first to be discharged from the hospital, on April 8, 
The others were released for eight hours each on April 11, 14, and 15, and 
were discharged from the hospital on April 16. Since discharge, tests and 
observations of various types have been made on the three men initially 
hospitalized, in order to acquire scientific information, They have parti- 
cipated willingly in this program. Periodic observation to determine what, 
if any, long range effects their exposure may have had, also have continued 
and will continue, 

G. Re-establishment of Operations 

Evacuation cf the 200-W Area on April 7 stopped normal production activities 
there. By April 13, it was apparent that resumption of operations at some 
distance from 234-5 would be safe. Accordingly, a 1500 feet exclusion 
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' radius (with minor exceptions later granted) around 234-5 was established, 
and on April 16 operation of Redox resumed, By April 26, it was clear that 
operations in 234-5 other than those in Recuplex could be safely resumed, 
Accordingly, steps were taken on April 30 to reactivate the button-line and 
fabrication operations, Getting back into operation required several weeks 
from this date, however, since it was necessary to establish a different 
method of handling the button-line filtrates which were formerly sent to 
Recuplex. The ECC was closed on April 27 and the Advisory Council went 
into a deactivated state. CPD set up special internal organizational 
machinery to carry through the remaining activities in Recuplex and to 
supply the Investigation Committee with needed information, 

The Recuplex facility is at present shut down, No firm decision regarding 
putting it back into operation has been made known, However, construction 
of the replacement facility, authorized by the AEC just before the accident, 
has started. As an interim measure, temporarily acceptable ways of handling 
the materials formerly sent to Recuplex have been worked out, Since some 
portions of the equipment in the SE hood have been removed, it thus appears 
progressively less likely that Recuplex will be put back into operation, 
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VIII. DISCUSSION 

This section of the report contains the significant facts regarding the accident 
and a discussion of them, 

The discussion falls naturally into three parts: 

A0 The operation of the system set up for dealing with the accident, 

B, The explanation of the accident itself, 

C. Measures which would have prevented the accident, 

Al The Operation of the System Set up for Dealing with the Accident 

The system set up for dealing with possible accidents such as this involved 
the taking cf certain actions by both the GE and HO0 organizations, Although 
there were later found to have been minor deviations from the plan, these ' 
were insignificant and, in general, the plan functioned smoothly, The em- 
ployees in Building 234-5 evacuated the building promptly, in the main, and 
the one or two who delayed slightly were renotified by fellow employees of 
the seriousness of the situation so that their delay was minimal, Radiation 
monitoring personnel went to work promptly and efficiently; the potentially 
injured employees were quickly identified and placed under medical care 
within an hour of their exposure. All employees involved in the evacuation 
behaved in a calm, orderly way* The systems of noTiflcation to the Emer- 
gency Control Center, to line supervision, and to AEC officials worked 
well, Details are recorded in Section VII of this report, Of particular 
note are the facts that the Hanford Laboratories Crash Alarm System resulted 
in manning the EXC within about ten minutes of the giving of the crash alarm, 
that the HAP0 General Manager was at the XC within about 30 minutes and the 
Manager HOO-AEC was notified within 30 minutes of the accident,, despite the 
fact that the accident occurred on a Saturday,, when many people are normally 
not easily accessible, 

In Section VII are recorded the steps taken to set up organizations for plan- 
ning the moves to deal with the facility, for review of those plans, and for ' 
investigation of the accident, 

The Investigation Committee had an excellent opportunity to observe in de- 
tail the planning and handling of the postaccident measures to neutralize 
the facility and to learn the cause of the accident, These measures were 
planned, reviewed, and executed with meticulous regard for the safety of 
the individuals involved, This approach was appropriate, in view of the 
fact that it was not known whether conditicns were such that another nuclear 
excursion might start up upon minor disturbance, This necessarily cautious 
approach resulted in using the first thirteen days after the accident to 
neutralize tank K-9, and an additional thre e days to poison the significant 
geometrically unfavorable tanks, The personnel who planned, reviewed, and 
executed the "quenching" cperations exhibited a high order of ingenuity 
and resourcefulness: 

The releases of information to the public and to project employees appear 
to have been timely and adequate, Within a few hours, a press release had 
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been prepared and cleared with local AX authorities and with Washington- 
AEC!, Some terminology in that portion of the release which concerned the 
extent of the injuries sustained by the four employees involved, later was 
questioned by Washington-AEC as possibly being Tiable to misinterpretation 
by persons not familiar with the precise meaning of the terms used0 This 
wasp the only significantly adverse comment noted on any of the releases0 

Explacation of the Accident Itself 

In spite of careful review of a large mass of evidence and testimony, it 
has not been possible for the Committee to develop an explanation of the 
accident which completely agrees with all the technical data or all the per- 
sonal testimonye An acceptable explanation hLo, however, been developed, 
To the extent that it does not agree with technical data or personal testi- 
mony, the acceptance of this explanation implies that the technical data 
are in some degree unreliable, and that the personal testimony also is partly 
unreliable, The Committee has seen several examples of both these types of 
unreliability in the information supplied it in this investigation (this 
does not imply any intent to mislead the Committee), and is, therefore, wfl- 
ling to accept an explanation which does not fit all the data and testimony, 
provided it does agree with the better-established parts of the evidence, 

The most plausible explanation of the accident comprises the following 
statements: 

1,‘ During the latter part of the 12-8 shift on April 7, product solution 
flowed intermittently from the top of column H-3 (solvent extracticn 
stripping column - see Fig, IV-S. for flow diagram) to vessel J-l (a 
product receiver tank) and was intermittently removed from J-l during 
this period. However, during Fart of the period, input sufficiently 
exceeded output to cause J-l to fill and then to overflow, The overflow 
went via a line provided for the purpose to the floor of the SE hood, 

The evidence for this statement is summarized on Fig. VIII-l, which is 
a record of inflow to J-l, outflow from J-l, and weight factor (ioeo, 
depth x density) in J-l, This figure is drawn from charts taken from 
recorders after the accident. The traces on the original charts were 
not as sharp as these drawings might'imply, because of instrument noiae l 

and sticking of the tracing stylus in places. However, the uncertain- 
ties thus introduced are not enough to invalidate the conclusion above- 
stated, It hill be observed that for considerable periods between 0600 
and 0800, the weight factor indicated J-l to be full while input was 
occurring at rates greater than output, During these periods, J-l 
must have been overflowing, 

Statement 1 is not controverted by any of the physical evidence0 Con.= 
sistent with statement 1 is the observation by all the operators that 
there was liquid on the floor of the hood before the accident (although 
they differ somewhat on the extent of the pool of liquid), The 12-8 
operator, on whose shift the presumed overflow occurred, does not re- 
call having seen any overflow occurring, but did not specifically look 
for one. Visibility through the plastic hood walls is extremely poor 
(for example, several minutes of study was required on the part of a 
Committee member before he could be convinced that he was seeing the 
sump location) and it is judged unlikely that an operator would have 
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noticed the overflow by direct observation unless he had been looking 
for it. The operator did not specifically recall checking the J-1 weight 
factor instrument (his only means of determining liquid level in J-l), 
The shift Specialist whocwe on duty at 0800 made a careful visual check 
of the SE hood for leaks, and found none active, (The evidences of old 
leaks were clear and plentiful,in the hood after the accident,). However, 
by this time the overflow would have stopped, and even if continuing, 
might have gone unnoticed in a leak search, since the overflow line ex- 
tended clear to the hood floor, Thus, the personal belief of the 12-8 
operator that the overflow did not occur is not conclusive, 

The Committee regards statement 1 as essentially established. 

2. At some time within several minutes before 1059 and while suction was 
on tank K-9, valve #944 was openedd allowed to remain open for a few min- 
utes, and then closed, This resulted in sucking some of the strong pro- 
duct solution from the sump (where it was in a thin slab geometry and 
therefore, necessarily subcritical) into K-9 where its geometry became 
such as to make it almost critical. 

To establish plausibility of statement 2, the following arguments are 
adduced: 

a, The quantity and Pu concentration of the overflow from J-l were at 
at least sufficient to account for the quantity and concentration of 
the Pu solution found in K-9 after the accident, 

b, The composition of the solution found in K-9 after the accident, as 
regards its constituents other than Pu, is consistent with the hype- 
thecated origin of this solution, 

cr A physically feasible path existed from the sump to K-9 via valve 
#944, and only this valve needed to be c.pened to draw liquid from 
the sump into K-9, 

d. Opportunity for opening and closing of valve #O':i, i sted. 

e, The manner in which the power probably varied du?ing the excursion . 
is consistent with triggering mechanisms which could have been 
operative. 

Various other explanations have been examined and found less plausible, 
or actually impossible. These arguments may be elaborated as follows: 

a. The quantity and Pu concentration of the overflow from J-l were at 
least sufficient to account for the quantity and concentration of 
the Pu solution found in K-9 after the accident. 

After the accident, K-9 contained about 39 liters of aqueous solution 
of 34.8 grams/liter Pu concentration plus a crudely estimated 68 
grams (max.) of Pu in solids, and a faw hundred milliliters of strong 
organic ?J solution in the inferior connected piping for a total 
quantity of 1400-1500 grams of Pu. From Fig, VIII-2 it has been 
estimated that a total volume of about 48 liters overflowed from 
J-l, (The H-8 flow through the column and into J-l was at the rate 
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of 0.66 liters/minute for 90 minutes (~53 liters total) in the 0600- 
OdOO interval, The rate of outflow from J-l was 0,36 liter/minute 
for 30 minutes (ml1 liters total)o The weight factor indicator 
showed J-l full throughout the entire two-hour interval,, so ail of 
the difference ( 59 - 11 = 48 liters) must have overflowed onto the 
floor,) The Pu concentration found in the J-1 tank after the acci- 
dent was 34,4 grams/liter, but the Pu concentration in the J-l liquid 
during the interval 0630-0800 is estimated from Fig, VIII-2 (H-3 
column product concentration) to have been about 45 grams/liter 
average0 Hence, the Pu overflowing onto the floor was about 48 x 
45 = 2160 grams, 

The brown rings left on the glass walls of K-9 suggest that the vol- 
ume of the solution at the time of the accident was about 45 litersDa 
which decreased by evaporation and radiolysis to the 39 liters found 
afterward. The concentration of Pu in the original K-9 solution 
would then have been about 30 grams/liter, The difference between 
the 45 grams/liter concentration in the overflow to the floor and the 
30 grams/liter in K-9 is accounted for by assuming dilution of the 
floor solution with aqueous phase drawn from L-2, through K-9 and 
thence into K-2, where it formed the lo-30 liter aqueous cap reported 
by both the 8-4 shift operators, This solution would presumably be 
of the same concentration as that later found in L-2, i,e,, 0,118 
gram/liter, Mixing of the two liquids in the ratio two parts J-l 
overflow to one part L-2 aqueous phase would give 45 liters of 30 
grams/liter solution in K-9, Such a calculation is obviously not 
very accurate, since it does not take into account possible dilution 
of the J-l overflow while on the flocr; hcwever, the impression 
given by'all the operators was that there was only a little liquid 
(of the order of several liters) on the floor during the day or two 
before the accident, 

In any event, it is evident that the J-l overflow provided more than 
the requisite amount of Pu for K-9, 

The residue remaining in the sump after the accident was sampled on 
April 25 and was analyzed for Pu also5 Both aqueous and organic 
phases were Fesent, i';le aqueous phase, at various depths in the * 
sump, contained lc4 to 2,5 grams/liter Pu, while the organic phase 
(black, tarry, and lighter than the aqueous phase) contained 61 to 
132 grams/liter Pu, The low density cf the organic phase suggests 
loss of CC14 by evaporation over the several week-long interval 
between the accident and the sampling, Loss of Ccl4 would make the 
remaining T8P a more powerful solvent for Pu, The low Pu content 
of the aqueous phase thus does not necessarily indicate that 45 
grams/liter aqueous Pu solution could not have been on the floor, 
but is consistent with the supposition that the Pu was extracted 
into the organic phase on the :loor and in the sump after the 
accident, 

":As noted elsewhere, criticality calculations suggest th+t the initial volume 
was about 53 liters, 'ihe apparent discrepancy between 45 liters and 50 liters 
does not affect the argument or conclusions, 
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be The composition of the solution found in K-9 after the accident, as 
regards its constituents other than Pu, is consistent with the hypo- 
thecated origin of this solution, 

The solutions found after the accident in H-7, J-1, K-9, and L-2 
were all analyzed chemically for acidity, sulfate, ammonium, and 
iron. If the solution in K-9 was the result of mixing J-1 overflow 
with L-2 aqueous phase, the composition of the K-9 solution should 
be calculable from those of H-7, J-1, and L-2, H-7 is included here 
because it is the cold chemical feed tank from which the aqueous 
stripping solution is pumped into the bottom of column H-3, 

On emerging from the top of H-3, this solution, now carrying Pu as 
well as its original constituents, passes to J-l. Thus, the non- 
plutonium analysis of H-7 should be the same as that of J-l and may 
be used in place of the J-l analysis in calculating the composition 
of K-9, The accompanying Table VIII-l shows the results of calcu- 
lating the K-9 composition in both ways. In both cases, it was as- 
sumed that the K-9 solution resulted from rnixing 15 liters of L-2 
solution with 30 liters of J-l overflow as would be necessary to 
make the Pu content of K-9 come out right, It is apparent that there 
is a rough correspondence between the calculated and found composi- 
tions of K-9. The H-7 analyses are probably more reliable than 
those cf J-1, since the H-8 solution corresponds closely to what was 
supposed to be fed into the column at the time, whereas the J-l 
anaiysis does not and is more difficult to perform, Allowances must 
be made for possible floor contamination of the J-l overflow, and 
for the known tendency for samples from J-l to be high in sulfate, 
due presumably to sulfate solids being picked up out of the tank 
with the sample. Although agreement leaves something to be desired,, 
the general pattern of agreement among the Pu, A', S04--p and NH; 
constituents (using the H-7 analysis for the latter) can hardly be 
coincidental and is regarded as supporting the conclusion that J-l 
overflow liquid found its way into K-9, 

The possible sources of aqueous Pu solution of concentration greater 
than 30 grams/liter are shown in Table VIII-2, according to post- 
accident analyses of the contents of all vessels in the SE and 
R&B hoods, 

It will be observed that three of the tanks (G-66, J-2, and J-3) 
contained solutions of such high acidity as probably to preclude 
their being the origin of the solution in K-9, and two of the three 
are also excluded by their sulfate contents, Of the remaining 
tanks, G-59 is located in the R&B hood and could transfer into the 
SE hood only via tanks G-65 and G-66 (also in R&B hotid), of which 
one (G-65) was found empty and the other (G-66) has already been 
excluded. J-7, if diluted to 30 grams/liter, would be 1,85 M  acid, 
which is well above the acidity of K-9 (1,07 M) but perhaps not 
iligh enough to rure out J-7 as a source in view of analytical un- 
certainties. Tracing out of the lines leaving J-7 discloses no 
open path to K-9, While it is theoretically possible for the 
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.rr+n~r. VTTT-? ANlFfXlC CnlllTTfJNC nF MnRE THAN 30 GRAMS/LITER fll CONTENT ,nDAJL# v AI&.-L ,,yv”““” Y”-...-..Y “. *.-..I _..._ _. -- _...... _,~.~ 

Fc M Remarks 
4 

Vcsscl 
No , dl Pu If+ M S04-- M Nllt M 

A 

G-59 71.4 4.01 

G-66 32.4 6.6811 

In R&B hood, Volume. solution 17 liters, 
214 grams Fu, 

J-l 34.4 2.10 0.28 0.023 

J-2:: 22.4 7,98# 2,lH 0.0056 

J-3 86.4 9.60# 3.162 0.01 

J-7 111.2 6.87 . 
. 

K-8 30.0 1.07 0.095 0.011 

. 

45,5 liter vessel, contained 34 liters 
solution 

0.003 

0.0057 40.6 liter vessel, 2.5 liters solution 
contained 

0.007 40.6 liter vessel, 2 liters solution 
contained 

_ 
37.2 liter vessel, 16 liters solution 
contained . . 

0.04 Calculated composition at 'time of 
accident . . . . . 

fiIncludcd hcrc because of uncertainties about accuracy of analyses, 

ilIndicatcs an analysis so high as to preclude th, is solution as the origin of the Pu in K-8. 



contents of J-7 to find their way to the floor, this would require 
a series of manipulations of valves or pumps, No such series is 
suggested by any evidence or testimonya 

,C. A.phys&lly feasible path existed from the sump to K-9 Via valve 
#944, and only this valve needed to be opened to draw liquid from 
the sump into K-9, 

As shown in Fig0 IV-~, , a plastic line had been installed for tem- 
porary use during the floor cleaning operations between valve #944 
and the sump0 While the floor cleaning operations were going on, 
floor flushes were drawn by suction into K-9 from the sump0 To 
guard against criticality in geometrically unfavorable K-9, a pro- 
cedure of first putting cadmium nitrate solution in K-9 was followed. 
Suction was applied to K-9 from the vacuum header; valves #431 and 
#944 were open, and other valves to K-9 were closed, 

The floor cleaning operations had been finished but the temporary 
plastic line had not yet been removed (an order for its removal had 
been issued a few days before the accident), After the accident, 
valve #431 was found open as shown on Fig, VIII-2, Valve #944 was 
found closed0 This valve is of the quarter-turn-to-open type, with 
a ball type plug, Rotating the valve handle (a simple bar) from 
3 o'clock to 12 o'clock opens the valve completelyu 

Examination of the vacuum-vent valve (#312) after the accident 
showed it to be open to the vent, as it shculd be as a result of the 
procedure used to render K-9 harmless, Whether this valve was 
actually open to the vacuum header at the time of the accident can- 
not be confirmed after the fact, but since several suction transfers 
into K-9 had been made during the mo:ning of April 7, and since the 
operator states that #312 was open to vacuum at the time of the ac- 
cident, and since there is no controverting evidence or testimony, 
it may safely be assumed that suction was available in K-9 so that 
if valve ii944 were opened, liquid from the slmp could enter K-9, 

d. Opportunity for opening and closing the valve existed, 

The handle of valve #944 is located inside the hood, approximately 
as shown in Fig. VIII-3, The valve wcrks easily, but in order to 
operate it, the operator must put his hand into glove B and reach 
inside the hood, a distance of 1 - 1 l/2 feet. Both the regular 
operator (employee#l) and his relief operator (employee #18) were 
familiar with the valve and its function, Both operators had the 
opportunity to open and later to close the valve, as required by 
the explanation considered most plausible, Both operators state 
that they do not recall doing soa Both state that accidental 
opening of #944 while reaching for one of the other valves in the 
vicinity is possible, but unlikely. 

e. The manner in which the power probably varied during the excursion 
is consistent with triggering mechanisms whic'n could have been 
operative, 
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In Appendix 8 will be found a discussion of a physical anlysis of 
the excursion, This analysis shows, among other things, that if 
criticality occurred as a result of a continuing steady addition of 
uniform plutonium solution, the rate of addition probably had to be 
less than (very roughly) 0,1 - 1 ml/set, Had it been much larger 
than this, the size of the initial pulse would have substantially 
exceeded the ~10~~ fissions which it is believed to have contained, 
Since putting ~50 liters of solution Into the tank would have re- 
quired 14 hours at 1 ml/set, and since the time available for fil- 
ling the tank was apparently 15 minutes or less, this does not seem 
to have been the triggering mechanism0 However, other mechanisms, 
capable of adding the last increment of reactivity at a slow rate 
once the tank was almost critical, exist, For example: 

1) Addition of 1400-1500 grams Pu at a concentration greater than 
30 grams/liter followeJ by dilution with a small stream of di- 
lute nitric acid, Such dilution could occur as a result of 
sucking the aqueous cap off K-2 into K-9, as was actually done0 

2) Addition of final increment of reactivity as result of deaer- 
ation of contents of K-9 following the dumping of the aqueous 
cap off K-2 on top of the more concentrated solution in K-9, 
Such deaeration would be stretched out over a longer period than 
normal by the effect of the suction applied to K-9, , 

3) Addition of final increment of reactivity as result of settling 
out of organic phase (a neutron absorber and hence reactivity 
depressant) drawn into K-9 as an incidental part of the de- 
canting of the aqueous cap off K-2, The finding, after the ac- 
cident, of a few hundred milliliters of organic phase in the 
piping at the bottom of K-9 is consistent with this possibility. 

Although it has not been possidle to establish the exact triggering 
mechanism, it is apparent that any one or any combination of the 
three indicated above would be consistent with the evidence and 
testimony available. 

f. Various other explanations have been examined and found less plaus- ' 
ible or actually impossible, 

At the time of the Committee's preliminary report, it had been found 
that there was an accumulation of dried solids on a valve between 
the top of the stripping column H-3 and J-2, a product receiver and 
acid addition tank. The dried solids were found to contain 37% Pu, 
corresponding approximately to plutonium,nitrate, Leakage of pro- 
duct solution onto the floor was at once suggested, The valve and 
its connected piping were removed and tested in the laboratory for 
leakage, The leakages through the closed valve and through the 
fitting were less than 0,l ml/min and 1 ml/min, respectively, under 
pressures much higher than could have existed in the process, It 
is obvious that neither leak could account for the quantity of AI 
which got into K-9, 

The possibility that an accumulation of solids in K-‘; might have 
played a significant role was ruled out by exanining the bottom of 
K-9 and finding on it at most less than 68 grams of solids, 



The possibility that valve #944 might have been leaking sufficiently 
to admit the sump liquid under suction, and then to somehow retain 
the liquid above it for several weeks was suggested. Valve #944 
was removed, with its associated piping, having first immobilized 
the valve handle in its as-found position by application of a self- 
setting resin. Hydraulic tests were then made, which proved the 
valve to be nonleaking, The internal parts of the valve appeared 
clean and bright; there was no indication that any solid or semi- 
solid material was present to act as a sealant against downward 
flow, It was also hypothesized that there might be some position 
of the handle of valve #944 which would permit upward flow at the 
necessary rate of several liters per minute in response to the 
suction (&20-25 inches Hg subatmospheric) on K-9, but would not 
permit.downward flow when the suction was removed or would limit 
downward flow to a slow rate. Experiments to find such a setting of 
the handle did not disclose the existence of any setting at which 
the flow rate relationships even approximately satisfied the 
hypothesis. 

It was found that although the valve handle worked easily, it stayed 
in any position in which it was put. Creeping from a slightly open 
to a tightly closed position under the action of gravity hence seems 
excluded. 

The possibility of entry of strong Fu solution into K-9 through 
openings other than K-9 also was considered, Reference to Fig, 
VIII-2 shows that all exits from and entrances to K-9 were blocked 
by closed valves or by a capped line, Moreover, the lines beyond 
these closed valves were found in every case to lead proximately 
to other closed valves or to vessels containing either no plutonium 
in aqueous solution, or aqueous plutonium solutions of concentration 
much less than the 30 grams/liter minimum which must have existed 
in K-9 at the time of the accident, Thus, leakage of one of these 
valves wouid not have admitted sufficiently concentrated Tu solu- 
tion to accotint for what >as found in K-9, 

As implied earlier in this section, there was also a systematic 
survey of the possible sources of Pu solution of 30 grams/liter or ' 
stronger, with a view to determining whether they could contribute 
30 grams/liter or stronger solution to K-9, either by transmission 
through pipes, or by leakage to the floor, and thence into K-9 via 
valve #944, This survey disclosed no plausible source of Pu solu- 
tion except J-l, 

The foregoing most plausible explanation of the accident considers 
only that evidence which is directly pertinent to this explanation, 
In the course of searching for an explanation of the accident, much 
additional evidence was developed. Some bits of this additional 
evidence are at variance with what was expected to be found, For 
example: 

1) The chemical operator said that he had put certain chemicals 
into tank K-8 in preparation fcr washing the organic phase in 
K-2. After the accident, K-8 was empty, and its drain line 
valve was partly open to the waste collection system. Why this 
valve was partly open is not known. 
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2) The aqueous solution in G-36, a waste storage vessel, was 7 M 
acid instead of about 3 M as expected. No explanation is 
available. 

3) The product solution in J-l was 2,l M in acid, whereas it was 
expected to be about 0,6 M, No explanation is available, 

4) The solution in tank L-2 was found to consist of about 175 
liters of aqueous sclution of 0,116 gram/liter Fu content0 It 
had been expected that the tank,would contain about this same 
volume of organic solution of about 2.1 grams/liter FU concen- 
tration, This condition, while unexpected, was not considered 
abnormal since this tank contained dilute wastes, of both 
phases, collected from several sources over a period of a few 
shifts, 

These conditions are not of a type which would be expected to create 
a nuclear safety problem but, being anomalous, they might be SUS- 
petted of Tome connection with the accident, No such connection has 
been found, and these points remain minor and probably disconnected 
anomalies, 

C. Meazures Which Would Have Prevented the Accident 

Certain conditions existed in the Recuplex facility on April 7 which wefe 
. necessary to the accident, and which were not necessary to operation of 

the equipllent. Correction of these specific conditions would probably have 
prevented the accident, The conditions referred to are: 

1. K-9 was geometrically unfavorable, and although the introduction into 
it of fixed poison had been considered, no such poison was present. 

On at least three previous occasions there had been "over-batch" inci- 
dents in K-9, i.e., the specified maximum quantity of F'u allowed in the 
tank at any one time had been exceeded, Because these mass limite are 
set quite conservatively, there was no criticality in any of these 
cases. Partly as a result of these incidents, the installation of 
Pyrex glass raschig rings in K-9 had been considered. The boron con- ’ 
tained in the Pyrex would have been a powerful suppressant of neutron 
multiplication. However, there were some objections to the instal- 
lation of the rings (mixing of the contents of the tank would be more 
difficult, hold-up of liquid on the surface of the rings would be in- 
creased, sampling would be less reliable), and it was concluded that 
the right answer to %h,is and other recognized problems of the Recuplex 
facility was the construction of a new facility - Project CAC-880. 
Approval of this project had been requested, but its final authori- 
zation involved considerable delay, as elsewhere noted. 

2. K-9 was not equipped with an alarm-sounding neutron counter which would 
signal the presence of too-large quantities of Pu. 

The installation of a neutron counter (which would sense the spontaneous 
fission neutrons from Pu 240) for detection of too-large quantities cf 
Fu in K-9 had also been discussed, However a no decisive action had 



been taken, it being indicated that a counter of the type desired would 
be quite expensive and further study seemed desirable, Counters are 
available on various of the process vessels, but in order to get a 
reading from them, one must first set a selector switch to the counter 
of interest, since several counters feed into the same meter through 
a selector switch. Ho counter was installed on K-9, There was here 
also some feeling that the proper course of action was to replace K-9 
with a geometrically favorable vessel, as planned in Project CAC-980, 
and that the real answer was to get approval on CAC-880. 

3, The directly associated operating organization did not realize that a 
J-l overflow would bypass J-5, 

Until about three years ago the overflow from J-l was directed to J-5, 
a tank'which serves also as an overflow catch tank for various other 
vessels. J-5 itself overflows to the sump, but is provided with a high 
level alarm which notifies the operator to pump out J-5 into rnother 
tank from which appropriate final disposition of tSe overflow can be 
made. About three years ago, it was found that occasionally there 
would be contamination of J-l with less pure overflow solutions from 
another vessel. The contamination was traced to a form of backing-up 
through the overflow line, To make sure of curing this trouble, a new 
overflow line was installed directly from J-l to the floor. This 
change did not introduce a direct nuclear hazard, since the floor of 
the hood is geometrically favorable, However, after the accident it 
was found that relatively few people in the operating organization were 
aware of the existence of the direct overflow line from J-l to the 
floor, and the operators relied upon the J-5 alarm signal to notify 
them of an impending overflow to the floor& The installation of the 
line was reviewed and approved by the Critical Mass Engineer at the 
time of installation, but the operating procedures do not menticn the 
line or its effect on operations, 

The drawings of the equipment in the SE hood, available at the time of 
the accident, do not show the direct overflow line from J-1 to the 
floor0 The line was discovered during the course of the postaccident 
activities requested by the Investigation Committee and aimed at ac- 
quiring an up to date set of "as-built" drawings, 

4. The operators did not observe or did not properly interpret the weight 
factor indication on J-1. 

That an overflow might be occurring could have been inferred from the 
fact that the weight factor chart indicated the vessel to be full, 
However, this, in turn, would have required knowledge of the specific 
gravity of the solution in J-1, The input-output flow charts would 
also have given sane hint of overflow.had they been studied continu- 
ously . However, even in normal circumstances, the operator and the 
shift specialist are too busy to be expected to do such work, On 
April 7, they were doubly busy since there had been difficulty in keep- 
ing the H-l and H-2 columns from flooding and this had taken much of 
the operator's attention on both the 12-8 and 8-4 shifts, Thus, while 
it would have been possible for the operator to have detected the over- 
flow from J-l, it is not reasonable to expect him to have done so. 
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Valve fi431 was open, 

The Committee learned that when suction is applied to K-9 there are t'n'o 
routes by which liquid may be drawn from the same opening at the bottom 
of L-2 (a tank used for collection of contact organic, located in the 
R63 hood) into K-9, One of these routes admits the liquid to the top 
of K-9, through valve l/506 (sea Fig, VIII-2), The other admits liquid 
to K-9 through its bottom, via valve $431, the pump, and valve #543, 
The "normal" path was through valve #506, into the top'of K-9. How- 
ever, some of the operators felt that the transfer went faster if the 
other route (via valve #431) was used, Operating instructions did not 
forbid the use of the route through valve #431, and this route had 
been used on the 12-8 shift in making transfers from L-2 to K-9 and 
thence to K-2. Valve #431 was left open as a result of these transfers0 
The 8-4 operator did nat make a complete valve status check when he 
came on duty, and was, hence, unaware that ii431 was open, Had it been 
closed, the accident would not have happened. 

The tc;sporary line from the sump to valve 8944 had'been ailowed to stay 
in place after its usefulness was past, 

During the planned use of this line, the procedure called for first 
determinLng the Fu content of the sump contents, then placing in K-9 a 
;,p;c,iF;j quantity of Cd.(h'03)2 solution before. sucking the sump liquid 

- . These precautions were carefully detailed in a special in- 
struction which-.had Critical Mass Engineering approval. This instruc- 
tion was silent on the subject of removal of the temporary @astic line 
after the floor clean-up had been concluded, However, the supervisor's 

.instructions to the operating crew after the floor clean-up had been" 
completed included directions to cease using the temporary plastic line, 
A work order-fcr removal of the line had been written four days after 
need of .the line ceased. After another three days, the work itself had 
not been performed. The work order was being handled al; a routine * 
scheduling item at the time of the incident, Thus, a full week had 
passed without correction of this primary hazard to critical mass 
safety. 

Valve #9G4 was operated, contrary to oral instructions. As previously . 
pointed out, no one admits to having operated valve #944, but no other 
plausible explanation is available. 
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APWNDM 1 

EMHRGENCY 
and 

DISASm PLXi 

The HO0 "Procedures for Emergencies" are contained 
ment HA a6r%ol. Partinent portions of the Manual 

06Hl-01 Purpose 

in AEC Manual - HA Supple- 
are quoted below: 

The purpose of this chapter is to establish procedures for providing 
assistance in protection of health and safety of the general public 
against (a) radioactive materials under license, (b) government-owned 
radioactive or toxic materials involved in accidents off-site, and (c) 
on-site accidents involving possible spe-az gf-contamination off-site. - - ..- _" - - - - I.. -* - 
yt--ais, B,~v~d~s-f~r-s~f~~~d~~ of-radioactive, sensitive or critical 
government-owned materials so involved. The portions of this Chapter which 
relate to contractor personnel are not intended to alter the contractor's 
internal emergency plans or to alter civil defense plans in effect to cope 
with enemy actlon. 

06~1-03 Emergency Plans -.- 

Plans for notification and action are shown in the Appendixes for the 
categories of emergencies described below: 

031 On-site Contractor Incidents. The plan shown in Appendix 06m..031 
outlines +.he procedure to be followed in the event of an accident originating 
at HO0 which may result in the spreading of radioactive ccntamination (gas, 
liquid, or particulate) OS any other toxic material outside the Hanford 
Restricted Area. 

The HO0 Emergency Committee is to be notified in accordance with Appendix 
06Hl-a31 given below: 

F. J. McHale - Chairman 

Alternate: 
0. R. Simpson 

V. R. HoLTquist 

Alternate: 
D. J. I&i&her 

Appendix a6m 

Emergency Committee 
Of= Eone 
ZXt.NO. 

6-5441. 

6-5441 

6-4011 
1 - '1 

Pbore Home Address 

WH b-5193 1317 Turds 
Richland 

WH 7-7475 1210 GobTen 
Richland 

XI e-3195 1602 Johnston 
Richland 

WI 5-7537 642 Ctestnut 
Ric 



Name 

Emergency Committee (Continued) 
Office Home 
Ext .No. Phone Hone Address 

A. T. Gifford 6-5291 

Alternate: 
H. E. Parker 

J. L. Dickson 

WB: 3-3257 1935 Harris 
Richland 

6-5291 

6-4646 

WH 6-6820 1706 Gaillard Pl. 
I Richland 

WH 3-1676 2126 Harris 
Rlchland 

Alternate: 
C. F. Goodner 6-4731. WII 3-1961. 509 Basswood 

Richland 

INFORMfU!IOI~ DIVISION, DIRECTOR 

M. R. Cydell 6-4933 WH 6-6215 1918 Harris 
Richland 

Alternate: 
L. D. Weir 6-4822 WH 7-2815 1713 Hunt 

Richland 

Notification Call List for Emergency 
Resulting from Radiation Accidents in Alaska, 

Oregon and Washington and Other Off-Site Requests for Aid 

In the event of en emergency of the types described in Manual Chapter 06H1, 
Subsections 03 and 034, the following individuals will be alerted: 

1. Atomic Energy Commission: 
Office Home 

None Ext.No. Phone Home Address 

H. G. Hicks 6-5496 JU 2-8940 1216 W. 27th Ave. 
Kennewick 

K. L. Englund 6-5496 WH 7-5665 1409 Jadwin 
Richland 

2. General Electric Company (UFO Radiation Protection Operation): 

K. R. Heid 3589 WH 5-1447 1513 Sanford 
Richland 

A. J. Stevens 3376 hV 3-3783 1920 Howell 
Richlond 

A. R. Keene 3740 w9 h-0820 519 Catskill 
Richland 



Office 
Ekt.N@. 

3153 

3598 

Home 
Phone Home Address NtUlE 

Alternates: 

G. E. Backnan 

L. A. Carter 

E. C. Watson 3135 

39 The Emergency Medical Team 

Dr. W. D. Norwood 6-4~110 

Alternates: 

Dr. Philip A. fiqua 6-4414 

Dr. Bradford C. Scudder 6-4948 m 7-7565 

06~1-04 Emergency Action Organizations 

m 6-6443 1606 Davison 
Richland 

m 7-2358 1028 Birch Avenue 
Richland 

m 4-9512 2104 Fullen 
Richland 

WH 4-5155 1937 Harris 
Richland 

im 4-5180 1217 Gowen 
Richlend 

1816 Hunt 
Rlchland 

041 An Emergency Committee is hereby established which will be responsible 
for initiating such measures, safeguards, and actions as deemed necessary to 
properly fulfill the ARC-HOC responsibilities In the event of emergencies. 

The following officials will function as the permanent Committee: 

(See call list Appendix 06~1-031). 

Chairman - Director, Security Division (or alternate) 
Director, Safety Division (or alternate) 
Director, Production Division (cr alternate) 
C!Xef, Transportation & Traffic Branch, Construction Engineering 

and Supply Division (or alternate) 

06~1-05 Notification I 

051 All published plans contemplate that the HO0 Security Duty Officer 
will be notified at once of any emergency condition which falls within the 
scope of this chapter. 

052 The HO0 Security D&y Gfficer will obtain from the individual notify- 
ing him of the accident (cr from such ether sources as deemed necessmy) the 
location, time, access, weather conditions, personnel involved, agency, 



individual reporting and phone number> habitation in the vicinity, and any 
other information pertaining to the incident. In all cases, he shall Instruct 
the person notifying him to keep all persons away (a tinimum of 500 feet from 
weapons, otherwise 50 feet) from the material and the site involved until 
specific instructions are issued by the Emergency Committee. 

If the notification is received by another EOO Division or Office, the minimum 
instructions contained above will be given to the person reporting the incident. 

053 The HO0 Security Duty Officer will immedititely report the above 
information to the Chairman, Emergency Committee, listed In Appendix 06~1-031 
end request further Instructions to be given the person reporting the incident. 

054 The ROO Security Duty Officer will immediately notify other members 
of the Emergency Committee listed in Appendix 06~1-031 and request them to 
report to the AEC Airport. 

055 If medicel advice of action is required, the Emergency Medical Team 
will be alerted by the HOG Security Duty Officer by use of the call list in 
Appendix 06~1-042. 

The GE-RAXO incident notification follows the order shown below: 

UCE Patrol Emergency Officer notifies GE personnel only except for 
the ARC Security Duty Officer who is responsible for notifying 
HO0 personnel identified in Appendix O&l-031. 

lIANK)RD ATOMIC PRCDUCTS OPERATION 
Mester Primary Emergency Call List 

For 
Plant Disaster and Evacuation 

Source of Alarm 

Supervisors 
bve; 

6-41~ WH 4-5197 

6-5441 

6-4387 or 
6-4@ 

WE Patrol Emergency Officer 
(Located in ERC - 703 Bldg.) 

Business 
Phone Home Phone 

Area Patrol Notification 
Crash Alam 

W. E. Johnson 

AEC Security Duty Offier 
(Notifies individuals 

identified in Appendix 
06~1-03~) 

703 Reception Desk 



Business 
Phone Home Phone 

6-4740 WH 6-6715 A. B. Grenlnger or 

2-5156 YO 7-3774 0. C. Schroeder or 

2-5484 WH 7-3295 C. A. Priode 

6-4733 WH 6-6777 G, R. MacArthur 

3626 WH 5-2128 R. L. Dickeman or 

3562 WE 5-1'702 W. N. Mobley or 

3874 

3642 (8~0 AM to 4:30 PM 
Mon. thru Fri. - 

3740 other Hrs. use 
H.L.O. Crash Alarm) 

3738 

6-4055 

W5-0772 H. E. Berg 

H, M. Parker or 

A. R. Keene or 

6-4524 

6-4022 

6-4002 

2-7699 

2-7706 

2-7807 

R. F. Foster- 

WH 4-4770 R. J. Schier 

WH 4-6275 L. L. German or 

JU 2-7693 C. W. Week5 

North Gate House 

W-H 4-0452 P. H. Reinker or 

WH 3-9507 J. H. Warren or 

WH 7-0253 P. R. McMurray 

6-5486 

6-4010 

6-4414 

6-4755 

6-4754 

2-7321 

JO 6-4386 

WH 4-5155 

WH 4-5180 

WH 7-7675 

WH 7-7725 

c, H. crandall 

W. D, Norwood, M.D. or 

P. A. Fuqua, M. D. 

M, F. Rice or 

E. G. Jones 

Electrical Dispatcher 

2-7716 Meteorology Tower 

6-4935 (8:oo AM to 4:00 m: 
Direct. 

Line 

Train Dispatcher 

Telephone Operator 

1 -5 



The General Electric Company has In existence plant-tide emergency and disaster 
plans. For the past few months the Company has been reviewing these plans and 
recently presented to HOO for review and comment a new verelon of these plans. 
They are contained in documents EW-70700, m-72200, and w-81167. Since the 
new plans have not been approved and Issued in final form, the Coattee has 
reviewed the existing plans contained in the "Wnual of Standards Practices - 
Finished Products Operation - 234-5 Building", dated June 1, 1961. 

The entire Manual consists of nine sections as follows: 

Subject Section 

Emergency Bocedures I 
Safety II 
Radiation Hazard III 
Property Accounting IV 
Essential Wterial and Supply Procedure v 
Process Control VI 
Standard Operating Procedure VII 
Job Description and Responsibilities VKr. 
234-5 Building Security Rules and lx 

Regulations 

Section I pertains to emergency plans. Part 101 pertains to the 2 Plant 
evacuation plan, and Fart 102 deals directly with the Nuclear Excursion 
Evacuation Plan, while Psrt 104 deal5 with emergency Procedures. Pertinent 
portion5 of these parts a= extracted below: 

Part 101 - Finished Products Operation Evacuation Plan 
Z-Plant Evacuation Plan 
Purpose 

It is established that an organized withdrawal of personnel from 
the Plants in Fpo is considered necessary to minimize the possible loss of life 
in case of an actual enemy action. Following an alert, a distance greater than 
ten miles from any target area is desired. In case of a Take Cover signal, 
which indicates sn immediate attack or bombing, the 234-5 Building tunnel is 
regarded as the Z-Plant underground shelter and the Electrical Gallery in 
224-U is regarded as the U Plant underground shelter. In case of an Alert 
signal, all personnel in FXI -till evacuate to its staging area which is already 
pre-srranged by Security Patrol.personnel. Prior to an evacuation, each unit 
in 3X! sreas will be expected to perform those function5 that are required to 
shut down a facility. 

The 234-5 Ruilding is equipped with a klsxon that can be heard 
throughout the building. The activation switch is located in the Suttcn Line 
s~~i~.li~tQ~ offizz, EOCQ 251-z. The Processing Operation Supervisor is 
responsible for seeing that the alarm switch is activated. Areas unable to be 
reached by the Alarm Sys',en such as outside grcund, 291-Z, 2704-2, and 241 
Sump Area, will be covered by dispatched personnel using a "shutdo%n csrd" 
system. 



Types of Evacuations 
Evacuati,?n Class I 

local emergencies arLsing from radiation or industrial hazard5 which 
warrant evacuation of a building, facility, or the area, are known as Class I 
evacuations. The ranking Processing Supervisor, the Recovery Specialist in 
his absence, or principal occupant of a ron-processing operation is responsible 
for making the decision to F?vacuate, notifying Security Patrol Radio Operation, 
and Initiating the All Clear &ignal. 

Evacuation Class II 

An emergency -which is of sufficient scope to involve another area Is 
known as a Class II evacuation. The decision to evacuate the area in which the 
emergency occurs is the responsibility of the Evacuation Director of that area, 
The decision to evacu&e other facilities or areas will be made by the Emergency 
Relocation Center or the Evacuation Director cf the area in question. The 
persons making the decision will notify the Security Patrol Radio Oprator and 
initiate the All Clear Signal. 

Practice Evacuations 

In order that the evacuation plsn may function smoothly in time of 
emergency, it is desirable that the practice evacuation be he.ld periodically. 
General Electric Chemical Processing Department's Organization and Policy 
Guide states: 

"The Manager, Processing Operation, in each plant. is responsible for 
scheduling practice evacuation5 such that each shift will participate at least 
once each calendar year. The element of surprise should be maintained Insofar 
as ie practical to effectively evaluate the practice. A report of the practice, 
including participation, pertinent times, and other appropriate comments should 
be sent to the Specialist, Health, Safety arzd Radiation within 24 hours.' 

Signals ’ 

5 minute steady blast from the i'oxer Eouse and/cr building kls~on~. 
The 224-U, 2$-5# and 231 Building5 sre equipped w<t!x klsxon systems. The 304-Z 
and 2705-Z Buildings arid 222-U Building mu.* cf be notified by telephone or dis- 
patched personnel. 

In a facility evacuation the only elgnals -xi11 be those located within 
the buildings of the facilities. 

Alarm Tests 

Once per qusr%.?r the e*raccation alc-ms in the 22$-U, 234-5, and 231 
Buildin.g5 will be tested for thirty seconds to insure their workability. All 
persoos in these two buildings must be aler,-.. Asa in advance that this is a "test" 
in order to avoid the pssibility of ,e panic. 

Evacuation Responsibility 

The sim?el for an alert will 'be communicated by the Control Center 
to Area Security Fat-21 -dho will i:litiate the evacuation by means of the Crash 
Alam System. 1 -7 



When the signal "C2ri.l Defense Alert" lo received by an area, normal 
operations will be discontinued. After facilities have been prepared for 
evacuation, the area will be evacuated. 

The decision to evacuate either of the 200 Areas for causes rising 
within it is the responsibility of the ranking Operations Supervisor who shall 
be the evacuation director. Line 0r command is as follows: 

1. Renking Processing Supervisor of the SpecJ.al Separations Processing and 
Auxiliary Operation. 

2. Ranking Processing Supervisor in 234-S Building (alternate). 

Z-Plant Processing Supervisor will be directly responsible for originating the 
signalto evacuate the Z-Plant facility. In his absence the Recovery Specialist 
will assume the responsibility. 

The U-Plant Specialist will be directly responsible for originating the signal 
to evacuate the U-Plant facility. 

The line of command in m is as follows: 

1. Operation Supervisor, Processing Operation. 
2. Specialist, Product Recovery (alternate). 
3. Plutonium Ketallurgy Operation Supervisor. 

Facility Evacuation 

The ranking Processing Supervisor in the 234-S Building and the Specialist in 
the 224-U Building are responsible for Initiating cl1 evacuations for ce,uses 
arising within the faclllty. In order to initiate the alarm, he will notify 
Area Security Patrol on 7775 (2004etit). The message Qill be as follows: 

1. Evacuation for (give facility name). 
2. Evacuating for (give reason). 

Tne supervisor or specialis f will prepgze his facility for evacuation and 
complete the exit. 

In case of an Area Evacuation, the announcement over the Crash Alarm System 
will be applicable of the followirg: 

1. "This is an (Evacuation - Class I; Evacuation - Class II; A Civil Defense 
Alert). Evacuate:" 

2. "This is a Civil Defense Take Cover Signal. Seek Shelter!" 

3. "This is a Practice Evacuation. Proceed according to plan." 

Each Crash Alarm station must not hang up until the message is clearly under- 
stood and acknowledged by repeating the telephone number to the radio operator. 
No station that has l~?ft the conference can be re-connected to the conference 
except by re-establishment of the entire conference to all parties. If unable 
to deliver the message, t';e fact will be reported to the Shift Lieutenant who 
Will investigate and take appi-opriate action to insure notification. 

1-8 



klen a "Crash Alarm" is received, the following must be done by the ranking 
Operations Supervisor or alternate: 

234-5 Building 

1. Activate the Evacuation KLsxon (switch located in room 251). 

2. Dispatch personnel with shut-down cards to follow prescribed shut-down 
duties. 

3. Should audio alarm fail, notification of personnel at these locations 
will be made by telephone or runners. 

4. If an Evacuation Alarm is received during shift work, a runner must be 
dispatched to inspect the 23lBuilding, DE-2, 2705-Z, 2704-Z, and clear 
the area. , 

Evacuation Procedure Weekends- 

When a "Crash Alarm" is received on weekends and no Z plant supervisor is 
present, the A, B, C, and D shift operator who iS.on duty will activate the 
evacuation klaxon in the.$$-5 Building. 

He will assume the 23lBuilding is cleared of personnel unless he knows 
differently from inspections made of the building prior to evacuating 
z-Plant. if personnel are known to be in the 231 Building, he will activate 
the evacuation alam in Room 26~ of the 23lBuilding. 

He will then leave the building through the duct level and out the No. 7 
Power Room door to clear personnel from these areas which sre unable to be 
reached by the building klaxon. 

The A, B, C, and D operators will then check the 272-Z, 2704-Z, and 2705-Z 
Buildings for personnel snd proceed to the evacuation bus. 

In U-Plant, the shift operator will activate the klaxon, inspect the premises 
for other personnel and proceed to the evacuation bus. 

The A, B, C, and D operators are approved evacuation drivers. 

102 FINISRED PRODUC% OPERATIOR RUCIEAR EXCURSION EVACUATION PLAN 

102.1 EVACUATION PLAN - NUCW EXCUF"ION, FINISRED PRODUCTS OPERATION 

Introduction 

Since the pctential for a nuclee- excursion exists wherever nuclear 
materials are handled, it becomes necessary to provide a procedure for 
evacuating personnel from the premises. This procedae is separate and 
distinct from the Plsnt Defense Plan Emergency Evacuation Procedure. 

Discussion 

Ten rediation detection devices for nuclear excursions are located throughout 
the 234-5 Building. There are two in t&e UO3 Plant. The warning signal is a 
continuous siren. At the sound of the siren everyone should immediately 
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evacuate tae CuiIding 5y the ne&.rest exit. Arrc% point.ing to the nearest 
exit= painted throughout the building. Once outside, a distance of 100 
feet from the buildirg should be attaired azd maintained and everyone should 
gather at the evawatiolz byes. The Section Manager,a!?d all Sub-section 
wagers should be notified as EOC~ a& practical. 

It is important to note that in the event of a nuclear excursion, time is 
of the essence! Extremely 'high gamma ray fields xi.11 exist even though the 
nuclear reaction may sibside. Iethal do&e& of radiation may be avoided if 
not a second is lost in ev-acutticn. Do net bother to lock files, change 
clothes, or shut dcm the process, unless you can hit the "shut-d%% button" 
on the way out. 

Practice evacuations will be held et least four time& a yea.?. Everyone will 
be notified in advence of a practice evacuation so that they may leave immediately 
when the alarm sound& Wi^,k;Ol~t affectirg ,t5e prccess 0:: violating security. 

Visitors 

Visitors will evacuate by the route& described above along with the building 
rcsldenth. All visitor& should be mede awG-pe of en evacuation plan by the 
hosts when they enter the erea. 

Re-Entry Procedure 

Renking management in the Processing, Fabrication, Control and Maintenance 
Operation& shall set up he&dqu&rters with the Xanagcr of the Processing 
Operation in charge. The Control Operatien h’knager vi11 be responsible for 
evaluating radiological hazards and personnel dose rates. The Maintenance 
Operation Manager shall be resporrsible for determining the safe condition of 
the affected structure and the eler' ,,rical snd power equipment. No re-entry 
to the plant exclu&ion erea shall be allowed without the concurrence of the 
Control Operatiozl Kanager e.nd after radiation let-els have been defined. lhnediate 
step& shall be S&ken by this g~ou;, to effect the following: 

1. Completely define radiation level& throughout plant srea, posting them 
conspicuously at general approaches. (Obtain gsmma and neutron measuring 
inst.-uments from neighboring fscilities.) 

2. Consult with e,xperts on critical mass rior to re-entry of zones where 
the excursion %ook place. (Suggested zontacts are: R. L. Stevenson, 
E. D. Clayton, P. F. Ga&t.) The cause of the excursion and the status 
of the equipment must be determined, and the procedural steps mu&t be 
planned before any action is taken to kill the reaction. 

3. Eliminate all potential fire hazards (e.g. Pu in moist air, electrical 
hazards). Adjust ventilatiou to .minimize spread of contanication. Secure 
all classified material and products. Place non-affected srea& in safe 
standby. 

4. Set up a central office of communication&, records of all subsequent 
activities (includix first-hand reports, radiation levels, equipment 
loss, etc.) and supplies (SWP clothing, masks, deconteminating Wents, 
radiation survey instruments, replacement film badges, etc.). 



5. Arrange for the emergency processing of all personnel exposure badges 
and pencils, the analyses of blood ssrcples a& required to determine 
exposures of those most affected and the emergency treatment of personnel. 

6. Organize clean-up &quads, waste hauling and repair service. 

7. Assess the extent of the damage and recommend need for revision to 
production schedules, emergency procurement of replacement equipment 
or any other steps necessary to resume continuity of production. 

104 EMERGENCY PROCEDURES 

104.2 CHEMICAt PR~SINGDEPARTMENPEMER~NCYRESCUE PROCEDURE 

Voluntary CPD personnelwillbe trained and organized to function 3-s 
rescue squad& in the event of a disaster from natural, internal, or external 
caufzes. 

Respon&ibility 

Relation& Practices is responsible for personnel training arrangements, pro- 
curement of equipment, maintenance of the rescue procedure and integration 
of the rescue program. 

Personnel 

One squad of trained personnel will be established on each of the A, B, C, 
D, and day shifts. A shift squad will consist of eight men and the day squad 
w-ill consist of six men, for a total of 38 CR) rescue personnel. 

A personnel roster will be posted on bulletin boards in Redox, Purex, Power 
and General. Maintenance, Finished Products Gpreration, and other appropriate 
locations. 

Rescue personnel will c&rry special identification cards. In an actual emergency 
rescue personnelwillbe admitted to all exclusion area&. 

Equipgent 

One bus will be equipped with rescue equipment as recommended by the Office of 
Civil and Defense Mobilization. Deviation& from these recommendations may be 
made considering Department conditions and the availabil!ty of similar equip- 
ment. The bus will be identified by blue and white Civil Defense colors and 
the letters "200 Areas Emergency Rescue". It will be pazked near the 2OO-West 
Area Fire Station. Mechanical maintenance of the rescue bus will be performed 
by 200-West Area Light Ec@pent Maintenance Operation, CE & UO. 

Rescue squad leaders will inventory equipment monthly and drive the bus for a 
test run within the area. The Patrol Radio Operator should be notified prior 
to making the test run, 



Procedure 

A. Non-Evacuation Emergenices 

Incidents such as fire, explosion, colli3ion, structural or equipment 
failure may endanger life, but not involve radiation or contamination. Similar 
incidents may occur within exclusion areas, but may not cause the facility to 
be evacuated. 

Notification 

The ranking Processing Supervisor or principal occupant of a nor,-processing 
facility will call the Area Patrol Radio Operator, 7'702 West Area, '{3O2 East 
Area, and request assistance of the rescue crew. The notification will be made 
on the Crash Alarm System: "A non-evacuation emergency exists in th:! 

Operation. Instruct all rescue personnel to report to 
Building, 200 Area immediately." 

Supervision will immediately notify rescue personnel and dispatch them to 
the site. 

Mobilization 

' Rescue personnel will immediately assemble at the main entrance of their 
respective work locations and depart for the disaster site using any available 
transportation. 

Upon arrival at the site, rescue personnel will assemble at the rescue 
bus and receive instruction& from the ranking Processing Supervisor of the 
facility requesting aid. 

A;actlce 

Practice non-evacuation emergencies will be scheduled a& needed to evaluate 
the effectiveness of the procedure. 

B. Evacuation Emergencies 

Conditions which require evacuation of facilities or areas are defined in 
the 203 Areas Master Evacuation Plan. 

Notification 

Unless otherwise instructed, rescue personnel will board the evacuation 
buses or report to designated shelters with other personnel. 

Mobilization 

Upon arrival at the point of area exit or the designated staging area, 
rescue personnel will assemble at the rescue bus and await instructions of 
the Evacuation Director. This information may be relayed to the Rescue Squad 
Leader by a Security Patrol radio car. 

Duties of Rescue Personnel 

Participate fully in training progrem; respond to emerbency and practice 
alarms; drive rescue bus; inventory rescue equipment; request replacement when 
shift is changed. 



Obtain dose rates and oral radiation work instruction before entering a 
Radiation Zone. 

Training,Progrsm 

CE & U3 Fire Prctection Operation will conduct the training program, New 
rescue personnel will receive 60 hours of Instruction and field work; refresher 
programs of 16 hcurs will. be scheduled annually. 

Additional He12 

Dependintr upon the need, other special services may be requested of the 
Patrol Radio Operator by the Supervisor initiating the notification. 

A. Industrial %xlical- Field First Aid, transport injured. 

B. Security Patrol - Roadblock, control of personnel, radio communication. 

C. CE & UO Line !%xlnt&ance - De-energize, restore electrical lines. 

D. Disaster Crews from IPD and FPD - Additional rescue personnel end 
equipment. 

, 



PRIOR AUDITS OF SAFE'LL 

The committee has investigeted the organizational requirement for providing 
reviews and audits of criticality control procedures and finds that all formal 
requiretints have been met and that the requiremen?;s themselves appear to be 
reasonable. 

The Chemical Processing Department Organization and Policy Guide No. Il.9 
defines po1icy;geners-l. practices and responsibility for control of critical 
m338 hazards. This OFG was issued 4-15-60. 

Paragraph 7 of Section III, Procedures states: 

“7* Internal audits will be performed at the direction of the Opera- 
tion Manager (Purex, Finished Products, or Special Separation 
Processing Auxiliaries) on a continuing basis to assure that 
administrative controls are adequate and adhered to. Independent 
audits will be performed in accordance with paragraphs 8 and 9, 
Responsibility." 

Paragraphs 8, 9 and 11 of Section IV, Responsibility are: 

“8. The ~kmager, Production Operation, is responsible for providing 
independent emnual sudits'of critical mass control performance 
in CPD production facilities and laboratories;" 

"9. The Department General Nsnager, at his discretion, will provide 
l audits of Department critical mass control specifications and 

procedures by recognized experts not associated with the opera- 
tion of Haoford Atomic Products Operation." 

'U . The Senior Ekigineer (Nuclear Safety), Advance Process Operation, 
Research and Zngineering Operation, is responsible for producing 
an annual review and technlcal appraisal of Department Crit?.csJ. 
MELTS Ccntrol Adivi2ies." 

Wing the period from October 1960 through September 1961, a total of 42 
visual adits were conducted in the 234-s Building by a supervisor in the 
Radiation Monitoring Operation. In the period from October 1961 to February 
1962 the frequency of .zudits dropped slightly with a totaL of 12. These 
visual audits are valuable for controlling criticality hazards in most areas 
within the 2X4-5 Bldg. but are incapable of determining the status in the 
Recuplex Area. 

A review of criticality procedures in the Chemical Processing Department 
was conducted on May 19 and 20, 1960, by A. D. Callihm of ORAL, H. C. 
Paxtcn of LASL and P. i. Gast of BLO. The report c: this review in its 
entirety is reproduced srd appended as mbit 5-P. 
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r review of criticality procedures was conducted on September 8 and 12, 
1961, by a group of experts internal to Hanford but external. to the Chemical 
Processing Department. The members of the review committee were C. L. Rrown, 
W. S. Nechodom, C. R. Richey and P. F. Gast. The report of this committee is 
appended as Exhibit 2-E. 

The Senior Engineer (Nuclear Safety) has written a "Nuclear Safety Review" 
-~-in the fall of each year since 1958. These reviews all written by R. L. 

Stevenson and listed as Confidential-Undocumented have the following numbers 
end issue dates: 

m-58077, issued November 4, 1958 
~~-62632, issued November 12, 1959 
m-67643, issued November 21, 1960 
~~~f3.38, issued November 9, 1961 

In general, these reviews, both internal and external, reflect some concern 
for the difficulties of maintaining adequate control of nuclear safety in the 
Recuplex Facility because of the presence of non-critically safe tanks, the 
d.iff1.cultles of direct observation in the hoods, end the deteriorated condl- 
tion of the facility itself. Actions taken as the result of recoxmkendations 
of the external review committees are included in Appendix 4. 
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OERATE?G PROCEDURES ANDSTANDARIX 

The Committee has investigated the basis for operat:on of the Recuplex 
facility, and finds that there are established operating procedures and 
standards for carry‘tng on these operations. A basic document is the 
"Manual of Standard Practices' of the Finished Products Operation of CPD. 
This manual contains, in addition to sections on such matters as emergency 
procedures, rediation hFazerd.s and property accountirg, rather complete 
sections on Process Control and Standard Cperating Procedure for the 234-5 

.Building. The Recuplex Operating Procedures total190 pages; the type of 
detail in these procedures is illustrated in "Solvent Addition to K-l and 
K-2", attached as Exhibit 3-A. The origins1 process standards for various 
operations of 234-5 Euilding are contained in I%'-40517, UProcess StFandards 
for Plutonium Isolation, P.ification and F&br:cation." 

Preparation of the Operakkg Procedures for Recqlex is a responsibility of 
the Research and Engineering Sectioi of CPD, and this compcnent also provides 
supplementary "Operating Aids" containing specific process 1nfo;rmation for 
current application. An example is attached as Mibit 3-B. Other process 
suggestions and run plan information items are provided in memorandum form to 
the operating group by supporting technical personnel from Re6eerc.h and 
Engineerirg - A February 26, 1962 memorandum, "Recuplex Rood Floor Clean-Up," 
and a March 8, 1962 memorandum, "SE Floor Processing Via K-9 and L-2," are 
attached as Exhibit 3-C. 

Plant tests of new process features are carried out under provisicns of a 
"lkocess Test," which rzust be approved by the responsible operating and 
technical managers, i.e., the %.nager, Finished PZO&.X~S Cperation, and the 
Mansger , Finished Products Chenlcal Technology. An example is attached as 
Exhibit 3-D. Flowsheet revis:ons ere issued periodically by Finished 
Products Chemical Technology; the most recent ckages are covered by 
L. E. Bruns' letter of January 11, 1962, to L. A. Eerry, "Reccplex Flowsheets" 
- see Exkiblt 3-E. 

in the important area of crit icality control, proced?L-es and practices are 
governed by Cpi) &ganFz ation end Policy Guide h'o. 11.9 on Critical Kass 
Control, with ~ovisioss regazdkg o~~tiooal. costrDlst process e?d equip- 
ment reviews end evaluations, internal and external audits, and related 
matters incpJding the reqtirement for -nitten czitlc-al mess control specifi- 
cations. OPG 11.9 is reproduced here as Exhibit 3-F, and the current status 
of critical mass control sp?cificaticns and wa%vers for 234-5 Buildirg is 
attached as Exhibit 3-G. Two further safegus-ds against criticality incidents 
@se to be ncted. !katroa cn;mt~-a 27 -- .- used on a number of vessels in the 
Recuplex system to assist ill product accc~tizg and to protect against over- 
batching. Plco, there is an ir%sr:~k .J>a S--:*EIZ de.eI<:ned TV prevent crossmixing 
beti:een the critically sa<e vessels ---.,-+ h;g:n cozcen!;:ation plutonium mp--.-.-: c 7 
SOlUf,iOr.S Zli'. th~K13rP.r~C~itF~Zllj* ;.Z.Y?e \Vzs.!?lS ;FIic'r c-e e>Fcted to handle 
only low concentrations cf proicct. A csm:efx d?scriL ",:on of the interlock 
safeguards 2s given in set:et do-cI?~nt L",::-64491, "Critical Kase Control 
Specification - Recuplex," R. E. Smut!:, April 4, lg6G. 
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~L,'!JlilJ)JJIC:: TO K--l MD K&! .- 

TBP and CCL4 are edded directly to the SE hood from tanks G-23 and K-3, 
respectively. These tanks are located in the ckzi.c21 r.d;;-+.p room, 
337. Tank K-13 in the SE hood is used as a measuring tank for these 
reegents. 

Periodically, addition of CCL4 to the organic is necessitated :3y its 
evaporation and relative solubility in the aqueous $as\. 

Due to the formation of TBP hydrolysis products and other dc.+.adati.on 
impurities, the coqlete solvent inventory is renewed pericdically. 

Ssecific gravity rage for the on-line organic is 1.465 to '...495. If the 
specific gravity is above 1.495, it is rich in CCL4 and IX:-;L be butted 
with TSP. If the specific gravity is below l.4659 it is rich in TBP and 
must be butted with CCL4. 

11.01 ButtinE of TE?-rich Solvent with lOC$ CCL/ -- 

a. From the specific gravity of the CFX analysis, compute the 
volume of CCL4 to adjust the specific gravity to 1,49. 

Calculation_: 

v ccl4.z ,s v (1.49 - SpGr) 
0.105 

Wnere: v ccl4 = liters of CCL4 addition. 
‘J, = liters of CAX solution 
SpGr. = Specific Gravity of CAX 

b. I&k e the eddition in accordance with Step 11.05. 

11.02 . Butting of CCL4-rich Solvent with TEP 

a. Prom the specific gravity of the CAX analysis, calculate the 
voluna of TB? to adjust the specific gravity to 1.49. 

Calculetion: 

VL bbp = v,' (SpGr, -'lo491 
0.5l.4 

Where: Vtb,n = liters of TP? edditicn 
71 - '3 = liters of CAX solution 
SpGr. m specific gravity of ChX 

Rev. 9-23-57 (VK) X1ibi.t 3-A-(1) 



b. !bke t5e addition in cccordmce with Step X.,05, 

c, Treet the solve& with one-20 liteT9 5% sodim carbonate 
wash in accordzxe with Procoduxe 12,00, Step 12,02, , 

'. 

a. Nor.mi organic soluticn volume is 200 liter-, of 15% TBP. 
Eke-up is 30 liters of lOC% TEP End 170 lit. ,s of LGO$ CCL4* 

b. Gther tote1 voluzne cm be edditlg one liter of l.OO", TBP ' 
to 5.7 Xters of 100% CCL40 

c. !%te edditions to the K-tan% in eccordaxe with Step 11,05. 

d. Treet the organic with one-20 liter, 5$ sodium cerbonate 
wash in accordmce with Procedure 12,00, Step 12.05. 

2. 

b. 

- _ 

C. 

d. 

k-J. q-23-57 (b!X 

Yrezt the used orgenic with two-15 liter FS washes in 
accordace uith Procedure lZ.CO, Step 12,0j0 

Eutt the used orgexic to 200 liters. 

&lcu.l~ticn: 

V ccl4 = 

Vtbp = 

Where : Vccl4 = 

vs = 

166 -‘(1,61) (V,)(SpGr. - 0.976) 

200 - 0, $ Vcc14) . , 

liters of ceybon tetrachloride to be added . 

volume of used organic in the K-l or K-.2 
tank before butting 

SpGr. = Specific gravity of the K-l or K-2 solveat 
before buttkg. (Use l.sst Cti malysis.) ' 

%bp = liters of TBP to be edded. 

!/tie the edditicns in EccordcncA with step 11.05. 

Treat the butted solvent withtwo 2Cliter caustic-cmbonate 
l!ES?xS * (19 lite:s of 5% scdius. czrbo~~zte, L;z2CC3, e&d ace . 1~1s of sodim hydroxide, !JeGIIO) See ,PrcceZ,.xe 12.00, 
Ste? 12,Oj. 



c 
234~5-702,36-60 

d 
. 

11.05 &$$.tion to K-J-and K-2 ' 

a. Obtain fron the above calculations the proFer VO~GJE of TBP 
md/c: GCL4 to be added to K-13. I 

b, Valve Check: 

I  

Tati ~-23 (TBP)to K-13 -- 
V217e N 0, Positio? 

Tank K-3(CCL&o K-13 
Eloe No. Positioln _I_-- 

504 Closed 501 Closed 
510 Closed 504 Closed . 
537 Closed 510 Closed 

c. Ggen valve 537 and receive the proper volume of TB? z open 
valve 501 and receive the proper.voluz of CCL4 into K-13, 

CcLTTG: - - . If the addition of T3? or CCL4 exceeds 
45 L, be careful & to overflow K-13. 

d. Traurfer the CCL4 or TBP frozn K-13 to K-l or ii72 by gravity, 

e. Valve Check: 

3ii. Closed 398 Closed 
305 Closed 310 Closed 
425 Closed a';27 Closed 
429 Closed 429 Closed 
432 Closed 432 Closed 
433 Closed 433 Closed 
434 Closed 437 Closed 
437 Closed 438 Closed 
504 Closed 504 Closed 
510 Closed 510 Closed 

f. Check tke liquid level in K-l or K-2. 

&* Qesen velves 510 wad 429 (for K-l) or 432 (for K-2) aad transfer 
the organic solution by gravity. 

h. Close valves 510 end 429 or 432, 
i. TWO 03 sTirit&&'- (for K-l) or SW-35 (fcr K-2) md agitate 

the orgmic for at least 5 minutes0 

3. Turn off siritch Sb!-31 or S'lI-35 o 

k. &CO:? t>,p_ fir.al licuid level in r.1 cr T---2. 

1. IT!;3 e<5i';ic~s CJst ~e,~ei~:a :<22CC3 - IZaG1-i W2Sh in 2CCO~lZCe 
with ,3;-oce~G6 Qoo3, s.te? lzeOj prior to use ii? the ColXXiS. 
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TFST PRO3ETS 

TEiT !<O. 61-3-T 

Bailding 23L-j 

Axa or Task Recxolex (Artioni.m Bifluoride) 

CC” 0 JJ Courtney 
I.2 Keeker 
AJ LAoiS 
Lb Berry 
HH Hopkins 
FIJ Szulinski 
Hi? Cracker 
VR Cocper 
CW Nilsen .- LE Bruns . 
Rrcuplex 

. . 
FRO Specialists 
Fill-e 

Descriqtion of Test: 

h i;ex process? has been developed for the recovery of high te,zperzture. 
(I000%) plutoniL?. dio?zZde (pcoz). The process converts FxO2 io F'uF . 
l;l-I,,F in a nolren salt of amoti~~x bifluoride (I?H FRT) 4 in ohe hour. 4 
ThZ fusion ~35s is iien cooled aqd dissolved in a solui;ion of alu&nm 
.*t r-;-cP U (xl(I<03)q) with the conversion of the PuF4. I<HbF to plutonium 
r,Lt rat.2 (Fd(KO3)i). 

II; is recomended that t.he new proc ess be tried in the exis'ting dis- 
-colvers iii Hcod 42. X11 equigjr.ent changes that are mcessary for testir.g 1 XL? process have +-- LEP. cmpleted by t.he previous addition of a hater 
sif-gss scmbber. Additional equipzent changes rsy be necessa'ry for a 
?r-oduction flohsheet. 

Tha recomended procadlire bill be to approach the plutonim batch lizit 
ix t.39 dissolver by 103 grz,n increxzenm, 

, , 
Objective: Objective: To reduce the rm ttia To reduce the rm ttia cycle, ar;d to reduce the rmzber of cycle, ar;d to reduce the rmzber of 

clean-out mm by i~creasixg percent recovery. clean-out mm by i~creasixg percent recovery. 



NY. L. A. Berry 
Recovery 
Finished Products Operation 
234-5 Building, 200-W Area 

. 

Ja~uaqf ll, 1962 

Experience sinct the last floirsheet issuance, July 28, 1761, has led to 
various additions xd- cnzq+s. The newX and Y flowsheats appear at the 
cad of t'nis r;-.ezorsr.dm. The 2 flomheet, floor feed flomheet, has been 
elkinated in preferexz to processkg the Eaterial through the h'P colum. 

At present, the RF coluxi is used ior separatihg the phases G-.en processing 1 
SE floor z2terCd.. >-stead of E? beiq added, nitric acid z?d AlGN are 
being added as i-ak-*~3 fez floor naterial and for extra salting strength. 
Vhen the RF out,et ac: inlet system are repiped, the new plastic column 
can then be used for its priTe purpose, 
cater&l secondary), 

organic clear.-up (RI3 ar,d SZ floor 
x5th RF as the crganic hashing additive. Vhen this 

occurs, cew flowsheets x53-l be issued. 

Orally the Y flohsheet sho:;s the presexe of the W colurrn (dotted lines 
.s:?ow routing as 21 PZ coluiin), since the noxzal X flowsheet should be 
able to handle the sump rraterial i? the rrA'8 feed systen. 

The principal chazges to the Y flomheet are: 

1. 

2. 

3. 

4. 

Reduction of sulphuzic zcid addition in the CCX to a xxiximm ar;d 
substitution of I3 (hydroxlaz5ne .rLtrate) in the PS (ferrcus 
sulfaxate) solutfcn (C'I'V) for sulphuric acid. This rduced t,he 
o-;er2ll sulphate 5 the systen z?d should reduce the extraction 
haste losses. It :-.-3l reduce strippin efficiency and zay xduce 
organic batch haste efficiency. . 

Addition cf S Z; C r=terial to the Y flcxsheet bler.ded r.5th CNPs, 
SIJ cocdefisate, axi s:rr?thetic feed. 

Edition of varicrrs cc~birations of W1 feed whose x5i.o zay Se 
used as a &cl< &tide for blends not shorn in the flowshezt. 



1-k. L, X. Eerry -2- Jarxary 11, 1962 

r 
3. Xd.i';ion cf m cx&xxl (though rat yst used for its prtie pwpose). 

6. Increase of '13:* feed rates k+.c,ed on th.: past fmr mnths experience 
xith recycle. 

7. Varicxs c!xqes in additiz;ns z?d rates. Xotes are changed to meet 
the new conditions. 

The mrzf2 X florsheet xas chz~ged 0.~2.~ in reluctl.on of sulfate i? the 
CCX and FS, zr.d L-~or rate and additlcn c:?ar?ges. 

8 
-cc /S"-d 

Finisl?ed Pro&cts Chezica?. lechnolcgy 
Research sr.d Ikgjxeerir.g Cperation 

cc: 
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FLOWSIIWT X (Continued) 

m: 

(a) BorJheot Hl&l.i&&: 

2. CCP concont:atod to about 2C0 g/l. 

3. CAX remlcontinuoutly wahrd tith FS. 

4. If K-3 color line dlXf1cul.t to mointaln, cwbonato 
wash or crib organic. 

5 .* If 11-2 color li~e hlzh, draw off product and/or 
incrcnao adtlng strength. 

6. Maintain higheat frequonc5.es poseible without 
flOOd.hg. 

(b) 

(4 

(d) 

(f) 

(d 

CAFA rlrtas can be lncrolrssd if floodln~ is not a 
problem and if CCP coccontration eyatm can handle 
high Pu Input. 

Fluehee include IFFts, hood floor flushes, rag 
flushas, etc. 

Cm eilher dilute high sp. gr. CAFE’s or Increase 
CAS rate iv !&3$ chart. 

Dilution in preferred order: tXWs, G-63 and 64, 
CAWfs, water. 

Dilute to specific gravity lees than 1.35. If excoee 
&VS or G-63 and 64 tavatiable, dll S & C’s or SCFPla 
above 1.30 can be diluted with WI to 70 liters, iLl 
above 1.25 with up to 30 litera. 

G63, 64, or mter. 

(h) 

(i) 

(k) 

(1) 

Filter CM’s boforo reworking (or drop 50 L httm to crib). 

High CAWto ~nbovo 0.013 g/l) should be contacted 
1rlt.h; 

a0 lAtera NsN02 
l$ litors HN03 + 10 L miatron 

I.00 - 200 l+ers org4nic 
30 ninuteo contact 
15 mtnutos settling 

CCPts can be concentrated by going directly to J-2 
from H-3 and pumping J-2 to J-26 (if J-2 pump in 
available). If no J-2 pump, J-2 can be dropped to 
J-7 directly. Try to concentrate aa rrrrch as poesiblo 
in ~-26 (less iznpuritieo) and a rainimm in J-7. 

Tho CAX Thould be semiconti.nuously uashed by adding 
40 litera FS as a cap to each K-tank and agitating 
organic content.s tith FS before sending organic to 
collJmla . Thd organic should be carbonate washed 
(3 consocutlvo batches) If the H-3 color Une cannot 
be msintaixred at specified rates. 

CCX r&es should be kept as low aa possible. If 
unable to ma.intaln low ratoa, carbonate wash organic 
(sea k). 

Exhibit 3-E(4) 
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FLOWSII~ Y (Continuod) 

(a) Uao mostly Marls and CDEfRta, others when nacnenary. c-48 
should be used for rich “A” feed and G47 for flushoa, 
oulnpa, etc. G4B should always contain rich “A” food. 

(b) Uoc ANN if eryatom in low in oalt, 5 liters ANN/20 liters 
ot,tier. Uoo oxtn Illx>3 if organic ia bad and frequent 
floodn are occurring, 5 liters HNO3/2D lltors othor. 
Una oxtro miotron if 3 L C feod la giving flooding trouble, 
5 litor&? liters othor. Various blonds co also pooslbl.o, 
oap-wld.ly RCR with floor or fluah materials. HCR’a con- 
tain high acid, honco a blend might bs as follows: 

10 litoro RS floor 
10 liters RCR 

5 liters NaN02 
2 liters mistron 

(c) If SNls become a rate problom, draw off SNta at a lower 
Sp. Cr. to provont line from slowing down. 

(d) Strongly salted “B” feed, yet low In Sp. Cr., should 
give oufficiont Jalt and capacity to system. If salting 
is weak (colcr line riso), increase “De feed rate. 

(e) Dilution material could be CAW, though It is not as 
offectivo as water, G&3, or CTWla, e.g., synthotlc 
plus CAW: 

75 litors ANN 
gr) liters HNO 
50 liters wit a r 

200 liters CAW 
10 liters N&f02 
10 liters mistron 

(f) Can mix SCP or SCCO with CTW, synthetic, or CM, but in 
must bc mixed in tho ratio of chemicals spoctiiod, e.g., 
SCP plus CTW’s: xx) liters SCP plus 75 liters CTW, 

(g) CAWfe should not bs usad aa diluont for Sp. Cr. will 
bo too high in rich feed fiou&hoat. 

(h) CAWa ohould be roworkcd only l/3 of tho time to avoid 
sulfato build-up and other impurity build-ups (ono out 
of ovory third batch could be reworked). 

(1) Fnb. oil 13 mado up In L-tar&o. 

(J) Proeontly u3Lng 54l.t solution, oince only floor ffiaterial 
la bin&! added to the ffF column. This will be chargod 
to an HP solution when organic fran H-3 routlnoly goos 
through fiF column. Dottod lines lndicato eventual path 
of organic in snd out of ffF column. 

(k) CCX rate must bs kept as low as possiolo to realize 
60 - 1x g/l CCP. 

(1) Control CCP concontretion abow CO g/l by: 
a. Increasing or docroasing "A" feed input, maintaining 

organic at saturntion; and 
h. Ely hcroasing or docroasing constant CCP removal to 

J-2 or J-3. 
c. Anything over 100 g/l can be sont directly to 

Task I (if ‘fask I can accept.). 

(m) CAX should be decreased in rate tith decreasing Sp. Cr. 
If coior risoo in H-l due to ever-saturation, increase 
product draw-off despite CCP concentration rather than 
Lncroaoing organic. 

75 litors ANN, 35 liters HN03, 15 liters NaN02 (no extra 
mistron required). Exhibit 3-E(6) 



I. FWtPOSE 

The purpose of this guide is to estEblish Chemical Processing Dcp&&ent pol'icy, 
general practices end responsibility for ccntkol of critical mss hazards as- 

.societed with the mter.als handled in the chemical processing p1pmt.s. , 

II. POLICY 

It is tiie policy of the Chemical Processing Department thct, Vhere practicable, 
fecilitiea e3ri eguigcnt will be designed to exclude Critical IESS hczer'ds. For 
those instances vkere this ccr,n.ot be done there will be in effect a critical . 
rzss cor,",rol S--T& Jives hosed on m+itten specifications, iqlemcnted by mitten‘ad- 
tiilistretive pxcedures. Appropriete persomel trainicg and enforceTent will 
cMrectcrize the use of the administrative procedures. 

Tke !-LF?egczient ol' each fecility badling fisslon;lble mterials will be re- 
sp;r.sible for establishing treixing program to fully &quaint all building 
peTsomle1, (ED5 other'erqloyees who work fron! tire to tile within or neer 
the ficility), &i^th the control progrm including the incidect detectioa- 
~JEEZ system, ad building evacuation end re-entrance procedmes. 

III, ~OC~u3Es 

1. Potentiel for critical ZF;~SS Incident will be exxxi.ned .); the time designs ', 
are being developed for mu facilities, or for revision3 to er&ting ' 
fecillfies, ad this potential will be r;ilnipAzed 'Dy appropriate design. 
Critically s&e geocletry will be the preferred design criterion. 

2. h situst3xls where safety cm-mot be assured by gemetry, ctiinistmtlve 
procedures for control of th e process operatioa wZhin safe linits will be d 
established scd mforced. Critical ~3s control mder these procedurefi 
xiillbe bzsed on operetlonsl controls such ES dilution, neutron polscns, 
md batch s%e 1Mts. Tnese procedures sh%ll be in the fom of written 
specificatle~s for the particutir fecility under comideretion. Adherence 
to the mittea specificetiom will be iqlenented by incorporation of 
specific titructlons in operating procedures, by posting of criticnl'rass 
control Exits in epproprirte locatiox, md throug'n treilling of personnel. 

3. .Khen process quipment is altered or 5s replcced by equipment r.ot identical . . . xith the origZnn1 in design, the,effects of the chz_?ges cn cxx-clcal mss 
control stiety mrgins mst be evaluated. If the &m&es reduce the rr.?xglns 
of saf&y provided*by existing control procedures, these procedure-s shill be. 
revised to re-estzblis:h the xc-uircd mrgins of safety prior to introducing 
fisslo22-3k rzteriels into the eoydpxnt . Cn tk?c other pond, ;:hec the 
c‘m-e;es i-,-l-=c.-p <p-,2 -r@s of scfety -..-A --3- , it rc y be desir&ble to reirise pro- 
cedures 35n o3er ';3 recognize th.3 imro;red sit-ustj.on. 



CIICMICAL I’ROCESSING Dti’ARll!E~~T 

2. T!ic Cpernticn !.!ntingc'r (Purcx, F.ini~hCd Products, Or Special Scp.aration Pro- 
ccssing rr.d Auxilinrico), is responsible for implcmcntotion of critical . 
ms6 control. 

3- The Cperction Manager (Purcx, Finished Products, or Special Separat ion pro- 

cessing and Auxiliaries), in reopo:tslblo for tho maintcncncc of n critical 
maos incident alarm system, building-personnel evacuntion procedures and 
post-incident, building rc-entry procedures. The safety cf building visitors 
will be factored Into t!le procedures. It is, alto, the rcsponsibility'of the 
Manager to test these procedures at sufficient intervals to assure himself 
that all building personnel are trained to respond satisfactorily to the 
critical mass alarm. 

4. The Uperation Kanager (Purex, Finished Prl,ducts, 
; 

or Special Separation Pro- 
cessing and Xuxiliarics), with assistance from the Ix!anager, Technology (Purex, 
Finished Products, Xedox), is responsible for providing critical mass control 
training gro&rexs foi- emplcyecs associated wit'h the facility. 

5* The bianager, Eiesearch and Engineering Operation , or his delegate2 representative, 
must approve, in writi,g prior to use, ell alteraticns of process or process 
equipment which affect critical maf36 control. - 

/ o. It is the responsibility of the Cperaticn Gnager (Purcx, Finished Products, or 
Special Separaticn Processing and Auxiliaries), to have all. .kno\~n incidents 
~,-o~ving coqronise 9,f critical mass control specifications investigated and 
corrective action t&en. Documentation 3f findings and recommendationa is re- 
cuired. Infracticns of critical mass c*Jntrol specifications which result in a 
&itical mass incident, or would have except for fortuitous circumstances, 
-<ill be investigated bjr a  graup of indi-Jiduals appointed by the Department 
&neral 2lanager. 

7. -3e Or;eration !.!anager (Purex, Finished Products, or Special Separation Pro- 
cessing and Auxiliaries), rith the cooperation of the Eanager, Technoiogy 
(Pxex, Finished Products, Reclcz), is responsible for continued, day-to-day 
folio-2-up cn quality of specifications, adequacy of control and level of 
perfor&ce under the regulations established. 

8. The Kanageer, Production Operation, is responsible for provfding independent, 
enual audita of critical mass control performance in CPD production facili- 
ties and laboratories. 

9. The epartment General !knrger, at his discretion, will provide audits of De- 
partment criticelmass control specifications and procedures by recognized ex- 
perts not essockited tith the operation of Eknford Atomic Products Operaticn. 

10. The &&xger, Research rx.nd Engineering Operation, is responsible for providing 
_ the l iaison with the Ihanford Laboratories Operation, and off-site, required to 

i<eep asprcprinte Department personnel abreast with the latest technical knowledge 
having beering on critical mass control. h'e is responsible fcr recommending 
&pxifiC criticni xass problcns, vhic'n in his Judpent deserve attention, to- 
t& iiafcrd Lcborztories C$ernticn fcr C~CrLTEilkl IXb’eStigklti.03. 

1. ?‘hS ~cnicr Engineer (:>zc?~rar Safei;/), Advance Process ikvelcpsent QEra-LiOn, 

f i~march ant1 Engkcering Operation, is responsible for producing pan annual re- 
zrie:r and technical appraisal of Gapartnent Critical !4nss Control activities. 

2. The i.!;-r.agcr, Facilities l.igineerin;; Cperntion, is respcnsible for implementing 
' ,rLy-), ': c-1 .JLf& rf. ,‘,- f-I-.' pe. 4 r\ r..Tq>so(-Q~&~g I 
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Date 
wt1e ~Icmxd 

Criticnl blam Control Specification for the Plutonium l?ced' 
(.;to*'Rcc Facility~ (m-G) G-1-61. 

Critic~2. blaas Con,l;rol Spcciflcatlon IIoode 7C osd 3B I.-23-61 

Cr;ilA.cal kk5s Control Sgcci:~icat~on for Taclc III - rw IXnc 1-0-60 

YYtu~sportntion and Storage Limits for Loudcd ??urcx PiI Cann 12-50-55 

. 
Date 

Interim Critical. X&n Specification for the RKC Lktl;on L.inc u-2-60 

Issued 

. 

Other rcfcrenccs: 11wrc 
11';I-3: 

Expiration 
Date Renatkv 

Open until * 
superceded 
by CXCS 



STAIXTS OF CR:T.TTCM, MA% COXi?l’\OT, SPECIFICATIONS AND tlAIVl3RS (Continued) L -- 

II. l?Al3RICATION LINE -- 

s??lKxVw~~fV! 

-- Ti,1;l.c 
Document 

Numbcz* -- 

Mllln~~ Cl. ----WV. 

F-16 

F-15 

F-14 

F-3 

F-3 

Critical Mxx Control Spcclflcntion for R4C 
l?Axlcation Llnc 

Critical Ma30 Control Speciflcatlon for Storal;c 
0JY Cutting Oil tlaate in the Hydraulic 011 
Diqooul Hood - RW Lint 

. 
Nuclear' Safety - Shipment of Pit 65 Model 

Title .. r 

fdachining Hoods 41-M-l and k-M-2 

For Tat Caoting, Machining, and Handline; up to 
3.5 kg3 Kodcl ~~-1251 Shells, IUC Line 

For Hot and Cold Treating Shells in the Dry 
iitmospherc Hood, RMA Line 

For Triple Nect Storage of Plutonium Shell 
Cnatings in Sl;oruge Hoods .22-SR and &SR 

For Operating the I&x Catting and Brealc-Out 
Hood (IX-2'7C and B) on RMC Line 

2-L-60 

2-7-50 

IllLtc 
Tssued ,-m---m 

p-6-61 

3-21.41. 

7-24-61. 

5-1.2"G1 

4-12-61 

, 

Remnrko 

Expiration Duke Hcmawks ---. 

10-23-61 

10-15-61. 

10-24-61 

. 
Supcrocdes I?-13 

Open until revised CMCS ia written 

Open until superoedcd by revision of 
RMC L5nc CXCS 



I-10 

I-9 

1-8 

I-7 

!l!itIl.e 

Critical PI300 Contxol SpccLfication for, 
Product Inapcction 

criti~ri~ bfm3 co&01 Spccif ic0,tion for 2311-5 
fIdlytical Lab. 

Title -- 

For Storing Plutonium ldetctl Somplec in Rooms 
I.33 end 139, 2$-5 Ana~tical'Laborutory . 
For Storing 50 Bird Cagea, Each Contajr.lr.g Up 
to b.5 1~~s of Plutonium Metal, &Room 172 

Ihiosivity Checks on Butl;Ons 

For Storing 150 Lo~ailcd Bird Cngen in Room 194 
storage vault 

D0.h 
IGGUCd Rcmarkn 

6".21-61 

12-7-60 

Date 
-33fWd Eq,:i.ration Date Remarke 

I 
g-20-61 i-15-62 

g-20-h 1-Q-61 

Q-28-61 11-30-61 

SupcrscdcL; I-6. 

I 
. 

8-25 -61 12-31-61 (or u&i1 superseded by a 
revision of IW67lk7g Rev. ) 



R-18 

R-17 

n-16 

ii-13 

TiVl.C? -I 

Criticn;l; Mano Control Specification for 
Room 161) i$!3'+-5 B.ld& 

DLAb.2 
Isnued ,--- 

S-22-60 

Crlt;icaL Ma35 Control Spcclficatlon for 
Rood 42 (Recuplex) 

5 -040 

Cri,tic:~. Mwa Control Specification-Rccuplcx 44&J 

CrLticnl Mar;3 Control Specification for Storage 1.1-l-60 
and. h,mU.i~~~ of Cutting~OKL,.Vactc in Iiood 41 and Room 227 

Title I 
Date 

JlJmlCd -- ..L--L- .* 
For Dissolving l?lu,toni.pm Oxide ,in Room 149 of 
234-5 Ano.lytic5.l Laboratory ' 

3-13-61 

l?or Storing Z l?lant Waotc in T-103 Igloo O-21-61 

For Storing Plutonium-Aluminum Alloy Fuel 
Elcmen'to in the Bnpty Gao Cylinder Storage 
AUXL, 234-5 Building 

&IA.-61. 

For l?lushin~ the 26-Inch Vncuum Vent Line in 
234-5 Bldg. 

B-11-61 

~‘or Storing L?J!L Pu R~stc: (SXD-1452-C Group3 
7, 0, 9) in the Army Sl;orzgc Ig1005 

P'or Diosolving Pu Oxide in IIood k2 (Rccuplex) 

7-15-61 

6-22-61. 

Remnrlts 
t 

IkLvern R-3.1 and R-13 

l?x?l.rntion DA& Rcmo.rlcs 

12-31-61 Supcrocdco R-10 

12-33.-Q. 

7-31-62 

7-p-62 

12-31-61 

Open until 
rcplnccd by CNJS 

See “General.” 

See “Gcne~xiL” 

, 
Supcrsedco R-12 



!?i.t1.c 

Por Loading PR Cans from Hoods It2 - k3 (Rccuplek) 

For Oxidizing Pu Slrulle In Hood 227 , 

Por Storing Fu Dry Recovery Products in the 

mr-Gg8og 

IN-GgGl.6 

and gxidca in Vaulta 173 

-. Tj.i;l,c 

Critical. Mm3 Control Specification fcr Storing 
X.utonium-Bearing Material& in the Army Amw- 
nition Storcrgc Igloos 

Critical Flu3 Control SpccilicoAion for Storing " 
Plutoniw Llctol in Room 172, 234-S Building 

Critical Mass Control Specification for Vault 1711 

Date 
Ir;Slt?d. 

G-13-GL 

lkpirntj on IhtC '7 Rcncs.-ks _ 

Qcn until rcploced by CNS 

5-29-61 Open until rsplaced Superccdcs.R-8 
by cxcs ' 

3-31-61 Until II%5#37 is rcvioed 

Innucd Rcmarkc 

7-6-61 Ljmitution~Mo. G of kiver R-G still 
VrLlid. . 

G-141 

5 -8-61 

I!uclear Safety Specification - Redwood Car * 2-10-Q 

Critical Maso Control Spzcifica%ion for 1luete 6-20-60 1,/aiver dated 10-12-60 (l?V Lid Storo~c) 
IILltEl2llt 



Dntc 
~:;mlcrl Tl. UC -- ’ Rcnlnrks 

Crlticnl NU,GU Control Spcclficatlon for !l!runo- 
i’crrin~ Pu Idctd. froul Task III to VauJ.t 175 

3"lG-60 

Critical Mayo Control Specification - Vault 225 rnr-G~'7J12 

1wG21yG 

2-12-60 

Criticnl Flnro~ Control Spccif ication for S torngc 10-12-53 
of Cutting Oil Uar;tc In Rooiu 3 02 Tunnel 4 

Criticnl bhsn Control Spcclflcation for Storaec 
of Cutting Oil k&c in Rooru 221 (Rccuplex) 

Y-l-59 

Ci~it:iCn3 NaSG COIlCrOl Specification - Z Plollt 
mi~tc SLoroge in 213 Axn (Gable Elomtati) and 

'(-Q-59 
22l-lJ Dullding 

Rcviscd Critical Mass Control Specification - 
Vnult 1'13 and 175 

\kivcr dated 10-12-60 (‘PV Lid Storcgc) 

?!-GlC2G 

I!x&O33 

riv-53437 

TitTl.c ,_ '. Rm&: I; 

Supersedes G-5 For Tenporuy Storaec of Plutonium Kctal and y -20-61 
D.ITJJ Rccovcry Products in the 234-5 mdc;., Room 166 

For Flushing the 261Inch Vacuum Vent 
23b5 Dldg . 

Line In 8-,1.14. 

G-6 1-22-62 

Bee ‘Recovery Line” 

POr StO??ing ANL PU \+lCLOtC (SXD-lll,52-C 
7, 8, 9) in the Army Sto&c Iglooo 

R-15 ‘I-3b62 

See "Recover Line" R-lb Groups 7-541 12-31-Q 

Tcxporxy ?hiver to Permit S,Loragc of Boxes 
Coutnining IV Lids in Areas Covcrcd by 
rscuixnt EO. mr-61033 

10-12-60 

!i?~mpomry Waiver for Storing Plutonim-Ecaring ~-&GO 

OpXl 

open I-- 





APPEXDIX 4 

PRIOR ACTIOYS 'IO INCPEA% SAFETY ---.- 

Criticality audits and safety reviews frequently initiated the studies and 
actions which increased the safety of the operai;ion. The annual CPD reviews 
(see Appendix 2) provided a sm of all actions taken during each year, 
The audits by experts outside the CPD organization also led to direct action. 
For example, the recommendation of the external committee in May 1360 (see 
Exhibit 2-A) resulted in the assignment of a second CPD engineer to c:ritica.l 
mass safety. 

The external audit of October 20, 1961 is given under A,ppendix 2, ExkLbit 2-B. 
The response to this aw3t is appended in Exhibit &-A. 

In lieu of extensive exhibits on actions taken to insrease nuclear safety, 
the actions are summarized in four categories which follow: 

I. Studies and Prrocedures 

Engineering studies related to Recuplex have been continuous from the 
beginning. Eenples of those having Gritical mass significcance are 
es follows: 

A. Removal of DBP from TBF-CC14 
B. Precipitation and polymer fo,rmation in plutonium 

nitrate solutions. 
CO lksigning a Recuplex vacuum trap- 
D. Pu concentrations permissible in transferring to 

critically unsafe tanks. 
E. validity of neutron counting as a plutonium 

measurement. 
F. EFfluahing of Recuplex equipment. 
G. C&crating aids for solvent extraction changes. 

The results of such stuSles were applied by means of the Recuplex engineers 
' writing procedures for the operation. Thus, standard procedures, special 

procedures, etc., were proposed to the operating supervision and revised 
as necessary to achieve mut-ue.L!. objectives. 

A policy h-as adopted to submit equipment pias and important process changes 
to an engineer specializing in critical mass safety. Bis evaluation (aided 
as necessary by consultants) and approval were necessary prior to effecting 
any change. In the colurse of time all phases of critical mass safety were 
revieued. It is annroprizte to quake five cardinal rules which were evolved. ^- 

A. Ko process changes or equipment changes will be made or put into 
oper&tion without (a) a nuclear safety review by Research and 
Engineering personnel, (5) propar batch limits being posted as 
necesszy, (c) pzoxrly aPproved procedures being issued for the 
guidance of supervision and opt3ra tars, end (d) all personnel'in- 
valved being properly trained and made aware of batch limits. 



B. AE procedures -e-i.~ be :;riLte;l to CC.,, P+sic ?xilt-in safety factors which 
would requize a tinixmm of three ezrzs (equipnt or humm) before 
criticality muld be Feached under ideal coniitiox. 

c. No viole~ions of batch size coztrel. procedures k-111 be tolerated on 
the part of anJo;le, exeiqt or rxaexe2ipk. Fimpt disci~&ina.ry action 
r;ill be taken for azy viclation. 

D. In any questionsble situation, the rjmcesa cr equi~nt t;ill immediately 
be shut down a-nd the sitca$i~~ vi11 be -=evieved with proper authorlty 
before proceeding. 

E. Accouutability of plutoaium will be made xros each segment of the 
prccess, and coxsplete system clea.:-cuts ~91 be zade at frequent 
intervals 8s a?XLrect shcrtagee irdicate the pcssibility of p1utorlium 
build-u2,. All segments of the Frccess sy&s;n ~5l.l be flushed and 
insFcted at least tvice per yes-. 

The results of ec@;ireeriz.g studies and ;:ocedce chacges became apparent 
in subsequent azmual nuclear safety revie-;s (Appzzciix 2) acd in the 
equlIment chmgee gliid ~1~2s fc? c'hmges \--hi& are described later. 

II. Training of Ferso-~~O1 -- 

The traiting aad retraiQi3g of 254- 5 Buildl~ -@rsoxel was pursued 
with rene-Jed vigor stazting in 1953. There wre t-m ;shases to the 
training. One was collceized Hti ewzrgency >mcedures in event of 
a criticality iccidect; the other @.ase FBS ccxerred ;;i-th prev?ntive 
measures. The follZti2g comkznk appiy so Recqler specifically and 
generally to the entire building. 

trained in use of this s~55ch. 



B. Preventive Traini% 

me experience records of the chemical operators and shift ~pecialfsts 
in :Rec&lex imply a high degree of skill-generally. The newmen 
among the utility operators did not have responsibilities exceeding 
the extent of their training. 

!lhe records show nuclear safety training sessions were scheduled 
for Recuplex and other personnel in June and July of 1961. These 
training classes ~-ere conducted by the engineers, who 'had respon- 
sibility for critical mass safety and were conversant with both 
the process and with safety requirements. 

Safety meetings were held monthly for all employees. Organizational 
po:Licy required that part of each meeting be devoted to nuclear 
safety. 

&ny of the personnel had viewed a Eritish film on nuclear safety 
aud some had seen colored pictures of the unpleasant consequences 
resulting from nuclear incidents occurring elsewhere. 

Recent actions include additional safety meetings for supervisors 
(including shift specialists) held by the Kanager, FRO, and the 
scheduling of simikr meetings on emergency procedures to begin 
in April. Ih addition, the log book of the Recuplex supervisor 
contains numerous instlszctions to shift personnel which show 
active interest and concern with nuclear safety. 

Ln general te,m, the training of all concerned had imparted an 
understanding of "safe" and 'tiafe" vessels, batch size importance, 
package spacing and labeling, and of the requirement to sample and 
snlayze before moving anything to an "unsafe" vessel, 

III. $V Facility 

The replacement o?' Recuplex had received extensive attention. Rarly in 
1959, there was an exc&nge of letters between the ASC and GE which 
referenced a detailed study, "New Recuplex Facility - Z F'lant." 

The budget study of June 1959, lists a request for $5,300,030 for Recuplex 
replaceIoent. The schedu2.e celled for $l,OOO,OOO in 1961, $3,500,000 in 
1962, end $8OO,OUO in 1963. These are fiscal years. C~rd~~c~io~ VELS i;o 
end in the second quarter of F”i-63. 

'l!h.is cost ~-FL; unacce?fable to the ARC, therefore the requirements t?ere 
tinimized in sdxeq~e=t zcti02s. 

The preliminary project proFsal. (poject CAC-@C) asking for $150,000 
for Title I serrt-ces was delivered to EOO on Rovember i7, 1959. This 
kzs approved for $lOO,CCO cn Jamn%ry 25, 1360, and Title I activity 
wzs authorized fo11Kng Fnquiri es about sending scrap off-site. 
Revision I, an increase from $100,003 to $250,030 for interim design 
tids Was reauested in 
1960, a.utto:ize", 

&g-&l~5/3. 
a t&l of $150,000. 

Aprovzl by AX C.&e2 SeTf,ember 23 
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Project Proposal Rev. 2 was sent to HO0 on October 31, 1960, followed 
by "Bsign Scope of Z I%i.nt - 
November 7, 1960. 

Plutcaim Reclamation Facility" on 

$2,900,(X)0 a-d (b > 
These requested (a> total project authorization of 
authority for Ceiloral Electric to perform Title 1) 

II, and III services; related nsBageilent services in the amount of 
$1,706#00 mre also requested. 

A letter to the Division of Produc'cion, AEX EeadqMers, from the 
HO0 Wager on Lovetier 28, l$O, g.:ves the following pertinent 
description: 

"The p,-esent Recuplex facility is inadequate for (1) con- 
templated loads, (2) shielc?J:x of operations to the extent 
th2t.t cperato=s amst be roL+ tiL.ed to stay within expos=e 
tolerances, (3) critical mass considerations to the extent .. 
that admitistrative controls must be applied. 

The crowled conditions, resulting inaccessibi~lity and 
sigaificmt deterioration have doubled the required 
maintenance in the past three years which results in a 
corresponding decrease in operating efficiency. 

The proposed facility will: (i) provide capacity to 
hzndla forecasted loads, (2) ;-educe personnel exposure 
to radiation uaier cw-rest md future Pu processing con- 
ditions, (3) al- p low recess work to be done in nuclearly 
safe equipment, (4) d re uce loss of Pu to the gmund,.and 
(5) allow futce campai~ed segregation of Pu of different 
ex-psure levels." 

A letter of DeceLiber 28, 1965, advised ARC that GR would be compelled 
50 discontime desig unless eXitional funds were authorized within 
one week. 

On January 5, 1961, GS vas dtrected to discontinue design activit;y, 
AX expected additLohel infomtion from which to reach a decision 
which would permit resmptioa of project activity in February 1961. 

Aftejr further cocmmication the funds were increased to $200,000 on 
Jan- 27, 1861, acd 3rojzct CAC-880 WELS authorized for $2,9OO,OOO 
on Erch 21, 1961. 

Ibring JULY 1961, and t'hereaftep, there were letters on the possible 
conruercial processing and on possible off-site centralized processing 
of plutotim SC~TL) for the AX complex. The commmications include 
recmerf costs, Recuplex Eintensnce costs, storage and shipping 
problems, design p;-obleE, acd means of preventing preferential treat- 
Llent of an ARC coattractor over a non-AEC cotiractor, The records show 
concern by both G: and AXC over the progressive de-terioration of Recup- 
lexa I;o d&e could be givea vhen permanent shutdown muld be forced 
by equi:=ct failures or To,- plact safety. 

oil LaLgust 30, 1951, Phase I cant-azt bidders on Project CAC-880 mere 
notified by rd:e that bid cpetiicg had been petponed. Active pro- 
curenent w%s iho stoppd. 
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In the mctths that followed, GE develoFd means to deal with mounting 
plutonium recovery problems. Sore of the measures developed were not 
wholly dependent upon Recuplex operability. Wanwbile, the AEC complex 
wrestled k%th Commission- ide aspects of the &utonium recovery problem. 

FInally, by letter of Mrch 29, 1962, seven months after-the bid delay, 
GE was advised to proceed ismediately on all phases of Project CAC-880. 
The file shows clearly that both HO0 and RAF0 recognized safety as one 
of the impcrtant justifications for CAC-880, altholqh not the only 
justification. 

IV. Recuplex Alterations 

Recuplex was 0rigineU.y built -under Project co496 as a semiworks. 
The purpose of Project 0X-723, proposed late in 1956 and completed 
in 1959, was to convert Recuplex from a semiworks to a manufacturing 
facility. Several improvements were made at that time to increase 
;aclear safety. These included replacement of the bottom disengaging 
section of the H-3 column, provision of a critically safe filtrate 
receiver and concentrator, and the replacement of surge tanks H-9 
and H-10 and feed receiver tank C-50 with critically safe vessels. 

In addition to the charges m&e under the conversion project, there 
are other alterations completed or contemplated which have a bearing 
on nuclem ssfety. 

A. Chanqes Comnleted 

Amow those things accomplished which had improved the nuclear 
safety of the Recuplex operation, we list the following: 

Replacersant of the building vacuum header which was &inch 
diameter with one which is k-inch diameter. 

Installation of criticality incident alarm (gamna activated) 
throughout t?xz btilding k-ith addftiollal audible sigmls added 
later as necessary. 

Rxting of instr~ctio;ls axed directional arm%-s fcr evacuation. 

Installation of additional neutron probes at vessels ~8, D-9, 
GlO, o-58, L-2, Cl, and bottoz of H-3 column. 

Addition of an organic wash calm. 

In pi_DriL 1955, the J-l tank overflow pipe was disconnected from the 
common overflo:q header which leads to the J-5 overflow tank. A 
plastic overflcni line directly from J-1 to the hood floor was 
inst~e<"., thus by-2assing J-5 and its l:quid-level alarm. This 
chaqe assured t&t ozrflars of other ta&s couLd not cO;ltaUin&e 
the croduct solut:cil in Z-l. 



B. Changes Incorrp~ete 

Changes in Recuplex equipment which have been contemplated but 
have not been accomplished are as follows: 

Conversion K-9 tank to a saf.e status by filling it with Pyrex 
glass Raschig rings. These would occupy 0rLl.f about 15$ of 
the volume while the boron of the glass would serve as an 
effective poison. 

0;2eration of an additional safe vessel between the organic 
effluent of the E-3 column and tanks K-1 and 2. For this 
purpose the CO column was already in place but rout%ne 
operation had not been achieved. 

Replacemerrt of soze Recuplex piping for which Teflon tubing 
had been purchased. 

Addition of new hoods 44 and 45. Hood 44 insta.Llation is 
about 8~s complete and fabrication of Hood 45 and equip- 
ment is about 9($ complete. !Phe.se additions were to 
provide dissolvers, feed tanks, and storage tanks which 
are all critically safe. With use of these, SOE unsafe 
tanks could be retired from use. 

There was another small but very sllgnificant item. A main- 
tenance work request (number 12169) was issued April 4, 1962, 
by a shift sp+ecialist to llRemove the polythene line from the 
SE floor to-K-9 'header and plug the valve." kte required 
"A.S.A.P." Tbis remval had not been accomplished by April 7, 
the date of the incident. 







Co2xcnt : TN8 recczzntition is esseritially Q re- 
steteneztt of the besic question goosed. by if. Z. C-zrtin 
in his letter of JUE 12, 1961 to V. R. Coa2er re- 
qxsting a criticality mait: The &sic reo_uest for 
~ss~z;-L?cc t&t co naclezr hazard is extat because of 
tSe E-PID in Eecu>le:: Ti2.s .zxxered in a letter fro51 
R. 5. Tol?inson to 1J. J. Gartin, &ted Kovetiser 6, 1961 
in which tie goin'ied od L_hzt iide~exient xeasure~ents 
of r.~utro~ flux co~.Zir3 tl?e Si3serce of h~zz35ous 
2ccxizd.etio5.5 of @.d5onim in ';Be eqtiguent. A brozd 

~rogra to iqrove tke 3-33 sitcaticn is i;l pqress 
ES OutlfLed kelov. 





2~2~. P. 3. 3einker -5- Kovezber 30r 1561 

2, Plellt - "d) Review the Recuplex process psriodicelly to 
assure that PI& particles ii signific& 
azomts are oot :<ortirg their I.EY throqh 
the Xecu$ex proces 5 a& settling out-in 
geozetricallg msafe vessels." 

Co---%t: Neutrm mtitoring ar.d routine flushes -- 
( LT _ XfO3) are beins gerforzed perio&icaUJ to 
ciizz out geonetrically msafe vessels. Reduced 
reutron comts titer f1ushir.g are indicaticns 
that -Jlutotiux build-ugs have been remved. 

Tee hood exhaust filters are-the ~rizxzy barrier- 
for Dreventing PuO2 fro3 entering the E-4 sys"iex. 
S-m-eys ol the system: should ir&ke-le if +Aon?~ 
raterials were ekerag azd accmlfiatirg in the 
systes. These surveys are ccz5uzted by Fiziked 
Products Cgerat502. TYze b-axcirg hood is cleazed 
frecgestly to srevell", oxide ECC~XzY!.&~i013. 



- 
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The Investigation Committee, through-the AEC and General Electric Counsels, has 
explored Washington State's labor compensation laws relative to radiation incidents, 
the conditions under which an individual may initiate a claim, and conditions, if 
any, under which a claimant may initiate a suit. Answers to these questions are 
contained in some detail in the attached Exhibits 5-A and 5-B. 

Briefly, it can be stated that the sole remedy for a workman suffering a 
disability through a traumatic injury is under the Workmen's Compensation 
statutes, regardless of fault. However, if the workman's injury was caused 
by the negligence of another not In the same employ, he has the right to sue 
the negligent party or to receive only Worken's Compensation. If he elects 
Workmn's Compensation, the suit for negligence is assigned to the state. If 
he elects to sue for negligence, he still receives various Workmen's Compensa- 
tion benefits but the state recovers the cost of furnishing the benefits from 
the recovery iri the suit for negligence. 

On April 24, 1962, three employees, No. 1, No. 17, and No., 23, filed a Report 
of Accident with the Washington State Department of Labor and Industries. The 
Reports constitute applications for compensation. They were accompanied by a 
supplemental letter from the ETAI attending Fhysician which pointed out that 
although extensive tests had been made, they revealed no evidence of harmful 
effects. The physician's letter also recomnded that the matter be kept 
open 83 the long-range pxslbillty of harmful effects cannot now be ruled out. 

The Committee has no evidence that the three 
for injuries sustained. 

employee3 will institute a claim 
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u. s. iltcm ic Exera~ Commission 
Hanford Operations Office 
Richland, W2skington 

.A.Tt lXlCiOX xr. C2rl X. Zangar, Chairman 
Investigztion Committee 

II\‘VESTIG_1_TiOX 05 RECUPLEX CRITIC.&LITY IXCIDEXT - 

This is in respor.se to your request of April II, 1962, for informa- 
tion re,cardif.g \VOZkmtZ:i’s compensation laws 2nd c12ilms for use in 

-., corxectioa whir: ye-r i5ve&igatio-x of rhe Recuples Criticality ixi- 
dct. The ~~~~50~s 2x-e covered in the order presexied: 



Carl ST. Zangar 

2. 

Hanford Ato-mic Produets Ope ration employees under the pro- 
visions of Contract W-14X-Eng-25, between the Department , 
of Labor and kdustries, State of 1Vashington, tile Atomic Energy * 
Commission and General Electric Company. 

..A clakm based upon an “injury” must be filed within one year after 
the injury occurred or the ri@ts of dependents or beneficiaries 
have accrued (31.28.03). A% claim for an *‘occupational disease” 
must be filed ~.i:hin one year after a physician’s notice to the work- 
man of the existence cf his “occupational disease” (51.28.055). 
The Act does not describe specific types of injuries or name specific 
diseases vfIlich are covered. Instead, the terms “injury” and "OCCU- 
paticnal disease”, as defined, are applied to the pertinent facts in 
each case. The statutory definitions by virtue of their broadness 
clearly cover radiation hazards. The line between traumatic injury 
and occupaticnel disease may not always be clear. Claims for radia- 
tion injury are easier to esrablish because of the element of a sudden 
traumatic h2p?erxing. Whether a particular disease is an “occupational 
dis22s2" and covered under the Act depends upon whether it is found 
tfl ;-e2e7.-e z_rjs=n 1, mtrrrzlly 2nd pr~dmetely” nxt of the employment. 
It is clearly the intent of the Act to cover any disease which is in 
fzct caused by radiation in the co’irse of employment. 

Once a clai-m is established on the bask of “injury” or “occupational 
c&case” allowable benefits are idecii,-aI. The \vorkn:an, in ~2.~2 of 
“injury” or “occupational disease”, or, in the c-vent of his death, 
the wor!lan’s family or dependents are entitled to compensation , 
under the ..?.ct. The a-mounts payable in the event cf death cr perma- 
nent total disability are based upcn marital status and the nun-b cr 
of dependents _ Co,mpensation for permanent partial disability is 
based upon imsair,ment of bodily function or amputation of the mem- 
ber involved. Zashington is on, a of the skates 155th no limitsticn on 
the ccst or crtraiicn of treatmc-nt or compensation for loss Gf Ii~Z22 
fror;: L'fOX~Ii. Zli#le workmen 2re free to ChCcse ally pi.~SlCiEll 

:,.- . 

qualified to trert their ccndition. 
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Czrl X. Zangar -3- April 30, 1962 

compensation without charge to the \vorkmzn (51. 38.030). While 
the physician must inform the workman of his rights 2nd assist . 
in making application for compensation, the burden is on the ’ 
workman to file his claims for benefits (P2te v. General Electric, 
43 Washington Znd, 135). 

Where death results from injury the parties entitled to compensa- 
tion or someone on their behalf must 2pply io the Department for 
such colmperlsztion (31. 38.030). 

3. Or-3ni7-Lz -c,---.z-crons o- -is 7 i-dividuals that m2.y be sued, if an-?, by cl2imant. 

Llll~~ injury cr de2th results from the deliberate intention of the 
employer to produce such injury or death, clain:ant’s recovery is 
limited to that provided under the Act. If injury or death results 
from such deliberzte 2nd intention21 act of the employer, the work- 
mm or his dependerts may receive the workmen’s compensation 
2nd also have a cause of action against the employer for any additional 
dam2ges over the amount received or receivable under the Act 
(51.2-z. 020). 

If injury or de2th is due to the negligence or other \vrongful act of 
a third Farty CO: in the same employ, claimant may elect to proceed 
under the compens2tion lax o r to seek a remedy against such a 
third party- If he makes The former election, such right of action 
as he may have against a third party is assigned to the state. If 
he n.&es ti?e Istter election he receives the compensation to which 
he is entitled under the co-mpensation law and the state is entitled 
by may of subrogation to reimbursment out of his ultimate recovery, 
if zny, from silch third party. 

;iieport.of Accident fo rms hzve been completed 2nd forwarded to th2 
Department of Labor 2nd Industries on beh2E of Xessrs. -Cardzl, 
ro~kxkfincli, and \Villirmson. The report constitutes 2pplic2ticn for 
compensation. T!-~ey were accompanied by a supplemental ietter from 
tie sttenc5ng physician which pointed out that although extensive tests 



had been -made, they revealed no evidence of harmful effects. It was 
recommended that rhe matte- 7 be Ikept ooen as the long-range possi*oL1.; b 
of harmful effects coxid not now be ruled out. 

Clayton H. Crandall:beh 

. 

Counsel 
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APPENDIX 6 

PTRODUCTION 

At lo:59 AM (FST), Sa%urciay, April 7, 1962, a criticality accident oc- 

curred in a plutonium waste chemical recovery facility at the Hanford Atomic 

Products Operation, operated for t-.- 'l--e ,4tomic Energy Commission by the General 

Electric Company. Four men were hospetalized but were released after medical 

observation and after estimates of the radiation doses received were available. 

This report describes the dosimetry investigation that was made following 

the accident. This investigation was facilitated by the fact that all employees 

affxted had personnel dosimeters in their possession when the incident occurred. 

The interpretation of the da+% supplied by these dosimeters was supplemented 

by iaformation gathered by techniques t-hat were developed in connection with 

other accidents. Below, the available information is first presented and 

then applied in a discxssicn of the dos?.metry of the people involved in the 

The accident occurred 32.1 a facility known as Recuplex tithin a building 

'rroull as the Qk-5 Build-g. When the accfdent occurred, there were twenty- 

tk-0 persons in the 234-5 Buildkg. The criticality alarm siren started 

allimst at once (several people reprted that air-proportional alpha contsmi- 

naticn monitors broke doir, slightly before the si-ren sounded). All Dersons 

* Ziis rel;ort x2i ~repare3. by a S5mzZttee consisu '-in& of C. C. Gamertsfelder, 
3. V. ?Larson, J. 14. Nielsen, V. C. Roes& (Cha~+man), and E. C. Watson. It 
repzxts the uzr'i of a number of people at Snfcrd. 



.- 

in the 234-5 Building evacuated to a gate house (2701-Z) about a hundred yards 

from 234-S and then took shelter behind another building (2704-Z) when the 

former area was found to have an exposure rate of about 200 mr/hour. Within 

five to ten minutes they had evacuated these areas in the evacuation bus or by 

privete cer. 'iti0 patrolmen, stationed in the gate house at the time of the 

excursion, incressed the total number of evacuees to twenty-four. 

The evacuees went to the first aid building for the area (except for cne 

who went to the area badge house and w2s directed to first aid). By this time 

the employees vho had been in the Recuplex area and had seen the Cerenkov 

radiation flash were knoti; however,. all employees were given a "Quick Sort" 

exenination to determine who had been exposed to significant fast neutron 

doses'). The counting rate of a Geiger counter held at their abdomen was 

observed vhile the person bent over around the counter. Only those employees 

who had been in the Recuplex area gave significant readings. 

Contamination surveys of the evacuees were also made while they were 

at the fdrst 2id building. No contenination was found. Their personnel 

dosimeters were collected for examination. ?ersonal effects were examined 

for radioactivity and then sent in for iaboratory study. The first blood 

and hair samples 2nd excreta collections were made. 

After exemIcation and treatment at Kadlec Hospital, four persons, 

including the three most highly exposed,. were sent to the Hanford Whole Body 

Counter for ex2mination. The next day 211 but one of the remaining evacuees 

vere also examined at the Counter; the lest man ~2s examined the following 

day. Whole body ccrrnts 2nd blood 2nd excreta collection were repeated on 

the most highly exposed persons until no radioactivity of interest was 

detectable. 



Information was obtained imnediately from each employee to establish 

uhere he had been when the cr:ticality alarm sounded and how he left'the 
. 

building. Detailed personal interviews were made during the following 

ueek. All but five people. in the 2X4-5 Building evscuated immediately upon 

hearing the siren; all but one had left within about two minutes; the last 

man was out within four minutes. The routes each one followed in leaving 

the building &re shown in Figures'1 and 2. 

Information for the three most highly exposed persons was made as 

detailed as their recollections would allow. Figure 3 shous where these 

people were standicg at the time they saw the Cerenkov radiation flash. 

LEmployee #l was stecding imediately below the critical vessel, the K-9 

Tank, manipulating a valve at the fete of the hood conteining the tank. 

. His body was very close to the hood wall. His eyes were about 5 feet from 

the center of the K-9 Tank; the parts of the trunk of his body were between 6 

and 8 feet auay. Emplbyee #17 was standing about 2 feet to the side and 

about 5 feet behind Employee #l. There was a movable .iead shield i;eUfiid 

fl, but #17 was in full vieu of #1 end of the K-9 Tank. #17's e:.=r 3-e . 

about lo-feet from the center of K-9 and the trunk of his body .:LS LI- to 

11 feet auay. The-K-9 Tank is cylindrical with a cepacity of 69 liters; 

it contained about 45 liters when the excllrsion occurred. The tank'has a 

Pyrex wall about 3/8 inch thick and a steel bottom platiebout one inch thick. 

#l and #17 were exposed to radiations coming through both the wall and the 

boc,tom. The only other materials between them and the tank were the half 

inch thick lucite hood walls and some plumbing inside the hood. Employee 

#23 va& stacding in front 0 f enother hood about .‘26 feet from the center of 

K-g.- Most of the radietion reaching him probably came through the sides of 

the tank. The onPf materials between hi= end K-9 were the lucite walls of 
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the h o o d  conta in ing  K - 9  a n d  the h o o d  h e  was  fac ing a n d  the thin m e tal back  of 

the latter. 

of the next  two most  h igh ly  exposed  peop le ,  E m p l o y e e  # 6  was  abou t  3 0  

feet f rom K - 9  vith o n e  concre te  wal l  abou t  4  inches thick a n d  o n e  m e tal 

part i t ion ual l  in  be tween.  Tnis  e m p l o y e e  de layed  to lock u p  s o m e  classi f ied 

documen ts  but  -2as  outs ide the bu i ld ing  in  abou t  2 5  seconds.  E L n p l o y e e  # & ? l  was  

abou t  4 0  feet a w a y  a n d  was  sh ie lded  by  a n  8  inch thick concre te  wall .  

B e fore cox ider icg the measu remen ts  m a d e  for e a c h  indiv idual ,  in forma-  

t ion of gene ra l  interest can  b e  ob ta ined  f rom inst ruments that w e r e  n e a r  the 

scene  of the accident ,  T u o  record ing  BF j  counters  ( o n e  for h igh  levels, o n e  

for low)  u e r e  opera t ing  at the tim e  of the acc ident  in  e n  inc inerator  r o o m  

in the 2 3 4 - 5  Bui ld ing.  T h e  da ta  f rom the chart  recorders  a re  p lot ted in  

F igure  4 . They  indicate a n  init ial excurs ion  the exact  magn i t ude  of wh ich  

canno t  b e  de te rm ined  because  the f lux level  is reco rded  on ly  every  3 0  seconds  

e n d  it m a y  b e  expec ted  to vary by  o rders  of magn i t ude  wi th in such  a  tim e  

per iod,  Fo l l o~~ rg  this init ial pu lse  wh ich  p resumab ly  ect ivated the criti- 

cality a le rn  there  uas  a  cont inu ing  nuc lear  react ion of a  magn i t ude  suffi- 

c ient to k e e p  the recorder  off-scale for a  pe r iod  of abou t  3 0  minutes.  A fter 

the recorder  re tu rned  to on-sca le  read ings  the f iss ioning con t inued  at a  

genera l l y  r educed  rate till j6  hou rs  after the inc ident  begen .  It appea rs  

that those in  e  pcsi t ion to b e  most  ser iously exposed  to the crit ical vessel  

evacua ted  in  tim e  to l imit t 'neir exposu re  to on ly  e  par t  of the init ial . 

excurs ion.  

A  t~zesko ld  detectcr  2 )  -zs located abou t  2 6  feet f rom the crit ical 

vessel.  Its pcsi t fon is Sk -a  in  F igure  3 . A t least o n e  of the steel  b e a m s  

of the sta i rbay shor ;n  in  the f igure vas o n  the l ine-of-s ight  be tween  the 
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FIGURE 4 

Data from a Recording BF3 Counter Operating in the 234-S Building at the 
Time of the -Accident. 
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vessel and the dosimeter. The metal grid floor of the mezzanine level, the 

stairway, and another hood at the head of th e stairs provided masses of 

material in which radiation from K-9 could scatter and then reach the de- 

tector. These certainly influenced the relative spectra of the neutrons 

reaching the detector es compared to those reaching the men. For lack of 

other information, however, the spectrum received by the detector was used 

in analyzing other pertinent data. The detectcr -Las removed ebout 96 minutes 

after the accidental excursions started so it was present during the large 

excursion shown in Figure 5 as well as during the time the pecple were present. 

, The results obtained from analysis of the threshold detector are given 

in Table I. The results relative to the neutrons/cm2 measured with the 

plutonium foil are elso given. The latter is essumed to include all the 

neutrons above 1 Kev. 

Neutron 
Energy Band 

TABLE I 

Threshold Detector Results 

Relative* 
n cm / 2 n/cm2 

Thermal 1.17 x 1010 0.39 

l--750 Kev 1.26 x 1o1O 0.42 

0.75--1.5 Mev 1.05 x lOlo 0.35 

1.5--2-j Mev 0.34 x 10 10 0.11 

72.5 bfev 0.35 x 1o1O O.l2 

*Relative to n/cm2 or to dose for neutrons above 1 Kev. 

Relative* 
Dose 

0.005 

0.25 

0.40 

0.15 

0.20 

The number spectrum is presented in Figure 5. For comparison several other 

spectra o'otained vith threshold detectors 31415) and normalized in the sece 

?ay are shorn in Figure 6. Figure 7 shows histograms prepared frc..: calculated 

spectra6!; since informeticn is lost in going from the calculated spectra to 
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Spectrum Meaured li-ith Threshold Detector During Recuplex 
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Esperirnental Spectra hleasured :vith Threshold Detectors. 
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FIGURE 7 

Theoretical Spectra (Fistogr ams) Calculated for Threshold Detectors. 
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the histograms,, the original normalized qectra are given in Figure 8. There 

is not close agreement between the present spectrum and any of the others, but 

the general features are the same and the differences are of the sort to be 

expected if the present resuits include the effects of a significant number of 

scattered, and hence lower er.ergy, neutrons. Table I also contains the dose 

spectrum normalized to unit dose for the neutrons above 1 Kev. 

The threshold detector k-as calibrated and interpreted in a slightly dLf- 

ferent manner 7) from that described in the original reference 2) . The cali- 

brhtion constant pr~~7iaea for the sulfa disk in reference 7 was increased by 

e factor 1.5 = O.jh/3.23. Ttie 0.34 is the cross section in barns of the 

S(n,p) reaction at 4.2 EGYf, the energy used in the calibretion. The 0.23 is 

the effective cross section in barns for neutrcns above 2.5 Mev for spectra 

similar in shape to fission spectra above this energy. The intermediate 

neutron eriergy spectrum was estimated from the activation in-the gold and 

cedmium-covered gold foils in the detector. If 9th was the thermal neutrons/cm2 

end if 5200 is t&e activation cross section of gold for neutrons whose velocity 

is 2200 m/set, then the difference in activity of the two foils is proportional . 

to +)555500 %h' If the intermediete xutron flux is assumed to be given by _ 

‘&fp& -zhere Z is the ceutron erergy, k is a constant, and &, the flux mees- 

urea by the shielded plutonium foil, then the ectivation of the cadmium covered 

foil is propCrtic3Lal to 

k@Pu d Tct (WE) 

where tke integral is over the ectivaticn cross section of gold. Measured 

foil zcti7ities 3f 1.6 and 1.0 x lo5 disintegretions/uin, BJghes' 8) values 

of the cress secticz, end flux ratios fron Table I give k I O.C42. This is 

shown es a deshed line in Figure 5 and is in good egreement vith the spectrum 

detexiir.ed vith tEe t-hreshold foils. 
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FIGURE 8 

Theoretical Spectra from Which the Histograms of Figure 7 Were Prepared. 



Each of tile persons near the critical vessel* at the time of the accident 

1,~s wearing his lianford Film Badge Dosimeter 9) o The dosimeters had last been 

exchanged 15 days before the accident; therefore, particularly for the smaller 

doses, a significant part of the darkening of the film may have been pro- 

duced d>uring employment prier to the accident. 

The exposures cf Employees #l, #17, and $33 were so great that the 

developed sensitive (509) fiLm from their dosimeters was too dark to permit 

optical density ressurecents. The insensitive (Ego) film from their dosi- 

ceters ues usea to 02tein their doses. Becezse of slow neutron ectivation 

of the elumincl aa silver absorbers i-n the dcsineters, there was additional 

darkening of the areas of the dcsimeter covered by them so the usual interp- 

retation methcds could not be used. The doses xere determined from the 

densities of the unshielded porticn of the dosineter (the open window). 

Caere is an uccertsinty in doing this 10) because during both exposure end 

calYor~:t~o~ t-c- - - - _ A--.. =i7~ is affected by secondary electrons produced by the photons 

in the environmer.t of the dos?imeter es well es in the material of the dosi- 

meter itself. In the present case the dose determined from the open window 

could have been as much as I.5 percent too low because of this effect. The 

aCSi=eP c~3tek.s 2 ieet strip in which the payroll number and other infor- 

ration is punched. PC- the films in question there was enough unused area 

under the lead tape 1o take a densitometer reading. These readings were 

compared ~5th similar reed,ngs on the calibration films; the-y gave dose 

4sCj-r-l’nS L--L- tams+- cc~~-~r.ylt~ those from the Open window readings. In making 

t?iS compariscn It is essuzfd that there is no appreciable slow neutron 

+I%0 patrolme statior.e,d in the gate house received negligible doses and are 
r,ot considered fzrther in this report. 



activation of the lead tapes and no effect due to different photon spectra. 

Some of the darkening of these film must have been due to neutron 

activation of the materials in the . It has been reported'l) that emulsion. 

0.13 rad of thermal neutrons or about 40 rads of fast neutrons (first col- 

lision dose) would produce the same darkening of 1290 film as 1 r of co-60 

gamma rays. For example, if the exposure of Employee fl was 25 rads of 

fast neutrons plus 0.5 rad of thermal neutrons, the darkening predicted 

would be equivalent to 4.5 r of gamma radiation. This is 7 per cent of the 

dose measured as described above. 

The dosimeters of the other people in the 234-5 Building were, where 

necessary, read by these same methods but with the 508 film. The results of 

all the film badge c?osineter neasurements are given in Table II. No cor- 

rections have been made for the neutron darkening just mentioned. 

Employee 

# 1 
2 

9 
10 
11 
12 
1-3 
14 
15 
16 
17 
18 
21 
22 
23 
24 

TABLE II 

Tersonnel Dcsimeter Results 
(All Exposures in Roentgens) 

1290 Neutron . 
Film Film 

508 
Film 

Finger 
Ring 

0.03 
0.12 
0.15 
0.02 
0.98 
0.04 
0.10 
0.05 
0.06 
0.07 
0.20 
0.13 
0.70 
0.20 
0.1 

0.40 
1.0 
0.05 

0.02 

63 

23 

13 10 5.7 



Employees $21 and #23 were nearing neutron film badge dosimeters 12)' . 

In each case the nuclear track plate ws so darkened by the photon exposure 

that recoil tracks could not be identified. In the case of #23, approxi- 

mate readings of the 508 film in the dosimeter could be nade. They indicate 

a gamma ray dose of about 10 r, in aaeement with his regular dosimeter, and 

about 3.5 x 10' neutrons/cm2 of thermal neutrons. 

Employees fl and #23 were wearing film ring dosimeters. These indi- 

cated doses of 80 and 5.7 r, respectively. 

TVO additional studies were made with the personnel dosineters of 

Employees #l, #17, and jf23. The very dark 508 films were exposed to slow 

neutrons and measurements of the activation of the developed silver used 

as a measurement of the gamma ray dose received 13)14) . The activation of 

the films was done in-the large moderator used for producing slow neutron 

fluxes with the Van de Graaff accelerator 15) . The radioactivity was easily 

measurable 16) ' , but it was found that the three films were at or very near 

the first maximum of the curve of activity versus dose for the calibration 

filml7). It VZLS not possible to get accurate dose estimates. The same slow 

neutron facility was used to estimate the neutron flux that had produced the 

excess darkening on the X290 film behind the silver shields. Fresh films 

were exposed to gamma ray doses in the range of those to which the people 

Yere exposed and then exposed to slow neutrons until the total flux produc- 

ing the same density pattern as on the personnel film was found. The 

neutron fluxes found in this way were decreased by a factor 0.79 to allow 

for the fact that Fart of the activation during the accident k'8s due to 

intermediate energy neutrons. The factor was calculated from the gold foil 

activities in the threshold detector and the thermal neutron cross secticns 
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and resonance integrals of gold and silver 
8)‘ 

. The thermal neutron fields 

estimated by this nethod are given in.Table III. 

TABLE III 

Thermal Neutron Estimates 
From Film Badges 

Zmployee 

#l 

Thermal Estireted 
Neutrons/cm2 Uncertainty 

2.3 x 10 10 
10s 

a7 6.5 x 10 
9 

50% 

ii@3 3.1 x 109 200s 

WEOLE BODY COUKTIr\TG 

The occupants of the 234-5 Building at the time of the accident were 

counted in the Eanford Whole Body Counter 18) . The measured values of 

Na-24 activity, corrected for decay since the time of the accident, and 

the individual's weights are given in Table IV. No corric-Lion was made for 

Ea-24 that might nave been eliminated before the counting took place; it IS 

estimated that only a few percent was missed in this way for those counted 

immediately. Tne quotient of the number of microcuries by the body weight 

in kilograms xas multiplied by 215 red-kg/PC to obtain the first collision 

dose-to the person. 

The factor 215 rad-kg/PC was obtained by averaging the following two 

19) 
experimental values. !&asurenents with a burro at the mock-up of the 

Oak Ridge criticelity accident gave 204 rad-kg/PC. An experiment with 

solutions of sodium salts in bottles at the Godiva II reactor gave 226 

red-kg p-c /T 
20) . 
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Recently the dosAA- +--try investigation of the Vinca critical accident 

uas reported') for which an average factcr of 81 rad-kg/uc WLS used (neg- 

lecting corrections for the weights of the individual persons). The dif- 

ference betKeen this fiei;ure and those above is due to the presence of a 

very large prcportion of thermal neutrons near the Vinca reactor. If the 

threshold detector measurements reported fcr that reactor and those reported 

above for the present G- criticality accident are used to estimate the neutron 

first collisicn dose per unit Na-24 activeticn 21) , the rad-kg/)x factor for 

the Eanford eccident is ebout 2.3 times that for the Vinca, i.e., about 

190 rad-kg/)x. Tnis is satisfectorily close to the value used above. 

Although, as remarked above, the threshcld detector neasurements for the 

Ranford accident probably represen t a different spectrum than that to which 

the employees xere eqosed because of attenuation and scattering, the com- 

parison of the Vinca end Eanford spectra to estimate the above factor is not 

cuch affected by the difference. 

It is estimated that the h'a-24 burdens were determined to an accuracy 

of ebout 5 percent where counting data were not limited by statistics. 

Counting statistics became important for burdens of about 0.001~~ (before 

correction fcr deca;r). l%ose employees in whom less than 0.001 ).K was 

detected were assigned a dose of less than 0.01 rad. 
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Employee 

i 
9 

10 
11 
I2 
13 
14 
15 
16 
17 
18 / 
21 
22 
23 
24 

pz Ha-24 

7.55 
0.001 
0.014 
0.022 
0.001 
0.033 
0.002 
0.004 
O.Col 
o.oc6 
0.001 
o.ooa 
0.001 
0.034 
0.003 
0.010 
4.20 
0.019 
o-055 
0.001 
l.l-2 
c.001 

Weight 
kg 

Neutron 
First Collision 

Dose--rads 

70.4 23 
e5.3 co.01 
71.8 0.04 
95.4 0.05 
93.4 40.01 
55.3 0.34 
68.5 cc 0.01 

;z 
0.01 

71:7 
LO.01 

0.02 
73.5 LO.01 
75.9 0.02 
70.8 LO.01 

0.10 
LO.01 

io.3 
67.1 
84.0 0.02 
98.1 9.2 
85 0.05 
~‘6.77 

82:4 

LO.01 0.16 

2.9 
78.9 co.01 

TABLE IV 

Whole Body Counting Results 

The presence of K-42 uas noticed in those people who had large Na-24 

burdens. The amounts present were consistent with estimates from abundance 

and cross-secticn data which indicate that there should be about one seventh 

as many microcurTes of K-42 as of Ka-24. Exqloyees #l, #17, and ~$23 were 

counted several more tiue s at the whole body counter. The Ka-24 was observed 

to disappear with the expected 15 hour half-life. Rach of these three men 

was found to have had some Au-158 lx-educed in fillings in his teeth. In the 

case of #17 the gold %-as in bridge-work that could be removed. This made it 

gssible to cmzt hi-, ~5th the P-32 counter 22) . After the original report 

on the corrr,ter, the detector ~2s moved to a counting position over the head 

rather than over t'ne ch.est in order to reduce interference by other isotopes; 



the presence of radioactive gold fillings would have prevented such measure- 

cents. The first ccunt for p-32 vas made on #17 ten days after the accident. 

The P-32 uas easily detected. The counting rate due to the P-32 decreased ex- 

ponentially with a lb.5 day half-life (i.e., the radioactive decay half-life) 

rather than the 8 to 10 day half-life observed for subjects who receive P-32 

intravenously. This indicated that nost of the P-32 being observed was 

fcrr_c~d in tke relati-:elg ',i~htly bound phosph,orous, probably that in the 

skull, retter %an tkt r:orc ncbile porticn in chich the intravenously in- 

je :ted P-32 2~;eers. Thus the calibration of the counter, which wes done 

vith intra*;eccusly i$ected subjects, vas not applicable; if applied anyway, 

+F 2 . . . calibraticn would have indicated two to three times as much P-32 as pre-, 

dieted from the act i-Sty of the Fa-24 present. 

!:a-21: Iii ELOC3 

Two 2 cn3 bleed scr-.ples each for 3ployees ;1, ;;'17, and ;:2::23 uerc 

cccnted for X2-24. T-x first snrples vere counted cr. a three inch r:ell 

crystal scintillation counter. They had coagulated before they could be 

counted. The second set of samples was treated trith heparin to prevent 

c0-2,u12ticn. Tkey -2ere counted for 30 minutes on a total absorption gamma- 

rhg Spectrometer23). T'e results cf the two counts, corrected for decay 

from tte time of the accident, are given in Table V. The agreement is con- 

sidered reascmbly gccd. 

Tne 2Ct~=ity 2ez5iity Of the I:a-2!, in the whole blood vas converted 

tc3 ze-.itrcz f3kst co:lisicn dose by m~ltip1yir.g by the factor 1.65 x 105 

rz< -c,- yc . ‘/ 'Zls is the ratio c.f first collisicn dose to blood activity 



If the sodium in the uhole body and in the blood are equally irradi- 

ated by slow neutrons or if there is rapid equilibration of the sodium 

throughout all compartments in the body, then this factor should be re- 

lated to the factor used above with the whole body counter data. The ratio 

\ of pc/kg of Na-24 in the body to pc/cm3 in the blood should equal the ratio 

of the density of sodium in the body (105 g/70 kg for the standard man 
24) 

) 

to that in the blood (1.91 x 10 -3 '7 25) g/cm- ): (1.'?3 Y. 10-3 x 70)/105 = :.2 7 

x 10 -3. 1.65 x lo5 :C 1.27 x 10 -3 - 210 l’u= -I:;.,‘; ,) 1.:: (.,i.‘.t? ;‘ ,rceccr!t us.‘.;:? the 

figure chosen above for the uholc body ccur.til:i.. '!.hi: cc%,:e.*ison is sicnifi- 

cant because the blood and whole body activities of the hu*ro uerc determined 

in different way3. A similar comparison can be made using the data obtained 

after the critical accident at Los Alamos. The fatally exposed employee 

was foxd to have 0.00531 )x/cm3 of h'a-24 in whole blood and 293 PC in his 

26) uhole body, which weighed 71.5 kg . (0.00531 x 71.5)/293 = 1.30 x 10-3 

in good agreement vith the above value. This latter value Is particularly 

significant because the neutron dose distribution in the man's body was 

very non-uniforn. The agreenent between the two results indicates that 

the sodium had been able to effectively equilibrate throughout the body. 

h'a-24 in Blood 
(Two Samples From Each Employee) 

Iia-24 
pc/cn-? blood 

1.5 x 10 -4 
1.a x 10-I+ 

8.8 x 10-5 
7.3 x 10-5 

Neutron First 
Collision Dose 

reds 

25 f 2.5 
30 3.0 

2.2 15 
12 

f 
1.2 

2.0 -5 x 10 4.0 f 1.2 
2.1 x 10-5 3.4 0.8 
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The first urine samples from Eknployees #l, #17, and #‘23 were counted 

P-32 III FYx3 

TAELZ VI 

Ka-24 in Urine 

AveraGe Total 
D&t' Dis./n;in-nl Total r;l Dfs./nin 

4/-i/62 174.1 1685 2.93 x lo5 
4/E/62 210.9 $00 8.01 x 105 
4/g/62 229.7 43 40 9.97 x 105 
4/10/x2 1142.0 2500 3.55 x 105 
qLL-12/62 77.8 4900 3.01 x 105 
h/12-13/62 135.0 4280 5.78 x lo5 

h/7/62 339.5 5eo 1.97 x lo5 
k/8/62 

2; -: 
3020 9.38 x lo5 

4/g/62 . 3200 5.94 x lo5 
k/10/62 120.0 3300 3.96 x 105 
L/11-12/62 1$.8 3225 4.41 x 105 
b/ll2-13/62 135.0 1950 2.63 x lo5 

5/p 66.7 1415 0.94 x 105 
$1 c/62 A4.3 3935 1.74 x 105 
4/#2 27.8 z&50 1.07 x 105 
!&-1_z/& 40.5 3050 1.24 x lo5 

on a tkzee inch well crystal scintillation counter. !I!hese measurements 

wcse repeated and ell later samples were neasured on a five inch well 

scintillaticn counter 27) 
crystal . Sample size varied from 2 to 500 cm3 

and counting tine frcm 5 to 30 minutes depending on the ectivity of the 

srzple. The results, corrected for 5.e~~:~ from the time of the accident, 

are gi,ver. ic Teble G'i. T'r.e IIa-2:: actf;.ity found in feces was negligible. 

Samples Of hair were taken fro- wloyees #l, #17, and #23 from several 

locations 01 tkeir Ztiies. The P-32 uas separated from the hair 28) and 

colrnted in e lcw bec~:gxIT.a prc~crticnel cour.ter. T'ne sulfur content was 
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with the results of Peterson, et.al. so their value, 47.7 mg sulfur per 

g&-am of hair, was then assumed for all calculations. The results are listed 

iz 'T'able VII. Tce time integral of the flux density of neutrons-having 
) 

e?e- -gi.es greater than 2.5 f4eV a!-.d the first collision dcse dce to these 

neutrons were calculated using the fcrmula given by Peterson, et. cl. Their 

formula gives fectors of 6.41; x 106 neutrons/cm2 per dis./min-g sulfur and 

0.0246 reds per dis./min-g sulfur. 

P-32 in Hair 

dZkployee e 

"1 ii- zead, 
Pcsterior 
Chest 

(Fizgerrtail 
Left 
3ight) 

(Tc.er.ails) 

# 17 nest 

p. -‘- -L-L=. 

cm frcm 
TOP of Eead dis/min-g 

0 

33-77 

135-161 

24 
37 
11 

43-73 

94 

34 

0 

93 

Neutrons Above 
2.5 f4.e~ 

First 
Keutrons/cm2 Collision Dose 

2.4 x 10' 9.3 

2.9 x log 11 

1.8 x 10' 6.9 

1.5 x log 5.6 

1.4 x log 
0 

7.7 x 10 

9.1 x lo8 

4.3 x loa 

3.8 x 10 8 

5.2 

2.9 

3.5 

1.6 

1.4 
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RADIOACITVITY 07 CYlTEEROB~ 

A variety cf other -objects uas collected from the three principals and 

measured for radioactivity in a five inch well crystal scintillation counter 27). 

Later these same objects were activated with ~10~ neutrons in the large nod- 

erator in the same k-ay as in the study of the film badges described above 16)' . 

ne neutron fluxes in the large moderator that produced the same activity as 

in the accident ';ere corrected to allow for the internediate energy neutron 

activation during the accident. The effective resonance integral for the 

gold in the eye frames of Employee #17's glasses xas found to be 581 barns 

(compared to 1300 for thin foils 8) ) by the cadmium ratio. Otherwise, the 

thin foil values vere used. The thermal neutron fluxes estimated in this 

xay are listed 13 Taole~ VIII. 

RX2 dose (in rem) is the product of the absorbed dose in rads by an 

agreed FBE multiplier. its function is to provide a common, additive 

measurement of all radiations that expresses the radiation protection 

hazard involved in exposures to the radiations. NBS Hand'DOOk 59 30) recom- 

mends IWZ values vhiCh are dependent upon the linear energy transfer to 

tissue by the chsro -ed particles generated by the radiation.. These values 

of RBZ are to be used in assessing hazards due to long continued low level 

irradiation. The value usually accepted for neutron irradiation is 10, 

but this is not aIqlicable for the acute exposures described in this report. 

Indeed, one cf the reasons for the careful analysis of the data provided by 

such sccidents is to provide .P.BE's that might be suiteble. For this reason 

r.0r.e of the a-55 give3 in thi ‘s repcrt has been converted to an REE dcse. 

For purgcses cf administrative recording cf -&hole bodjr rediation exlxxures 
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b~mpI.oycc 

# 17 

TABLE VIII 

Rndioactivlty of Other Objects 

Location cm Radloiootopc 
Item from Top of Ilead Mcaourcd 

Silver shield from 'd 40 ~a-64 
fib badge 
Bnll point pen, minuo 45 cu-64 
tip 
Tlp of ball point pen 45 cu-64 

Silver ohlcld from - 40 ~11-64 

film badge 
Nickel 100 b-56 
Belt bu,klc 73 cu-64 
Lcno of cyc glaooeo 12 Na-24 
Frame of cyc glaooeo 12 Au-198 

Silver shield from rJ 47 cu-64 
film badge 
Pencil clip 47 m-56 
Button cu-64 
Watch band h-56 

Lwgc Modcra$or 
Ncutrono/cm 

1.49 x 1oL0 

1.37 x 10 10 \ 

10 10 0.99 x 

0.73 x 10 10 

0.22 x 1ol0 

Thermal 
Neutrono/cm2 

1.34 
10 

x 10 
10 1.23 x 10 

0.89 x 10 10 

0.66 x 10 10 

;:';'8 ; $ 

0.59 x 1010 

0.22 x 10 
10 

0.G x 1O1* 
o.iy x lOI0 
0‘14 x 1o1O 



of the employees involved an RBE factor of 2 for acute neutron exposure was 

assured. This is largely based on extrapolation from experimental animal 

exposures and data from previous accidental exposures of humans 
19) . The 

dcses to the eyes were recorded with an assuned RBE of 10 
31) ~- 

. 

CONCLUSI@NS Ah-D SUMMRY 

Cur primary sources of information concerning the exposure of individuals 

during the accident are their personnel dcsioeters for the gamma rays and the 

whole body COUCL &s and blocd activation for the neutrons. The dosimeters con- 

stitute practicelly point detectors. The backscattering for gamma rays is 

small so the dosimeters indicate the first collision photon dose -where they 

were worn. The ectivaticn of Ka-23 takes place throughout the body. The 

experiments perforned to relate h'a-23 activation to neutron dose, however, 

'have related the activation to the first collision dose. Consequently, 

these primary sources give us information on the first collision dose. It 

has been customary to report first collision doses in accidents such as the 

present one in +he belief thet greater complexity would hinder rather than 

help correlation cf observed biological effects with physical dose meesure- 

zents. 

,?qloyees $1 and g17 were close enough to the critical vessel that the 

ectuel ebsorbed dose must have been fairly non-uniform within their bodies. 

The reletion of Xie-23 activetion to first collision dose may not, therefore, 

be a_uite the same as in the celibration experiments. The relationship is 

even core complicated by the fact that we do not know the exact course of 

ever,ts follovfzg tte first critical excursion. During this period the men 

hzre rovir.g rapidly and tJ-=+r ncsition arid orientetion relative to the --I- 

critical -:essel -Gere ccr,sta.r.tly chacgirg. We do net know if there were 
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any other critical excursions during this period or whether they received 

practically~all their dose during the fi??st one. The only indication we 

have that these subsequent motions were not very important is the value of 

the ratio of the gamma ray to the neutron dose. This ratio uas between 2 

and 3 for the two men close to the critical vessel. This ii3 in good agree- 
6) 

ment with values observed in similar circumstances . Their motions and the 

possible later excursions would affect their personnel dosimeter readings 

even nore than the !:a-23 activation because of the changing shielding of the 

dos*neters by the body. The fact that they do not appear to have had a 

substantial effect on the ratio suggests that most of the dose came during 

one critical excursion while they were nearly stationary. 

The doses determined from sulfur activation in hair were about one half 

those +btained fron Ka-2'3 activation. They should, of course, be lower he- 

cause they are the doses for only those neutrons above 2.5 Xev. The thres- 

hold detector, Table I, would indicate that only 20 percent of the dose 

should come fron such neutrons. lhe application of the latter data are 

suspect because, as already discussed, the detector may not have been 

exposed to exactly the same spectrum as the people. On the other hand, 

so?m af the difference may be due to a difference in the relation between 

firsteollision dose and Se-23 activation in the calibration experiments 

and in the present accident because of greater non-uniformity of the dose 

2 distribution during the accident. The neutrons/cm detected by sulfur 

activation can also be compared with the number of thermal neutrons. There 

are several measurements of the two on exposed people that are for nearly 

the sax? uarts of ik L ,,e body. A ratio of neutrons/cm2 above the sulfur 
2 

tkeshoid to them1 neutrocs/cn of about 0.2 ues obtained where such 
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measurements were made. The threshold detector gave 0.3. Probably this is 

as close agreement a6 we can expect. The scattering and absorbing materials 

in a hman body EUT enough different'from those near the detector to pro- 

duce this much di2ference in the thermal flux density. (It will be noted 

that these ratios differ by just the factor of 1.5 by which the calibration 

of the threshold detector MS chacged to allou for the energy at which the 

calibreticn vas made. s OX? of the difference nay be due to error in this 

factor. Tr.e calibration was perl"orred at 4.2 Mev. The S(n,p) cross section 

has a s-harp maximum at this energy. A small error in energy would have 

resulted in decreasing the factor.) 

It appears that there may be some uncertainty in the doses determined frcm 

m -23 activation, but that it is probably no2 very great. Employee #l 

I received the highest exposure. The first collision doses were 23-30 rads 

from fast neutrons and 63 roentgens in the central region of his body. 

The dose due to thermal neutrons was negligible in comparison. The P-32 

measurements in hair sugges t a  variation by a factor of at least two for 

the doses in different parts of the body. This is compatible with variation 

as the inverse square of the distance from the center of the critical vessel. * 

Tne neutron dose to the eyes is considered to be of importance in an exposure 

such as this because of the possibility of cataract formation. Inverse 

square variation suggests a dose of 42-, E4 rads of neutrons for his eyes. 

Zmmloyee #I7 received the'next highest exposure. They were g-12 rads 

fro= neutrcns and 23 roentgecs in the central region of the body. These 

dcses are reLeted to those received by #l by the inverse square of the 

distance from the center of the CritlCal vessel. Sy the inverse square 

few the zctron dose to his eyes must have been 11-14 rads. 



Employee $23 received ahout 3 reds from neutrons end 13 roentgens 

and these must have been pretty uniform over his body. Employees $4 and 

#?21 each received about 1 roentgen and 0.34 and 0.16 reds from neutrons, 

respectively. Tne rest of the people in the 234-5 Building at the time 

of the accident receivdconsiderably less exposure. The doses they did 

receive can be taken to be those given by their personnel dosimeters, 

Table II, and their uhole body counts, %ble IV. 

I 
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APPENDIX 7 

AS a result of the criticality incident at the Rec-uplex Operation of 234-S 
on April 7, 1962, four men involved in the operation were hospitalized at 
approxFmetely noon. Case summaries are given below: 

?iCHFIDm NO. 1 (Age 40.) 

1. Estimated acute whole body radiation exposure gamm 63~ neutron 24 rads, 
total (RBE=2) Xl0 rem. 

2. He believed he had received a fatal exposure. 

39 Re described feeling an instant sensation of heat over his upper body 
and a dry sensattion of his muth which persisted for several hours. 

.4. His fluid Fntake ties above normal for several days. 

5. He was able to eat his e;-ening meal at about 6:00 PM, or approximately 
7 hours after the incident. 

6. He had a temperature in the vicinity of lOOoF developing the next m&-n- 
ing after the incident and persisting for about 24 hours. 

7. He experienced great relief following notification of his dosage 
estimte. ThLs was approxfmtely 5 hours after the incident. 

8. where was no nausea or erythem at any the. 

9- Jklly blood counts vere done. Blood and urine samples were collected 
for detailed chemical studies and bone marrow aspiration biopsies were 
made OG the first and seventh days. 

10. The fluctuation in the absolute lymphoc-yte have not been below or above 
the usud. nor=& range but are interpreted as minor variations result- 
Lag from the exposure. 

11. The xzcd.mn estFnated dose to the eye crystaline lens could be as 
high as 790 rem. 

12. A slit-la& exaz.ination of both eyes was done and will be repeated at 
appropriate intervals. 

13. The gonad dose is presently estimated at 60r gama, and 30 rads neutron. 
On the 5th day a testicular biopsy was performed and follow-up studies 
are planned at three-r;eek intervals into July, and at appropriate 
tntervels thereafter as Indicated. 

14. Ee was discbged fro=1the hospltzl on the tinth day which vas 
41-o. 16, 1962. 

15. Ee vozlted once after breakfast 011 the seventh day. 
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2. 

3. 

4. 

59 
, 0. 

7. 

8. 

ENPLOYEX NO. 17 (Age 501 

Estimated acute whole body radiation exposure gamma 23, neutron 10 rads, 
total (RBZ=2) 43 rem. 

There vas no nausea or vomiting at anytime. 

&the second. day just before lunch he ex-perienced a very mild shock- 
like reaction which he described as a sudden feeling of weakness. 
There UBS no pain and he recovered rather quickly. 

Daily blood counts were done. Blood and urine samples for detailed 
studies were collected, and on the first and seventh days bone marrow 
aspirations were made. The clinical and laboratory findings to date 
have been compatible with the estim3ted dosage and essentially tithin 
normal ranges. 

The rmxfmum dose to the lens of the eye is estimated at 230 rem. 

5e was discharged from the hospital. on the gth day, April 16, 1962. 

Gn the 5th day an attempt was made to obtain a testicular biopsy, 
however, due to a hypotensive reaction, no biopsy was obtained. 

The clinical and laboratory findings to date have been compatible with 
the est?x&ed‘dose and essentially tithin nom ranges. 

EI~~EE ~0. 23 (4ge 27) - 

. Estimated acute whole body radiation exposure gannna 13, neutron 3 rads, 
total (R.z=2) rg rem. 

2. He experienced el nausea or vomiting. 

3. ceily blood czounts were done. Ellood and urine samples were collected 
for detailed chemical studies and on the first and seventh days bone 
marrow aspirations were zmde. 

4. On the fifth day a testicular biopsy was performed. 

5, There has been no physical or laboratory findings to date which might 
be.attributable to radiation exposure. 

6. He was released from the hospital on the ninth day. 

zt.mm NO, 2l (Age 43 

1. EstWated dose 1.4 rem. 

2. 2 was admitted to the hospital because of uncertainty of exposure. 

3. Ee bad no complaints and there xere no significant findings. 

4. UpOn confirmation of his estFa;Lted dosage, he was discharged from the 
hospitgl at Gout 5:oO ?X on April 8, 1962, one day foLl.owing his 

addssfon. 
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Two csnsultan~s were exployed by the contractor to evaluate his procedures 
and m&hods of treating the patients and to assist in examining the 
patietis. The two conaltents were: G. A. Andrews, M.D., and C. C. 
Lushbaugh, M.D. Both consultants thought that the General Electric 
tS%U.cal Six&f was doing an excellent job and ;;ere ixpressed by tkir 
thoroughness and scope. 

Am%3icel report containing clinical and laboratory data is attached 
as Exhibit 7-A. 

A complete, comprehensive, medical report is being prepared by the 
Industrial Wdical Staff oftbe contractor. This report cannot be 
cowleted u&i1 certaia tests (such as sperm count) have been repeated 
for several more mnths. The final medical report till. be issued 
separately as soon as it becor~s available. 
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TLe recc~st:Ycted pZWX k~story is sim-t.m in mhibit 8-c. 

&e ddition2l piece of erldence ikiicates that this calibration is reason- 
&y correct. x coXect:oz of theshold fail detectors (Eurst dosimeter) 
was located about 25 feet r‘rm the K-9 tank in the saxe rooz, and these 
foLki were retrdeved at '3:j5 P.M. onmA-- --il 7. klalysls of the foil activn- 
tioas to deteArzLLne the L='z‘er of fissiczs occurring up until the time of 
fofl rezm-al is suh,ject to comlderable uncertainty. There are indications 
thati e SigsIificalt z3,xker ot' IletLtrms, especially of lower energies, were 
scattered to the dosi2nLk- cm- by other tanks and structures in the roo;~. SO 
that the fluxes da mt de,- --ease ufth the iaverse square of the distmce. 
i?n estLz&e of the ~Y.J~UPZ of fissions based OII this law is therefore higher 
t-n= +2 correct \-&Lee S:ch m estitaate gives 4.1 x 1017 fissions Up Until 
rZ:js F-9. x&ere,&s the -s2ue c&x.Lated frm the curve calibration process 
is 2.5 x ?-CLk. In I-iev cr' the uncertaInties, this is regarded as reasonable 
2greP-er_cL . 

&~e l?irtl_tr piece of Lr~s~~tiion has been used Zn reconstructir3; the inci- 
dent. The ne2'iron dose to employee #l indicates that 8 x lOr5 fissions 
occurre? before he lefs tSe roo4z. The average initdal fission rate of 
2 :c pep fissions~tiLzte Lzzlied by the reconstruction presented here is 
not Laconjistest ;r:t-h zhis -z.gnLtude of eV~G.Strrl. This rather l0u initial 
Pissicx r&e sill be use2 qafn belov to tbzcar soze light on possible 
pGCB""= P- i'ci- i,r,ltlat.',z-s the e.xcursLon. ,--,-.a 



& ?;3e,i in crF-,icC_l=y e,xper-kerts, tke fission chamber was ncmslly 
TJcJs1t rzzd a-23it 0T.e . . fact fro= the surface cf the vessel; the scin- 
tiuaticn 'fs?~ector, btkg Lore sensitive, was positioned about 15 to 
13 feet fro= ihe vessel. T>tX, fha ficsion cha&er uas . ..- a.-- -7 feet 
fL*hL1pr away while eke sctitillation couzte2 wac; actually abmt 7 to 
10 feet closer in c~q~--Lscn tc K-9. 



w<t-n Rc = 22.07 c3 

x, = 3.0 c=l 

x, = 2.2 cl 





-i LI Ls l"c&",- t'ca-, repeated pr&i,-s were &enerated FZter the first. E3Ci-l 
&V.&P xas ter-zalate.2 by gas bubble T'orzation due ~r?lr;aily to radiolytic 
&aqmsitlo~ of the liquid. The temperature of tk.e solution rose through 
z.bscrp';io;r of tte bulk of the energy reXease axd z'ter about 20 rznutes 
or' o~eratim reack& the boiling point (Q60°C ui~x%er the vacuum in the 
- ? VT:,- b -.-* >a The resctiv.tty absorbed by voids in the tz..&: and the temperature 
ri5.e of t‘%e sd.xtion itched the ezcess reactivity- as-ai1eb:bl.e. As boilirs 
2;roceeded to reduce the solutLon vollrne the excess reactivity declined 
forcirg a decrl-ke ia voi^ds ad cozsequen'rly a dros in poxr. such a 
&eclfce wy-fi& be ~~~e:te& to be e.xpnentid an& Lt was this Dhase of the 
~>:c~~.s~.or?, that -;a observed as the rmdtron chati recorders caze back on 
3 c3.k . yze t-al-e at tile begir-Tbg of this process xcs 50 to 55 liters 
z-5 ',-CT y7-2 re&ct ion a?Jzi)e2rs to hat-2 pr5iuced a rea ctivity decline through 
Cost of this perf,xZ. T&t is, the solution concentratioxz was z~ost probably 
greater tSa2 t‘kat corresgo:ti.iq to zf&u critrcal xass thz-ou&out the 
e?.tire periui. 
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pERSONS I!TI!ERVIEWEDOR SUBMI!t'l!INC REPORTS 

The record shows that the following persons L--ve been interviewed at least 
once each: 

Recuplex Opemtor on duty at time of ecciknt; (Employee NO. 1), GE 

Supervisor in Recuplex on duty tit tC2e of accident (Employee I;o. l'[), GE 

Utility Opemtor on duty tic, tiim of zccide2t (Bzployee No. 23), GZ 

Supervisor in Recupiex on duty durir? sklf'c prior to accident, GE 

Supervisor in Recuplex on duty during last shift of day prior to 
accident, GE 

Operator in Recuplex on duty during last shifz of day prior to 
accident, GE 

Relief Operator in Recuplex oh duty during accident (Eaplojree No, 18), GE 

Recuplex Operator working days, followi.~ !zzLr!:cVene.nce activities, GE 
(not present at tine of zccident) 

Engineer, F'kished Product Chemical Technology Qczation, GE (The 
senior technical person close to the process) 

Engineer, Finished Product Chetical Technology Operation, GE (A 
less experienced technicel person close to the process) 

Control Laboratory Supemisor (~6 on duty at time of accident ), GE 

Mana&=, Facilities Engineering Operation, CPD, GE 

E@.neer, Facilities Exigineerir~ Operzztlon, CPD, GE 

Engineer, F&cilities minezing Operation, CPD, GE 

Manager, Flnkhed Products Opration (FFO) CPD, GE 

Manager, Production Operation, CPD, GE 
(Served as Field Director during emergency) 

veer, Processing, FPC, CPD, G3 

Supervisor, Processing (Xeccvery) F?O, CPD, GE 

Specialist,- Plaming 6~2 Scheduli~ (F&irit;e:lmce 

Menager, Finished Prodwts Chmri.cri:c ~ed.nology, C3, GE 

FPO, CPD, GE 
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Supervisor, RsdFation mnitoring, FN, CPD, i9 

Radiation tinltor, FPG, CPD, GE 

Mmager, Research and Engineering, CPD,, GE 

Chemist, FPO, CPD, GE 

General Kanager, CPD, GE 

Written reports have been received from: 

Manager, Hanford Operations Office, AJ!!C 

AssIstant Manager for !Lkchnlcal Operations, HOO-P&X 

Fngi.neer, Radiations Sciences Branch, ROO-AEC 

Mrector, Information Division, HO@-AEC 

Chief, Communications, Shipment & Disaster Plan.rA~, 30-AEC 

Safety Engineer, HOO-AEC 

Security Inspector, HOC-ARC 

GeneraI Manager, HAPO, GF: 

General Kanager, CPD, GE 

Manager, Finished Products Operation, CFD, GE 

Manager, Production, CPD, GE 

Kanager, Relation, GE 

Captain, Security Patrol, GE 

%nager, Radiation Protection Operation, HI&, GE 

Manager, Occupational I&dicine Operation, GE 

200-W Radio CQxrator, G3 

wager, Finished Products, Chemical Technology, CPD, GE 

Director, Production Division, HOC-AEC 

Dquty Director, Protiuctlon Mvision, HOO-AEX 

K%nager, Finished Frokcte, Con",rol OI;erat.~?o;?, CFD, $3 



(Including Becuplex Vernacular Terms) 

B-PID 

CAP 

cw+ 

Book - Physical Inventory Difference. 

An aqueous layer on top of organic solution. 

Carbon tetrachloride, the solvent which is the 
principal component of organic solutions in 
Recuplex. 

COilTACT ORGAI,JIC 

CPD 

CRIB 

DBBP 

DBP 

DENISTER 

DUCT L4EvEL 

% 

FAB OIL 

FFCTO 

iFP0 

FS 

A CC14 solution of a strong extractant. The 
extractant being Tributyl phosphate - Dibutyl- 
phosphate, or Mbutyl--butylphosphonate, cz a 
combination of both used to remove plutonium 
from aqueous taste soluticns in tanks L-2, 
L-3, L-8. 

Chemical Processing Department 

@en-work box buried in the ground from which liquid 
waste can percolate into the soil. 

Dibutyl--butylphosphonate 

Dibutyl phosphate 

A trap in the vacuum line. 

TJne floor above Recuplex where air ducts are located. 

Distribution coefficient. An equilibrium number 
expressing in ratio form the concentration of Pu 
in the organic phase to the concentration in the 
aqueous phase. 

A machining lubricant of lard oil end carbon 
tetrachloride originating in the fabrication 
operations. 

Finished Products Chemical Technology O::eration 

Finished Products Operation 

A mixture of ferrous ammonium sulfate, sulfanic acid, 
and nitric acid, often referred to as a ferrous 
sulfamate solution. 

A gecr.ietry-ccntrolled vessel >?i'lic:? is cr!.tically safe 
for soliiticns '23 to $50 (;raz:s plc;Ccni~xl per liter and 
up to at least 5500 grams plut0ni.W total. 
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GEOMZt'RICALLY 
UNFAVORABLY VESSZL 

HO0 

MEZZANINE 

MISTRON 

ORGANIC 

POPPY 

PRO 

R&F4 

R&B iIOOD 

RECUPIJZX 

S&C 

SE HOOD 

SKULL 

SLUDGE 

SP. G. 

A vessel of geometric design which may permit 
nuclear excursions except for operational 
controls ~ucb as batch size limits, solution 
concentration limits, nuclear poisonir~, etc. 

Hanford Atomic Products Operation of General 
Electric Company 

Hydrofluoric acid solution 

Hanford Laboratories Operation 

Hanford Operaticns Office of the AEC 

A gallery level (about ten feet above floor level) 
for convenient access to the upper levels of 
equipment. 

A trade name for a magnesium silicate used as a 
de-emulsification agent. 

TPB in carbon tetrachloride 

An instrument used to detect alpha contamination. 
Alpha radiation causes tLe poppy'to emit static- 
like sounds. 

Plutonium Recovery Operation 

Research and Engineering of CFD 

A krge glove box containing reception and blending 
taxlks. 

A rmilti-purpose recovery facility located In 
Room 221, 234-5 Building. A name derived from 
the words "recovery", "couple" (to connect 
with products of other facilities), and "extract" 
(solvent extraction). 

Slag and crucible 

The large glove box containing the solvent extraction 
COPES and other Recuplex equipment. 

Residual metal, metallic oxide, slag, etc., left 
in the crticible after the molten metal has been 
poured. 

,,:t solids which 
of a vessel. 

settle and accl-urtiate in the bottom 

SIjecific yrawity 



A dip tube used to withdraw the top layer of 
liquid from a vessel. These exist :Lntanks 
K-l, K-2, KS-g, for example. 

SUM? The trough in the bottom of the SE :aood is 
sometimes referred to as the hood sump. A 
sump such as ~-6 is a large catch tank for 
low-level waste solution. If analyses show 
normal low plutonium content, the solution 
is discarded to the Z-9 crib. 

TRY 

WEIGHT FACTOR 

Tributyl phosphate 

A measure of the hydrostatic pressure in a 
dip tube used to indicate the liquid level in 
a vessel. It is used with the vessel calibration 
and Sp. G. mlues to determine the liquid volunke. 



, 

Tne cost of the incident as booked ttrollgh June 30, 1962, is $8~1,000.00, 
These costs, sholrn in Rxh!.bit 11-A, include (a) expenditures unique 
to the incident problems, and (b) all regular costs associated with 
the 200 Vest Area servicing and ;?roduction facilities for the period 
each plant or process line was vacated. 

It is not expected that additional costs will be charged to this in- 
cident with the possible exception of a contingent liability of 
$66,000.00 which existed on June 30, 1962, for th”,~ala;;3.~o~rn~nric 
placed on furlough as a result of %he incident. 
Company and the labor union are presently discussing this issue. 

Tie expenditures “unique to the incident problems” are too numerous 
to list independently; however a tabulation of the major work orders 
for special services is presented in Exhibit 11-R. Regular operating 
costs incurred fcr processing, technical, maintenance, power, bus ser- 
vices, etc. plus overheads were accumulated and charged to the incident 
for the period each Iarticular process facility was vacated. The de- 
preciation expense was treated in a similar manner. All costs were 
inciuded in the production inventory accounts for pricing plutonium. 

Costs recorded here do not take into consideration potential expendi- 
tures which may be directly related or perhaps relative to the in- 
cident . For example, additional handling and storage costs applicable 
to plutonium scrap generated that can not be recovered until comple- 
tion of the new Recovery Facility (Project 830) or the addi5ional 
incremental expenditures incurred while handling plutonium that will 
be returned to the primary plants for recovery. Also, costs applicable 
to the “Rutton Line Filtrate Handling F’acility” (Project 978) or the 
increased emphasis for technical analysis of all Hanford operating 
facets. 



Directly Power & General k 

Finished Products Operation Genercd Prcduction 
to 

Shnpes Recup?ex Uo? Other Maintennnce Opcrntion RCdOX Amex Totnl 
Incident Ibttons 7-- 

Salnrieo 
Sdorieo 
Dnploycc Bcncflts 

9,836 24,902 28,010 2,027 y,m& 4m3 
836 2~1.6 

2,300 223 
, 

Other Direct Cost 
Trnvcl k Llvine 

Shop k Office Supplies Electricity 
BkOTax 
~~S&U~COUS Incident Coats 

5,588 2,423 

19,857 

3,888 24,433 
330 2,076 

44% 
9 

2,142 
264 

866 

406 
5,626 
3,283 
2,142 

20,121 

Other Indirect Cost 
Md.ntenancc Service0 
Engineering k Technical 
-dry k Utilities 
Patrol 
Telephone 
mpection 
BUS & Vehich ServiCeB 
Ir~scellaneous 
Recovery 

65d- m ,+-@J 2,993 
932 5,809 195,452 

1,032 
u-r,494 

~6,462 
856 28 1,921 W+‘+ 1,931 

6,- 17,690 
2,5m 

2,500 532 
532 1,105 1,105 

154 402 773 632 ~6 2,569 
1,638 6,4a 

5,234 28 43 18 15 27-r 
137 310 179 5,904 

lO,o@o 
10,ooo 

216,783 xl,102 27,834 41,068 4,9X! 86,42j 126,728 12,445 36,C34 5,W 569,l~ 
-1?o,m 

Overhead 

Total Opffntlon costo 

4 
Depreciation wnse 37,ooo $,@Jcl 12,000 

-- -- 

a) Represents a final allocation of depreciation expense accumulated 
frcm d.l sources Including Recuplex and other suppo 

759,128 

47,m 132,coo 

831,123 

Exhibit 11-L (1) 



~83XTLJiX JXCLDEI~ COSTS - Fr'-1962 
WC'RK ORLEE? SERVICEj: - 

Work Order 

~-44201 

~-20625 

B-37527 
B-41258 

Bscripticn 

Fabricate and erect mock-up of 
Recuplex area 

Provide constnlctlon engineering 
persorxel services - - 

Paint the floors in 9A room 
Provide emergency communication, 

equipment and labor 
P=ovlde transportation and main- 

tenance effort 

cost to 
mte 

$ 8,306 

Esttiate 

16,500 

5,000 
3.u 
500 

B-44800 

B-44975 
1,102 

B-44976 
B-59234 

2,200 
3,259 

B-59237 

Provide electrical substation 
operator coverage 

Provide standby lineman coverage 
Assist installation of 440 volt 

generator 

B-59241 

Provide miscellanecus hauling (file 
cabinet to 703, instruments, etc.) 

fibrlcate special card holder for 
badges 

1,195 
227 
499 

1,102 

2,200 
3,259 

212 334 

235 350 

B-59245 Haul mock-up hood to 200 Area from 
265 

B-59247 
B-59251 
B-59256 

300 Area 
Set sparger GG *furnish air compressor 
Install hasp on Recuplex door 
Fabricate wooden box to contain ball 

375 
495 
28 

s 

270 

622 
522 

30 

B-60309 

B-63240 
B-63330 
s-64916 

B-67845 
B-67980 

valve from Recuplex 36 
Install two spots to illuminate PR can 

unloading pad 163 
Furnish a jumper between tanks 8% 
Fabricate specfal fitter frame 257 
Mock-up vacuum transfer from K-9 tank 

and remote mechanism for draining 
and addition 1,184 

Fabricate 235 PR cans 139,292 
Realign hoods 7A a(. 7C to support SET 

B-68192 
B-68199 

~-68292 

transfers in recovery facility 6,383 
Instrument work on Z-3 neutron counter 223 
Provide maintenance ad electrical work 

on lab. dissolver 1,437 
Analyze coatents of tanks and sump in 

~-68701 
Recuplex 6,952 

To provide medium of costing interrup- 
tion cf work on Project 912 "Waste 

B-69620 
~-82001 

K-06910 

~-65511 

Treatnsnt Facility - Z Plant" per AEC 2,221 
Fabricate sample bottle 31 
Provide technical. services from labora- 

tories 
Provide CFB L%cilitl.es engineering 

semiczs 
Provi+ reector engineering remote 

manipulator and technical services 

18,462 18,500 

41,829 50,oclo 

$ 13,473 13,000 

$251,200 $321,831 

37 

188 

::i 

1,050 
186,400 . 

7,184 
244 

2,446 

6,500 

4,000 
31 

Exhibit 11-B (1) 
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